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This map is aimed at showing the areas and places 

controlled by the Sultanate of Gujarat at different points 

of time during 1407-1572 A.D. All Muhammad Khan, author of 

Mlrat-i-AhmadF (Vol. I p, 17) gives the list of the 25 sarkars 

controlled by' the Sultanate at the time of its maximum expan

sion. In this map these 25 sarkars are indicated by dot within 

small circles. The places other than these sarkars that are 

mentioned by records as being held by nobles in different 

capacities are shown in this map with ordinary dots. The 

alignments of the land routes shown by thick lines that go 

to suggest the pattern of the Gujarat's trade links with the 

other parts of Indian subcontinent are copied from Prof. Irfan 

Habib's sheet nOi, 7 A, B in An Atlas of the Mughal Empire. 



Introduction 

Being located on the western coast of Indian subcontinent, 

a part of Gujarat is a peninsula washed on two sides by the 

'Arabian sea and on the third by the Gulf of Carnbay. A large 

number of excellent ports found on its coast made Gujarat 

a commercial emporium. Its natural products, particularly 

cotton, that was available in abxmdance and easy access to the 

sea facilitated the development of the overseas trade. Moreover 

teak forests in the eastern part of the province provided rich 

building material for local use as well as for export all over 

the world.^ The people of Gujarat, therefore, were always 

particularly involved in the occupations identified with 

handicraft manufacture and trade which contributed to the 
3 

great wealth of the region. 

1. Sikandar LodI, the ruler of Delhi is ̂ «ported to have 
remarked that Gujarat Sultan had^S4^ports in his control; 
Sikandar bin Manjhu, Mirat-i-Sikandarx, ed. by S.C.Misra 
and M.L. Rehman, Baroda, 1961, pp. 309-10. Here after 
see MS 

2. For the timber forests see English Factories in India 
1618-69 ed. W. Foster, Oxford, 1906-27, pp. 65, 79 & 
John Pinkerton, A General Collection of the Best and 
Most Interesting Voyage and Travels in All Parts of World. 
London, 1811, p. 326 quoted by Irfaji Habib An Atlas of 
Mughal Empire, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 1982,p. 25, 
hereafter see Atlas For the export of the timber, 
see S. Maqbol Ahmad, 'Commercial Relations of India with 
the Arab VJorld' Islamic Culture. XXXVIII No. 2, 1964 p. 149; 
For the local use of the teak timber see Mlrl't-i-AhmadT. 
ed. Saiyid Nawab Ali, Baroda 1927, I p. 16. Here after 
see MA. 

3. That these factors contributed to the prosperity of Gujarat 
is emphasised by S.A.I. Tirmizi, Some Aspects of Medieval 
Gujarat, Delhi, 1968, p. 2, '.here after see SMG. 



Since Gujarat was a coastal -domain well known for its 

flourishing trade, the seafaring communities as well as various 

commercial groups, could be assumed to have comprised a very 

considerable part of its total population. One may reasonably 

presume that a major part of Gujarat's seafarers and traders 

were living in the urban centres. This large urban population 

was perhaps, further boosted by the existence of considerable 

artisan pockets. 

It is pointed out by Moreland that during the 17th 

century^Gujarat was not self-supporting in food grains. This 

was, possibly, owing to its large urban and seafaring popul

ation. According to Moreland "it (Gujarat) imported food grains 

largely from the North and East, rice from the Deccan, wheat 

and other grains from Malwa and Rajputana". 

During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries Gujarat 

appears to have witnessed important socio-economic changes 

which contributed greatly to its distinct regional identity. 

The features of the economy and demography of the 17th 

century Gujarat noticed above were, apparently, some of the 

characteristics hallmarks of such an identity. In this study 

1. Moreland, India at the Death of Akbar, London, 1920, p. 244. 



I hope to probe the question as to how and when the Gujarati 

society came to develop these features. In this connection 

I am proceeding on the premise that the expansion of 

Gujarat's overseas trade contributing to the emergende of 

these special features of its economy and demography might 

be traced back to the fifteenth and first half of the 

sixteenth centuries when it was being ruled by a regional 

Sultanate, It is sought to be done, on the one hand, by 

examining the nature and extent of patronage the seafaring 

in general and trade and commerce in particular received 

at the hand of Gujarati Sultans, On the other hand I have 

also tried to test the above premise by examining, to the 

extent it is permitted by the available evidence, the 

demographic structure of Gujarat during 1407-1572. In my 

study of the population of Gujarat I have followed Moreland's 

method based on the assximption that the ratio between the 

armed personnel and the population came up to 1:30 respectively. 

One of my major concerns in this thesis would be the 

study of the state of trade and commerce as well as the 

1. The evidence pertains to^total strenth of Gujariti armed 
forces in the year 1572 furnished by MA I, p, 16, 



related crafts in Gujarat under the regional SultSis. The 

II and III chapters of my thesis deal with this problem. In 

this study, first of all I would be dealing with the evidence 

suggesting the presence of different merchant communities 

of local as well as foreign origins in Gujarat, For this 

purpose, in addition to the references to these communities 

in the Persian chronicles and surviving traditions, large 

corpus of epigraphical evidence surviving from 14th, 15th 

and 16th centxiries has also been fully utilized. As a matter 

of fact, a considerable part of my evidence relating to the 

merchants of the foreign origin is derived from tomb-stone ^ 

inscriptions found in and around Carabay, Broach and Pattan, 

A close examination of this evidence provides insights into 

the geographical as well as rural/urban distribution of the 

merchant population. It also goes to vaguely suggest the 

pattern of Gujarat! trade links with the outside world. 

Another aspect of the problem of trader and trading 

conurainities deserving particular attention is, of course, the 

extent of patronage the regional Sultanate extended to the 

commercial groups, I have triê d to discern, in these chapters, 

the diverse ways in which Gujaratr Sultans seem, to have 

extended protection to trade and commerce. This is attempted 

with reference to the specifics of the agricultural and 

handicraft products of Gujarat, the pattern of trade routes 
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and the local demand for the commodities imported from distant 

lands, that together went to shape the state of Gujarat's 

trade in general. 

The role of zamlndars in the rise of the regional 

Sultanate of•Gujarat has also been investigated in a separate 

chapter. The basic question that I propose to answer in this 

investigation pertains to the degree of support the regional 

state in Gujarat was able to receive from the zemindars 

during the fifteenth century. Did the zamlndars who were, 

perhaps, the most powerful local elements at that time, 

co-operated with the regional nobility in their endeavours 

to become independent of Delhi? Or considering them their 

immediate contenders for political power, the zamlndars mostly 

worked to thwart the nobility's moves to organise and 

consolidate a regional power structure? These are some of the 

questions I would like to answer at length in this study. 

This would naturally involve a study of the relations of 

zamlndars with the Gujarati Sultans, The manner in which 

the prominent zamlndaris of Gujarat were annexed to the 

Sul1:anate would form an important aspect of this investigation. 

As I have tried to show in one of my articles, in the 

beginning of the fifteenth century, the zamlndars seem to 

have emerged as the main contenders for power against the 

Sultans of Gujarat. This precipitated a prolonged struggle 

as a result of which the more powerful chiefs like those of 
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Junagarh and Champaner were totally suppressed and their 

territories were annexed to the Sultanate, While on the 

other hand a majority of the smallej; zamindars seem to have 

been incorporated into the structure of Gujarati Sultanate 

on quite favourable terms. In chapter IV of this thesis, 

I have re-examined the available data on the role of the 

zamindars in the context of the questions that arise from 

this interpretation. 

Another problem deserving indepth study in this thesis 

is that of the structure of the GujarSti nobility. In the 

context of the structure of the nobility special attention has 

been paid to descerning its composition in terms of the 

relative strengths of the various religious, regional and 

social groups. This is particularly important as one could 

hope to form za. definite view on the cultural complexion of 

the Sultanate of Gujarat only in the light of a detailed 

analysis of the composition of its nobility. It goes without 

saying that the cultural and other categories of this 

analysis have been broadly borrowed from Athar All's well 
2 

known study of the nobility xinder Aurangzeb , along with some 
etc. 

additions li"ke the categories; slaves,Gujarliti Muslims/.Besides 

the composition of the nobility, in my chapters dealing with 

1, Aijaz Bano, 'The Zamindaiyof the Sultanate of Gujarat 
1407-1572' PXHC 1984, pp. 337-44.' " 

2. M.Athar Ali, Mughal Nobility Under Auranzeb> Asia Publishing 
House, Bombay, 1968, pp. 7-31. 



the nobility, I have also tried to highlight the patterns 

of recruitment, administrative training, promotions, postings, 

ranks, transfers, as well as modes of disbursement of 

emoluments and other benefits of the nobility. In this 

connection I have also tried to go into the details of the 

evidence on the basis of which S.C. Misra has suggested the 

existence of a rudimentary form of the mansab system in 

the pre-Mughal political system of Gujarat, 

II 

After having mentioned the important problems surveyed 

in this thesis now I propose to dilate briefly on the nature 

of the soxucce material used for the present study. 

As is well known the Persian histories giving detailed 

accounts of the history of the Sultanate of Gujarat are few. 

Most of the Persian histories of Gujarat were compiled 

during the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

In a majority of the cases, these histories are focused on 

the developments in Gujarat, after its annexation to the Mughal 

empire in 1572 A,D. But these histories also carry sections 

on the history of Gujarat prior to its annexation to the 

Mughal empire. 

1, S.C, Misra, 'Some Aspects of the Economy of the Sultanate 
of Gujarat*, PIHC 1982, p. 251. 
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Zamima-l-Masir-l-Mahmud Shahl of Sharnsuddin Zirak, 

TarIXh-l-Gu1arat of Sharfuddin Bukhari, Tarikh-i-Kuzaffar 

Shahl (by an anonymous author) compiled during the reign 

of Sultan Muzaffar Shah II (1511-1526 A.D,), TariXh-i-Gujarat 
,, 5(5, 

of Mir Abu Turab Wali (The exact date of its compilation 

is not given. Most probably the work was started after 158&7 A.D, 

and was completed before the author's death in 1594 ^.D,)/-

Tarikh-i-Salatin-i-Gularit of SharfuddLi Muhammad Dukhari 
It * 

(It deals with the history of Gujarat since 1410 to 1554 A.D. 

It was written in the sixteenth century byt the exact date 

of its compilation is not known) are contemporary or near 

contemporary Persian chronicles used for the study. Amongst 

them Zamima'-i-Masir-i~Mahmud Shahi is a very short treatise 

dealing with the last two decades of the reign of Sul-f.an 

Mahmud Begarah. Tarikh-i-Gu1arat of Sharfuddin Bukhari was 

originally divided into three Tabcras. But the first two 

Tabqas which are mentioned in the introduction of third 

tabqa called Tabgat-i-Mahmud Shahl is available in Maulina 

Azad Library, A.M.U. are missing. This third tabaa of the 

book commences with the enthronement of Sultan Mahraud Begarah 

in 1459 A.D, and closes with his death in 1511 A.D, The 

Tarikh~i-Muzaffar Shahl, however, provides quite detailed 

information. It commences with the foundation of the Sultanate 

of Gujarat and comes dov.-n to end of the reign of Sultan 

Mahmud Begarah. It is called TJrikh-i-Muzaffar Shahi after 

1. Rieu's Catalogue, vol. ill pp.967-68; according to *̂ li Ktihanimad 
wian 5 the author of Mirat-1-Ahmadl,Abu Turab Wall died ' 
In 1594 A.D. '^ 
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the name of Kahmud Begarah's successor, during whose reign 

the book was compiled. TeTrlkh-i^Gujarit of Abu Turib Wall 

begins with the notice of Muhammad Zaman Mirza's arrival 

in Bahadar Shah's Court and closes with the account of 

revolt of Muzaffar Shah III against Mughals. It deals mainly 

with story of the struggle of Sultan Bahadar Shah against 

Humayun as well as the Portuguese.Abu Tur3b Wali's narrative 

is also very important for the political development during 

1526 to 1572 A.D, One mibfht like to point out regarding these 

contemporary and near contemporary Persian chronicles that 

besides furnishing limited information these are almost 

entirely focused on political developments. Very little 

information on economic history of the Gujarati Sultanate is 

available in these chronicles. These chronicles are useful 

for the present study only for the fragmented but authentic 

information that it is possible to piece together from them 

on the social institutions like the nobility and the zamindars. 

The Chronicles compiled in the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries furnishing information on the history of Gujarat 

during the 15th and 16th centuries. Tabqat-i-Akbarl of Nizamuddin 

Ahmad (compiled in 1593-94 A.D.) and Tarikh-i-Farishta of 

Muhammad Qasim Farishta. (Compiled in 1606-7 A.D). Mirat-i-

Sikandari of Sikandar bin Manjhu (compiled in 1611 A.D.), 
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Zafrul Walih bi-Muzaffar "v/alih of Haji-ud-Dabir (in Arabic) 
» » " • 

and Mi rat-i-Ahmadi of'AII Muhammad Khan (compiled in 1761 A,D,), 

These chronicles furnish not only detailed dynastic history 

of Gujarat but also make available varied evidences on the 

different aspect of the socio-economic history of Gujarat 

during fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Among these chronicles 

Zafrul Walih is notabli for its detailed information on the 

Habashi and Rubr nobles as well as on the relations between 

Portuguese and the Sultanate of Gujarat. But the most important 

and detailed account for the history of the political instit

ution of the pre 1572 period is to be found in Mirat-i-Sjkandarl, 

Since its author was originally from Gujarat (born at 

"Raharomadabad in 1554 A.D.) who belonged to a family that were 

in the service of Gujarati rulers for a long time, he had 

easy access to information on the history of the Sultanate of 

Gujarat; Partly he collected this information from his own 

father and partly from the other contemporary chronicles like 

Tarikh-i-Ahmad Shahl of Hulwr ShirazI, Masir-i-Mahmud Shahr 

of Abdul iiusain, Tarikh-i-Muzaffar Shahi of Qahil, Tarikh-i-

Bahadeir Shahi of Husum Khan Gujarati and Tuhfatus Sadat of 

Aram Khashmiri, Most of these chronicles are not available. 

1. The author of the book began to write from 1605-5 A.D., 
but the date of its compilation is not know. I have used 
its translation by Lokhand Wala, 
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i 1 

Out of the above Persian Chronicles Mirat-i-Ahmadi 

is a unique source. Although for the history of Gujarat 

during the 15th and 16th centuries it viould be regarded as 

a very late source, its real significance lies in the unique 

information pertaining to the administrative institutions of 

the Gujarati Sultanate that it some time furnishes. The 

Mira"t-i-Ahmadi/ written in the 18th century happens to be 

very factual for the 16th century as well owing to the 

availability of the official records to its author* Ali 

Muhammad Khan, who was the diwan of the suba of Gujarat, The 

information pertaining to the total revenues of the Sultanate 

of Gujarat, the quantum of tribute paid by the zamlnda"rs to 

the SultSis, names of the important sea ports, nature of 

custom duties collected there, as well as the names of the 

administrative sub-divisions of the Sultanate, is fortunately 

available in Mirat-i^Ahmadl. 

Surviving inscriptions in Persian, Arabic and Sanskrit 

at different places in Gujarat have also proved to be valuable 

sources of information for my thesis. Bulk of this epigraphical 

information is available in the form of the tomb-stone 

epithets or inscriptions ascribing the erection of civil as 

well as public Works to different persons. 
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The travellers* accounts beginning with that of Chau 

Ju-Kua (1225 A.D.) and Marcepolo (1298 A.D.) down to those 

of 17th century European travellers have been used by me 

extensively for reconstructing the pattern of Gujarati trade 

and commerce during 1407-1572 A.D. Among them the accounts of 

Ki)oitin, Nicolo Conti, Varthema, Barbosa, Tome Pires have 

been used with particular care. These travel accounts provide 

detailed information on the pattern of trade routes, nature 

of export and impprt commodities as well as on the con^osition 

and economic role of different merchant communities. The account 

left by some of the 17th and 18th century travellers like 

Tavemier and Abbe Carre respectively have also been used by 

me. Information coming from these latter travel accounts some 

times helps in working back the 17th and 18th centuries 

features of economy to the earlier periods by juxtaposing 

it to the evidence furnished by 15th and 16th century sources. 

Traditions about the early history of Gujarat reproduced 

in Tarikh-i-5orath and Ras Mala" by R, Amarji and A,K. Forbes 

respectively are also important sources for my study. But the 

historical validity of these traditions is accepted only to 

the extent these are directly or indirectly corroborated by 

other more reliable evidence. 

Lastly, one must also mention that the Portuguese 

documents preserved in the archives at Goa and Lisbon represent 



another vast corpus of source material on the history of 

the Sultanate of Gujarat which to this date has remained 

largely unutilised. Ovjing to my lack of familiarity with 

the Portuguese language I am not able to use these documents 

on a considerable scale. But fortunately some of these 

documents have been utilised by M.N. Pearson in his book. 

Merchants and Rulers in Gujarat and also in his articles 

included in the collection entitled Coastal Western India. 

Similarly K,S, Mathew has also translated many of the Portuguese 

documents in his booX, Portuguese Trade with India in the 

Sixteenth Century as well as in his numerous articles of which 

'Khwaja Safar/ the Merchant Governor of Surat and the India 

Portuguese Trade in the Early Sixteenth Century'/ proved 

to be particularly interesting for me, I have liberally 

borrowed information based on the Portuguese archives from 

the vjritings of M.N, Pearson and K,S, Mathew, Bulk of this 

information pertains the pattern of Gujarati overseas trade, 

I could thus claim that the Portuguese archival sources have 

also^been used* though in a limited way, in the present thesis. 

1, PIHC 1982, pp, 332-33, 



n 
Chapter -I 

The Population of Gujarat During the Sixteenth Century 

No contemporaxry estimate is available of the population 

of medieval Gujarat. It is thus not possible to be definite 

about the size of the population of Gujeurat dxoring 15th 

century. For the 17th centtiry only indirect evidence suggesting 

the populations of two big cities of the region namely, 

Ahmadabad and Surat, is available. In the letters received 

by the east India C<XQpany from its servant in the east, 

Ahmadabad is said to be as big as London and its subrub. 

At the end of the seventeenth century, London is credited 
2 

with a population exceeding 100,000 but below 200,000. 

Accordingly the population of Ahmadabad during the 17th 

3 
century has been estimated at 100,000 to 200,000. Similar 

evidence suggests Surat's population as 100,000 in 1663 and 

1. Letters Received by East India Company from its Servant 
in the East, II, p. 28; and Withington in Early Travels 
in India, ed. Poster p. 206ccited from Irfan Habib Cambridge 
Economic History of India ed. by Irfan Habib & Tapan Ray 
Chaudhry, Vol. I, Cambridge University Press, 1982, p. 171, 

2. New Cambridge Modem History, III, pp. 33-34 cited by 
Irfan Habib in Cambridge Economic History of India, I, 
p. 171. 

3. Ibid. 

4. Pr. Manuel Godinho, trans. G.M. Moras JBB (R), AS, New 
Series, XXVII, ii, pp. 194-5; quoted by Irfan Habib 
op.cit. 



200,000 in 1700 A.D.^ But regarding the population of the 

whole of the province we are not in a position to make even 

a rough estimate. 

the 
While'faced with/problem of lack of data for the Mughal 

Deccan/ Moreland estimated the population on the -basis of 

the size of army. Between the army and the civilian popul

ation he has assumed the ratio 1»30 as existing in Germany 
2 

and France at the time of the first World War. But this 

method has been criticised on the groxind that the ratio 

between the array and the civilian population obtaining in 

a modem situation can not be valid for the medieval period. 

Moreover^ the weakness of this method was perhaps realized 

by Moreland himself. As pointed out by Shireen Moosvi, he 

seems to have used the method as a last resort. Since he 

did not use it for working out the population of the North 

India tor which the size of fighting force could have been 

worked out rather accurately on the basis of the detailed 

information furnished in *Xin-i-Akbari about the strength of 

the retainers of zamindars and the figiires for the imperial 

army furnished by Lahori. 

1. Hemilton, A New Account of the East Indies, ed. W.Fostej; 1/ 
p. 89, cited by Irfan Habib, op.cit. 

2. W.H. Moreland, India at the Death of Akbar, London, 1920,p. 9, 

3. Ain-i-Akbari, II, ed. Blochmann_^ Bib. Ind. Calcutta, 
1867-77. MSS, p. 306; *Abdul Hamid LShorl, Badshahnama. II, 
Bib. Ind. Calcutta, 1866, p. 715; cited by S, Moosvi, 
The Economy of the Mughal Empire, Oxford University Press, 
Delhi, 1987, p. 379. 



However, we have no choice but to depend on this method 

for hazarding an estimate for population of Gujarat during 

the 15th century assuming a different army - civilian ratio. 

The population of Mughal empire around 1600 is estimated by 

3. Moosvi as 9.83 crores while the array strength is estimated 

48.9 lakh (48,90,000). Thus the ratio between the array bnd 

the civilian population in the Mughal Empire at the beginning 

of the seventeenth century seems to come to 1:20. Assuming 

this ratio to be true for the territory of Gujarat during 

the first half of the 16th century and working out the strength 

of armed personnels in the Sultanate of Gujarat one might 

hope to arrive at an estimate of the population of the Gujarat 

during the same period. 

The author of Mirat-i-i^hmadi suggests that the total 

strength of the troops commanded by Gujarati rulers during 
2 

1571-2 A.D. came up to 20,3000. Moreover according to 

Ain-i-Akbari's figures the total number of the retainers of 

the zamlndars of Gujarat in 1595 A.D., was 56,0575. One may 

suppose that the total number of the retainers of the zamLidars 

of Gujarat in 1571-2 A.D. was roughly the same as estimated 

1. S, Moosvi, op.cit. 

2. MA I, p. 16. 

3. Abul Fazl, Ain-i-Akbari. Naval Kishore, Lucknow, 1881, 
pp. 115-124. Here after see Sin. 
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by Abul Fazl for the year 1594 A.D. As a matter of_fact 

there is no evidence suggesting a drastic change in the 

zamindarl structure of Gujarat between 1572 and 1594 A.D., 

that might tell against the above supposition. Thus on adding 

this number for the retainers of Gujara"ti zamindars with the 

number indicating the strength of the Gujarati army, one gets 

the total strength of the military personnel in Gujarat for 

the year 1571-72 A.D., as 763, 575. Now applying the ratio 

of 1:20 (between the army and the civilian people) to the 

number indicating the strength of the military personnel^, 

the population of Gujarat in the year 1571-2 A.D. would 

come up 1,52,71500. 

Dosabhai, the author of the History of Gujarat (on -

the basis of the census of 1891) has estimated the population 

of the territory of Gujara't which v;as under the control of 
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1 

the Gujsrat Sultanate afi amounting to 2,22,99,661. In the 

light of this estimated population for 1891, one can say that 

our estimation of the population o£ Gujarat for 1571-2 A.D, 

is not far wrong., The almost doubling of population of Gujaratj 

Dosabhaf has estimated the population of the territory of 
Gujarat on the basis of papulation figures indicated by 
the census of 1891 for the individual districts. Tne 
details of the figures are as follows: 

A. Ahmedabad district including the subdivisions: DasKrohi, 
Dholka, Viramgam, Dhandhuka, Sanand, Parantij including 
Peta Mahal of Modasa, Gogha lately converted into Peta 
Mahal: 9,21,712. 

B. Kaira district including Kadiad, Borsad, Anand, Mahmudabad, 
Metal, Thasra, Kapadvanj: 3,13;417. 

C. Broach including Ankleshvar including Peta Mahal of 
Hansot, Jambffssy, Waghra, Amode: 3,41,490. 

D. Surat including olpad, Chorasi, Bardoli including Peta 
Mahal of Valvod, Balsar, Chikhli, Mandavi, Pardi: 
6,49,989. 

E. Baroda: 24,15,396. 

F. Kachh: 5,58,415. 

G. Cambay: 89,722. 

H. Kathiawar consisting the states: Junagarh, Movanagar, 
Bhavanagar, Porbandar, Dhrangadhra, Morvi, Gondal, 
Vankenar, Palithana, Dhrol, Limbodi, Rajkot, Vadhavan, 
Jafarabad: 2 7,52,404. 

I. Mahikantha: including Idar and 62 minor states.'5,81,662. 

J. Rewakantha including Rajpipla, Chhota Udaipur, Barya, 
Lunavada, Balasinor, Sunth and 4 minor states 51 petty 
Mehwas states: 7,32,831, 

K. Palanpur and Radhanpur group: Palanpur, Radhanpur, 
9 other Talukas: 6,45,526. 

L. South Gujarat including Dharampur, Vansda and Sachin: 
1,83,160. 

EDAJI D0SA3HAI, Histor̂ / of Gujarat, Ahmedabad 1394, pp. 327-334, 



in the duration of 300 years does not seem improbable. The 

fact that the extent of cultivation in Gujarat within these 

300 years had also become double, tends to support this 

assumption. 

There are suggested two other methods also for estimating 

the population of a territory by Moreland and A.V. Desai, But 

these methods cannot be applied in this case due to the 

paucity of evidence. 

It is very difficult" to assess the exact distribution of 

the above estimated population between the rural and urban 

sectors. The ratio of 15:85 worked out by Irfan Habib in 

Cambridge Economic History of India (Vol, I) for urban and 

rural sectors of the Mughal Empire during the sixteenth 

century cannot be automatically assumed for the Gujarat of 

the sixteenth century. As it is well known that Gujarat's 

flourishing trade and commerce was an important factor in 

promoting its large urban population. Perhaps the share of 

the urban population in Gujarat would be much larger than 

that in other parts of India, At least this is the assumption 

from which Moreland proceeds in his analysis of the Gujarat! 

economy at the time of Akbar's death. According to Moreland 

1. S. Moosvl, op,cit., p. 57, Table 2,9 
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"Gujarat was not self supporting/ it had a large urban and 

sea-faring population to provide for, and it imported food 

grains largely from-the north and east, rice from the Deccan, 

wheat and other grains from Malwa and Rajputana. 

Irfan Habib has estimated his ratio of 15:85 (between 

urban and rural) by estimating ratio in which agricultural 

surplus was shared during the 16th century between the urban 

and rural sectors. He further corroborates this ratio with 

reference to census figures available for some of the 
2 

districts of Eastern India during the p>eriod 1813-1872. 

It might be suggested that the ratio (20*1) between 

the civilian people and the strength of the armed personnel 

worked out on the basis of the figures, furnished by S.Moosvi 

for the Mughal Empire as a whole could also be applied for 

working out urban and rural population of Gujarat separately. 

One could arrive at the rough estimates of the rural and 

urban populations of Gujarat at the time of its annexation 

to the Mughal Empire by multiplying the figures that we have 

for the total number of retainers :6f Gujarat! zamindars 

and those of the troops sezrving under the Sultans by 20, 

This would mean that if one multiplies 5,60,575, the total 

1, Moreland, India at the Death of Akbar, p. 244, 

2. Irfan Habib, in Cambridge Economic History of India, 
Vol. I,pp. 169-70. 
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strength of the retainers of the zamindars of Gujarat (given 

by Abul Pazl for the year 1594 and assumed by me to be 

applicable to the year 1572 as well), by 20 the resulting 

figures of 1,12,11,400 would be the rough estimate of the 

rural population of Gujarat in the year 1571-72 A.D. Similarly, 

the urban population of Gujarat would roughly be estimated 

for the same year as 40,60,100. Thus the urban-rural ratio 

in Gujarat would come to 26:74. Census of 1921, 1931 and 1961 . 

yield the ratio between urban and rural population of Gujarat 

^ i 

as 20:80, 23:77 and 25|75,XJi respectively. These go to 

broadly corroborate the above ratio (26:74) worked out for 

the year 1571-72 A.D. 

The fact that the portion of urban population in Gujarat 

was larger than that of the other parts of India is also borne 

out by this estimated ratio (26:74), Though this ratio of urban 

and rural population does not give the exact figure for 1571-2 A, 

however, one may say that in 1571-2 A.D,, the urban population 

was not less than 26% of the total population. 

1, In 1921: 
Total Population Urban Rural Ratio between 

urban and 
rural popul
ation, 

27,59,839 5,65,660 21,94,279 20:80 

In 1931 

31,50,012 7,35,784 24,14,228 23:77 

In 1961 

20,633,350 53,16,624 15,316,726 25,76:74,2^ 
Census of India 1931 VIII, part I Bombay Presidency, Government 
Central Press, pp, 48,485; Census of India, 1961 pp. 21,70,121. 
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My estimates would thus tend to show that the ratio 

of urban population in Gujarat at the time of its annexation 

to the Mughal Empire was markedly higher (i.e. 26%) than 

that of the Mughal Empire in general (i.e. 15%). This would 

mean that by 1572 A.D., Gujarat!s. demographic structure had 

already taken a form where, the need would have been felt for 

importing food grains from the neighbouring regions. One 

might speculate that this was perhaps an outcome of the 

expansion of Gujarati trade and commerce during the preceding 

one hundred years that this territory was being controlled 

by a regional sultanate. 
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Chapter II 

Gujarat's External Trade 1407-1572 A.D. 

A sixteenth century Portuguese writer is reported to 

have claimed 'if in any land it can be said, gold and silver 

flow, it is cambay'. This wealth and prosperity of Gujarat 

was a creation of its lavish trade facilitated by the large 

number of flourishing sea-ports that continuously received 

foreign trade and also provided outlets for indigenous 

manufactures. This state of Gujarat economy is also borne out 

by Sikandar Lodl's often quoted remark that while tiie kings 

of Delhi had their income from wheat and barley, the rulers 

of Gujarat prospered on coral and pearls imported through 
2 

eighty four ports controlled by them. 

Tome Pires who visited Gujarat in the early sixteenth 

centxiry gives the list of the ports which were under the 

control of the Gujarat Sul̂ .Sns stretched up to the confines 

of the state of Ahroadnagar, These were Imdi.Kharepattan, 

1. J. Wicki, ed. 'Duas Relcos Sobre a Situacao da India 
Portuea nos Anos 1568 e 1569' Studies VIII (1961) p. 177, 
quoted by M.N. Pearson in his article "Banyas and 
Brahmin" in Coastal VJestem India, Delhi, 1981, p. 105. 

2. Sikandar bin Manjhu, Mirit-i-Sikandarl ed. by S.C. Misra 
v5^ M;^?T^^^^?*, ?ff°*^^ 196^' PP- 309-10. Here after see 
MS; MA U pp. 17-24) enumerates 84 ports which constituted 
many mahals of the kingdom. 



pattclTx , Diu, Manor, Telaja, Gandhar, Broach, Gogha, Gambay, 

Surat, Rander, Dahanu, Agashi, Bassein and Kahim, One 

may safely treat these ports as having flourshed under 

the Sultans of Gujarat. The ports;î Iangrol and Thana omitted 

from the Tom6 Fires' list but mentioned by Baroosa should 

also be included in this list of sea-ports of the Sultanate 
2 

of Gujarat. A comparision of this list with the list of 

17 ports of Gujarat given in Mirat-i-Ahmadi/ which is an 

eighteenth century description, would show that out of the 

ports listed by Tome Pires ten, namely Pattan, Cambay, Diu, 

Telaja, Gandhar, Broach, Gogha, Surat, Rander and Mangrol, 

survived even after the decline of the Sultanate during 

sixteenth century. But this comparision also indicates that 

several ports such as Imdi, Kharepatan, Manor, Dahanu Agashi, 

Mahim, Bassein and Thana had gone from the control of the 

Gujarat ruler during the later period of the Sultanate but 

some new ports like una, porbandor, Kagsar, Kodinar, Dunger, 

Mahuwa, Shakhapur and Chikhli were developed after the annex-

ation of Gujarat to the Mughal Empire. This last mentioned 

1. Imdi is written for Diul or Dabul. According to A, Cortesao 
(in Barbosa, Vol. I, p. 38, fn.) since before the port 
Kharepatan there was no port except Dabul, Imdi, therefore, 
seems the port of Dabul. Manor - Between Telaja and Gohgha 
Dahanu Lies thirty two miles south-vjest of Daman; Agashi 
Twenty eight miles from Dahanu. Barbosa, Duratf,The Book 
of Durate Barbosa, tr. H.L.Dames, Hakluyt Society, London, 
1974, I, pp. 38-39, Hereafter see Sarbosa. 

2. Barbosa I, pp. 148-51. 

3. HA I, p. 21. 
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inference is important as it points to the pattern of 

Gujarat! trade as well as the organisation of its handicraft 

manufacture and its undergoing a serious disturbance as a 

consequence of the conquest. 

Gujarat! ports were lin]<ed with many places on the 

African and Arabian coasts as well as with those located in 

the South-East Asia through an eleborate system of sea 

routes. These routes for the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 

are identified with the help of contemporary Portuguese and 

other European travellers' accovmts supplemented extensively 

by the seventeenth century evidence. In the following 

paragraph these sea routes are described briefly. 

In the context of a description of the Chief Gujarati 

port Cambay, an early sixteenth Century Portuguese traveller 

figuratively states that Cambay stretches out two arms, with 

her right arm, she reaches out towards Aden and with the 
1 

other towards Malacca, According to Barbosa's description 

Cambay was connected with China and Indonesia via Malacca 

and Siomatra, Apparently^with Malacca the Gujarati ports were 

1. Tome Pires, I* p. 42. 
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linked directly but some times these links were through 

Calicut in Malabar. Other ports in the south-East with which 

the Gujarati ports were linked included ports on the coasts 

2 - •" 

of Ceylon, oiam and Burma, Towards the west Gujarati ports 

were linked with Ormuz and Aden and via Aden these were 

linked with Cairo. Besides Ormuz and Cairo, Gujarat was also 

linked with a number of ports on the East African coast. 

Amongst them, during fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, 
3 

Sofala and Malindi were more important. 

After Cambay, the other most important Gujarati port 

during this period was Diu which was linked with Malabar, 

Baticala, Goa, Chaul and Dabul and also with Mecca, Aden, 
4 

Zeila, Barbora, Magadoxo, Malinde, Brava, Bombaca and Ormuz. 

In addition to overseas trade passing through sea-ports 

during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, Gujarat also 

received considerable trade through land routes which linked 

important trading and manufacturing centres there with outside 

world. In a discussion of Gujarat's prosperity and flourishing 

trade it would be of interest to mention these land routes. 

1. Barbosa, II, p. 215. 

2. Tome Pires, I, p, 42. 

3. :.IbidV,«/ pp. 42-43; Barbosa, I, pp. 31, 130-31, 178. 

4. Barbosa, I, p. 128. 



These land routes, on the one hand/ linked with each 

other the important agricultural and manufacturing centres 

located in Gujarat such as Surat, Cambay, Broach, tiaroda and 

Ahmadabad. On the other hand, these also connected the GujaratI 

centres of production and distrioution with the important 

trading centres in other parts of Indian subcontinent such 

as Burhanpur, Thatta and Ajmer. 

Ahmedabad's main agricultural products were wheat, rice 

and sugarcane. Among the manufactures of Ahmadaoad were cloth, 

inlay work, carving ivory and carnelian and paper. According 

to the author of Mi rat-i-Ahmadi: as the climate of Ahmadabad 

was suitable for weaving the cloth therefore it became the 

main Centre for manufacturing the cloth in Gujarat. In the 

market of Ahmadabad different varieties of cloths were woven. 

The cloths which got special mention in Mirat-i-Ahmadr are 

Qatni MashrZL* (half cotton half silk^, baftai, chiken makhmal, 

silk, brocaded pashmina (woolen stuff). Cambay was famous 

for its manufactures like indigo, opium, cups, beads, 

bracelets and handles of daggers by carving the carnelian 

(aqiq) and ivory and cloths like muslin, patola (in cotton) 

and silk), white cotton fabrics both fine and coarse and 

1. KA Supp. p. 7, For the woolen stuffs 'i^xl Muhammad Khan 
writes Aqamsha Zarbafi an^ for the silk abreshambSfi. 
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other printed in patterns, coloured velvet of poor quality 

and velvety satins, taffetas, thiclc carpets, quilted articles 

of dress, beautiful quilts and silk camlets. In Broach the 

chief agricultural products were wheat, rice, bareley and 

cotton. Its manufactures comprised cloths like. Calico and 

bafta. Baroda was famous for cotton stuff especially broad 

bafta."^ 

These centres were linked with each other by the 

following routes. My description here largely follows the 

alignments worked out by Prof. Habib in his Atlas of the 

Mughal Empire. It, of course, goes •, without, saying that bulk 

of the information suggesting the routes depicted by Prof. Irfan 

Habib pertainsto the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 

But one may reasonably presume that the similar pattern, with 

minor modifications, should have existed during the first 

half of the 16th century or even earlier when Gujarat was. 

1. Barbosa I, pp. 55-56, 64, 117, 128-30, 141-42; Nicolo Conti 
in R.H. Major, India in the Fifteenth Centxury, London, 1974, 
pp. 20-31; Hereafter see Nicolo Conti; Tavernier, Jean 
Baptise, Tavernier's Travels in India, tr. V.Ball, London, 
1889, I, p. 56; hereafter see Tavernier; Camlet, a durable 
water proof cloth. 

2. Tavernier I, p. 55; II, p. 6. 

3. Thevenot, Indian Travels of Thevenot and Careri, ed. S.N.Sen, 
New Delhi 1949, p. 44; Mandelso, Travels in Western India, 
O.U.P., 1931, p. 17 as quoted by Irfan Habib, sQe Atla"s7^. 26, 
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being ruled by the local Sultans.^ These routes were:-

1, Ahmadabad to Thatta via Radhanpur and Nagar Parkar, 

was a very difficult route. No fresh water was available 

between Radhanpur and Nagar Parkar except the two wells 

containing undrinkable saline water. 

one 

2. Ahmadabad to Ajmer had two variants,/via Sirohi and the 

other via Bargaon. Apparently the route via Sirohi was a more 

frequented one since there was the facility of the road for 

the carts on this route. Moreover,, Sirohi was a great manuf

acturing centre of swords which also attracted the merchants 

to this route. 

3. Ahmadabad to Cambay via Sojitra. 

4. Ahmadabad and Broach were linked by two routes, one 

going via Sojitra and the other via Baroda, Both these routes 

were important- as these were linked with many important 

manufacturing centres. For instance Sojitra was linked with 

Cambay while . Mahmudabad, Nadiad and Baroda were situated 

on the other route. 

5. Broach to Surat, 

1. MA I, p. 24 & supp. pp. 176-7, 222; Tavemier I, pp. 48-50, 
68, 71-2, 80-4, 142-3; ^'ithington, Early Travels,pp. 205-10; 
Pinch, Early Travels, pp. 133-7; Thevenot, pp. 17, l02-4i. 
Mundy, Peter The Travels of Peter Mundy, ed. 
R.C. Temple, Lonaon, 1914, II, 260-72; quoted by Irfan 
Habib, An Atlas of Mughal Empire, p. 2 5, sheet 7B. 
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6. Surat to Aurangabad, this route led to Burhanpur as 

well as to Aurangabad. Upto Kavapur it served as common 

route for the carvans going to the above places but from 

Kavapur it got bifurcated into two alignments. The one via 

Dhaita led to Burhanpur and the other via Kaanpur went to 

Aurangabad. The Burhanpur route was important owing to its 

passage through various important commercial towns which 

produced Calico, muslin, sv;ords and armour. The Aurangabad 

route via Khanpur and Pimpalner was also rich in several 

commodities like sugarcane, textile and fruits. 

Down to middle of the sixteenth century most of the 

Gujarat overseas trade used to pass through the port of Cambay, 
in 

It was/ view of this importance of Cambay as trading centre 

that it was called Cairo (the busiest port of the world) of 
1 

India, According to Barbosa a large number of ships used 

to come from Cambay to Aden loaded with commodities for 
2 

transport to markets, Varthema on the other hand observes 

that three hundred ships of different countries used to come 
3 

to Cambay every year. Besides the port o5 Cambay the city of 

1. Pedro Alveres Cabral, The Voyage of Pedro Alvares Cabral 
to Brazil and India, trans. vv.B. Greener, London, 1937, 
pp. 111-112. Hereafter see Cabral. 

2. Barbosa I, pp. 5,7. 

3. Varthema, Ludovico di. Itenerary of Ludovicode Varthema, 
Hkluyt Society, 1944, p. 111. Hereafter see Varthema. 



Ahrnadabaa ±n its immediate hinterland was also a great 

trading centre. It was particularly noT:ed for the export 

and iiTjport overseas trade, A German traveller Mandelslo who 

visited Ahmadabad in 1638 .-..D. says that "there is not in 

a manner any nation/ nor sny merchandise in all Asia which 

may not be had at Ahmadabad". 

The commercial commodities which were exported from 

2 
Gujarat comprised cotton and sil>c stuffs, indigo. Coarse 
pottery of different kinds which is compared ^ by Tome Pires 

3 4 5 
with that from Seville, sugar, glass beads, leatijfr and 

1. Mandelso's Travels in India, p. 37, quoted by M.S. 
Commissariat, II, A History of Gujarat, Bombay, 1938, p. 299. 

2. Cotton was produced in Gujarat in abundance. It was of two 
types as mentioned by Marcopolo: "Cbtton produced in large 
quantities from a tree that is about six yards in height 
and bears twenty years; but the taken from trees of that 
age is not adopted for spinning but only for quilting. Such 
on the contrary as is taken from trees of tv/elve years old 
is saitable for muslins or other extraordinary fineness". 
Marcopolo, Travels of Plarcopolo, ed. Manuel Komroff, Wew 
York, 1930, p. 306, here after see Marcopolo; Earbosa I, 
pp. 154-6 mentions cotton muslin and coarse cotton material 
exported all over the world. Tome Pires I, p. 44, mentions 
that near about twenty types of cotton materials were 
exported from Cambay to the other countries. For the silk 
stuffs see Tom.e Pires I, p. 44, 

3. Tome Pires I, pp. 43-44; Seville is a port in S.W. Spain. 

4. The best sugar in India v/as made in Sassein and exported to 
Persia and Arabia. Abbe Carre , The Travels of the /̂ bbe Carre 
in India and the l̂ ear East, 1672 to 1674, to Juady Fawcett, ed. 
Charles Pawcett nakluyt Society, 1947, pp.178. Hereafter see 

. Abbe Carre;-pabr^l, p.. 69., '~ Z, 

5- Tome Pires I, pp. 15, 16; Barbosa I, p. 55. 



1 2 3 
dressed hides, horses, teak wood, rice, wheat, barley, 

4 
great millet, precious stones such as carnelian, chalce-

5 6 
denies, agate and many medicines like arrov; root, lac, -

7 
borax, incense, gingelly oil, tutenag, turbidi, gallenga. 

1. Marccpolo, p. 308; Tome Pires I, p. 44. 

2. Barbosa mentions that Gujarati horses were exported to 
Vijay i'̂ agar in India (Delhi) . Barbosa I, p. 211, 

3. Maqbool Ahmad's article op.cit.; The English Factories 
in India, op.cit., p. 65, quoted by Irfan Habib in Atlas, 
op.cit., p. 25. 

4. Rice, wheat and great millet were exported to Africa; 
Barbosa I, p. 23 . 

5. In Gujarat.' the rocks of carnelian, agate and chalcedony 
v;ere found. Micolo Conti, pp. 5-6; Kikitin, in R.H.Major, 
p. 21; Varthema, pp. 106-7; Barbosa I, pp. 43-45, 55-56;see 
Tavernier I, p. 56. 

6. A plant from which a nutritious starch is prepared. 

7. Barbosa I, p. 156, p. 215; Cabral pp. 69, 777; According 
to Marcopolo incense is produced in abundance in Kanan 
(Modern Bombay) Marcopolo, p. 307. 
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spikenard, sapheliea, rayrobolans, nut.meg, chacho and 
1 2 

Pucho and Opium. 

The commodities v.'nich were imported into Gujara-c were; 

VJOXU, Silver, Coral, Copper, madder, raisins, vermilion, 

quick silver, tutty (zinc), horses, rose water and opium 

These medicines are mentioned by the travellers Varthema 
and Barbosa. Turbidi is Turbith, the root of spices, a 
well known drug; Galanqa is a kind of arrow root used 
for medicines; spikenard and sapheliea, ' -are well known 
Indian drugs. Varthema pp. 106-7 fn; Gacho and Pucho 
v?efe3the names of drugs exported especially to Malacca 
and China. Tome Pires usdd the two words Cacho and Pucho 
but Barbosa used a single word for two drugs cachopucho. 
Tome Pires I, p. 43; Barbosa I, p. 156. 

From Cambay two types of Opium was exported. One was 
prepared at Cambay the other was that which was imported 
from Aden and Malwa. As it is indicated by Barbosa; from 
the po^.t of Diu Opium was exported to Malabar "both that 
brought from Aden and that which they make in Cambay". 
Barbosa I, pp.128-9* That part of Opium exported from 
the Gujaratiports to the out side world came from Malwa 
is also corroborated by Walter Hamilton (The East India 
Gazetteer, 'Walter Hamilton, I, p. 602). ̂ '̂hile listing Opium 
as one of the products of Gujarat, he points out that poppy 
has never been much cultivated in Gujarat where it was 
supplied from Malwa. For the import of Opium from Aden 
see Tome Pires I, p. 43,* For the other export commodities 
see Chau Ju Kua, pp. 92, 126; Nikitin, pp. 20,21,31; 
Varthema pp. 44, 45; 106, 107; Barbosa I, pp. 23, 55, 129, 
136-37, 145, 156; II, pp. 173, 215; Tome Pires I, pp. 37, 
44, 86. 



from Aden; Arabian and Persian horses, seed-pearlS/ 

sulpher, silk (probably persian silk), tutty, alum/ musk, 
2 

dates and a great deal of dried fruits from Ormuz; swords 

from Egypt, Alimanl, Maghribi and iChorasani and also from 

4 Telingana in Deccan, gold, ivory, amber, wax, and slaves 

from East Coast of Africa; areca, cocoanuts and pepper 

1. Tome Pires I, pp. 17, 34, 43; 3arbosa II, p. 164; Gold was 
imported in ingots and coined. Barbosa I, pp. 55-56; Tome 
Pires mentions that merchants from Cairo brought the 
merchandise which used to come from Italy and Greece and 
Damascus to Aden such as gold, silver, quick silver, 
vermilion, copper, rose water, scarlet in grain, coloured 
wooden cloth, glass beads, weapons. The merchants of Aden 
in turn brought these things with addition of madder, 
raisins, opium, rose water, gold, silver, horses of Zeila 
and Barbera and the island of ouakin and Arabia to Cambay. 
Tome Pires I, p. 43. 

2. Tome Pires I, pp. 14, 17, 20, 21, 44-45; Barbosa I, p. 94; 
Silk was an outstanding commercial product of Iran. The 
demand for Iranian silk in Gujarat continued till about 
the middle of the seventeenth century when it was supplanted 
by Bengal silk. Owen C. Kail, The Dutch in India, Delhi, 
1981, p. 61. 

3. MS p. 119; According to Bayley, Alimanl is meant German 
and by Maghribi (Western) is probably meant Arabian or 
possibly Spanish. Bayley, Local Kuhammadan Dynasties, 
Delhi, 1970, p. 184. 

4. In 1464 A.D. Sultan Maljmud Begarah procured from Telingana 
a large quantity of arms made of Kajll iron; i^ p. 113. 

5. Barbosa I, pp. 8,-31; Pires, I, pp. 14, 34; Gazetteer of 
Bombay Presidency, IV, pp. 87-88, 
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1 2 
from Malabar, ceylon and Pegu; musk from Tartar and Ava; 

3 4 
spices from Malacca and ceylon; opium from iHalwa and ̂ den; 

£. 6 7 
procelain from Cnina; silk from China and Iran; betelnut 

8 9 
and rice from Deccan; some textile from Delhi; silk sturfs 
from Syria; mace and nutmege from 3andan (island); 

12 
elephants from the island of Ceilam and Malabar, 

1. Pires 1, pp. 80-83; Barbosa I, p. 128; Gazetteer of Bombay 
Presidency IV, pp. 87-88. 

2. Sarbosa II, pp. 159-60; Gazetteer,_ Ibid., p. 88. In 
1486-7 A.D. a Carvan of Samarqandi merchants arrived at 
Gujarat with few maunds of musk of Tartary. quoted by 
Tirmizi in 3ome aspects of Medieval Gujarat, p. VIII 
(Introduction), 

3. Tome Pires II, p. 270. 

4. Ras Mala, I, London, 1856, p. 165; Barbosa I, p. 34, 128-29, 
Tome Pires I, p. 43. 

5. Barbosa I, p. 146; MS p. 164. 

6. Barbosa I, pp. 128-9, II, p. 215; Tavernier II, p. 54. 

7. Betelnut called folio Indo was imported from Deccan. 
Tome J. ires 1, p."* 54. 

8. ^in II, p. 114. 

9. In 1487 A.D,, a party of merchants came to Sultan Mahmud 
Segarah complaining that they were bringing four hundred 
Persian and Turki horses from Iraq and Kboî ŝan and some 
roles of Hindustani fabrics with the intention to sell 
them in Gujarat, they were robbed on the way by the men of 
Raja of Sirohi, MS p. 144. 

10. Kaji-ud Dabir, Zafrul Walih Bi Huzaffar .va Alihi. generally 
known as -n-rable"'History of Gujarajf Translated by H.F. 
Lokhandwala oriental institute, Baroda, 1970, Hereafter 
see AHG p. 166. 

^^' ^ f ^ group of very small islands lying to the south of 
Ceilam attracted the attention of early Portuguese exolorer: 
on account of its production of nutmeg and mace. 

12. Barbosa II, p. HBT 



Besides the natural resources of Gujarat, its 

artisans and craftsman who w-re skilled in various handi

crafts also played prominent role to make the reoion prosperous, 

As cotton cultivation was v/ide spread in Gujarat, the textile 

manufacture was practiced every where in the region for local 

use. In addition to ordinary cloth, fine varieties were 

produced for a limited market. Broach was famous for its 

cotton manufacture. The water of river Karbada at Broach 

and the large quantities of lemon produced in the vicinity 

of the same place when mixed together were considered to have 

formed an effective bleaching medium. The Calicos were brought 

to Broach for bleaching from different part^of Gujarat. 

Since ancient times, cloth is mentioned as one of the chief 

articles of export from Broach. Owing to the abundance of 

indigo;^ i^madabad tended to become an important centre for 

dyning the Calico. Cambay, Ahmadabad, Surat and Pattan were 

the main manufacturing centres of cotton textile. Besides 

these, ^Javanagar, Porbandar, MahmUdabad, Baroda/ Baglana, 

1. Tavernier l, p. 66;II, p. 6 

2. Imperial Gazetteer of India, IX, p. 31. 

3. Besides indXgo^scarlet (a colour used for dye) which was 
imported from Burope must have been usee for dye. For the 
import of scarlet, see Tome Pires i, p. 43. 
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Nandarbar, Mangrol and Sulsar were also the centres where 

cotton stuffs were woven. Among the cotton stuffs produced 

in Gujarat were included bafta, Chlnt (Calico) patola as 

^ 2 well as cotton muslin which were exported to overseas lands. 

These stuffs were of very fine quality. There was a great 

demand for them abroad. Barbosa who visited Gujarat in 

1515 A.D. is said to have remarked: 

"To Aden Come ships of Cambay so many and so large 

and with so much merchandise for transport to Arabian, 

Abyssinian and Egyptian markets that it was a terrible thing 

to think of so great an expenditure of cotton stuffs as they 

bring".^ 

Though sericulture was not well developed in Gujarat 

yet Gujarat was famous for its silk weaving industries. 

Barbosa mentions the silk muslins, coloured velvets, velvety 

satins, taffetas, thick carpets and common silk camlets 
4 

made in Cambay, Excellent quality silk patola vjas manufactured 

1, I. Habib, An Atlas of Mughal Empire, p. 26. 

2, Barbosa I, pp. 141-42, 154; Samuel Purchas, Purchas his 
Pilqrimes, London, 1625, III, pp. 82-3. MA supp, 244. 
The kingdom of Gujarat alone, according to Barbosa, sent 

". muslin as well as coarse cloth to Arabia, Persia, northern 
India, Malacca, Camatra (perhaps Sumatra), Malindi, 
Magadoxo, Malabar and Vijaynagar,Barbosa I, p. 159. 

3. Barbosa I, pp. 56-57. 

4. Barbosa I, pp. 141-2. 
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at Ahraadabad, embroidered silk, gold and silver brocades, 

satins and velvets, carpets on the ground of gold or silver 

yarn were regarded as specialities of Ahniadabad. Besides 

Cambay and Ahmadabad, Surat and Pattan were also famous for 

their silk textiles. Barbosa remarked that in Pattan there 

is much coloured silk cloth, richly embroidered^which is 

2 
worn throughout India^Malacca and Bengala, durat carpets made 

of silk, gold and silver thread get the special mention by 

3 
seventeenth century traveller, Tavernier. One might assume 

that the carpet manufactures must have been existing at 

Surat from a much earlier period* Sources refer to various 

kinds of stuffs such as talak, Koita, Patola, Velvet, Satips, 

tafetas. Chintz (Calico) baftg , Chirah, Fotah, Camlet, 

- - 4 

Jamahwar, Khara and Chiken. These cloths were exported to 

othfr countries. As it is mentioned by Varthema, every year 

forty or fifty vassels were laden here (at Cambay) with 

cotton and silk stuffs and carried to the different parts 
5 

of the world. 

1. Mandelslo's Travels in India, p. 31; quoted by Caramissariat, 
II, p. 299. 

2. Barbosa I, pp. 126-27. 

3. Tavernier II, p. 3. 

4. Talak a long gown still worn by Tartar of stripped material 
half cotton and half silk; Kiota a blanket; Chirah is a 
parti-coloured cloth used for turbans;Jamahwar is a kind 
of flowered woolen stuffs; Khara and undulated silk cloth; 
g^^Ql^ printed cotton and silk; Kiro3̂ ab a flowered silk; 
Zarbaft a silk brocade with gold and"silver thread; Atlas 

£iin XX, p. 115; also translation of Jerrette vol IT r̂  OAI. 
Barbosa I. pp. 141-2, 154-6; To4 l i ^ / T V l l ] IG ^plltl'. 

5. Varthema pp. 106-07. 



Gujarat was also famous for its embroidery. Particularly 

Ahmada"badl work of Karchobi , Chiken and Zari was famous all 

over-"bhe world. As early as in the thirteenth century 

Marcopolo states that Gujarati embroidery is superior in 

delicacy than that of any other part of the world. In Gujarat 

even the coverlets and cushions of leather, were embroidered 
2 

with gold and silver wires in the form of birds and beasts. 

In the fifteenth century cabral remarks that one can get the 

silk of better cjuality from China and embroideries from 

Carnbay.^ 

Tradition says that in Gujarat there were three 

communities engaged in handloom textile. The community of 

cotton threshers was called Mansura Tantgara. The other 

community settled in Ahmadabad and Baroda was called Panara. 

In Baroda it was called Reshamwal5s. Its traditional 

occupation was starching silk and cotton threads and 

preparing for weaving. The community of textile weavers 

1» MA supp. p. 7, 

2. Marcopolo p. 307. 

3. Carbal p. 194. 
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called Sheikh Julahas who were also called Vankar in Gujarat!. 

At Broach Parsees were skilled weavers who are supposed to 
2 

have settled there before eleventh century. 

Indigo was the other important manufacture of 

Ahmadabajd. Tavernier gives the details of the process of 

manufacture of indigo in that region. He says "Indigo is 

prepared from a plant which' is sown every year after the 

rains; before the preparation it much resembles hemp. It 

is cut three times in the year, the first cutting taking 

place when it is about 2 or 3 feet high; and it is then cut 

to within 6 inches of the ground. After the plants had been 

cut, it was thrown into a large tanks made of lime, which 

becomes so hard as it is of marble. These tanks were 

generally 80 to 100 paces in circuit; and after they had 

been half filled with water, the cut plant was thrown in. 

It was then mixed and stirred up with the water until the 

leaf had been reduced to slime or greasy earth. The tanks 

1, 3.C. Misra, Muslim Communities in Gujarat, Asia Publishing 
House, Bombay, 1964, pp. 101, 111, 114. Hereafter see l-'Cn 

2, Imperial Gazetteer of India, IX, p. 29. 

3, Taverner II,pp. 8-9, 
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were then allowed to rest for some days and when it was 

seen that all the slime had sunk to the bottom, thus 

leaving the water above clear, the holes made all round 

the tank were opened to allovj it to escape. The next step 

after the water had been drawn off to fill up the baskets 

with slime, and the man incharge of each basket carried it 

to a plain where steeped in oil, he moulded it into small 

pieces which were then exposed to the sun to dry. These 

pieces were shaped of a small cake". Though produced mainly 

at Sqrkhej near Ahmadabad^ it was also manufactured at 

Cambay from where idigo was exported to Arabia, Persia, 

Africa and South East Asia in considerable quantities, 

Gujarat was the first place in India where the paper 

v;as manufactured. This is borne out by the evidence cited 

by D,C. Sarkar in his Glossary where it is mentioned that 

the earliest surviving manuscript in India written in Gujarat 
2 

dates back to 1223-4 A.D. The Venetian traveller, Kicolo 

Conti v;ho was in India during 1420 A.D., remarks that the 

people of Cambay used paper for writting v̂ hile in the other 

1, Nikitin in India in the Fifteenth Century op.cit,, p. 19; 
Barbosa I, p. 154; Pires I, p. 37;^£n, p. 115. 

2, D.C. Sarkar, p. 67; quoted by Irfan Habib in C£HI I, p. 82, 
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parts of India people were still using the leaves to write 

on.^ Apparently, in this passage by the expression "other 

parts" Hicolo Conti means the coastal areas o£ India which 

he had visited. In Gujarat, Cambay, Ahmadabad and Pattan 

were the main centre for paper manufacture. Paper produced 

at Pattan was called 'Pattani*. A manuscript on the history 

of Bengal preserved in the Junagarh Public Library is 

2 
written on Pattani paper. Paper produced in Ahmadabad was 

of excellent quality. As it is remarked byOili Muhammad 

Khanl the paper of Ahmadabad was famous for its whiteness 

and superiority over that of Kashmir and Daulatatoad. One of 

the excellent varieties of Ahmadabaai paper was called 

"Zarafshan". Brown paper for the business commxinity was also 

produced for account books. On account of its good quality 

Ahmadabad! paper was exported to different parts of India, 
5 

Arabia and Turkey, A community called Morkash were the 

manufacturers of paper in Gujarat, The communal designation 

is derived from the term morah or the pulp which they .grinded 

for manufacturing paper. 

1. Nicolo Conti, pp. 13-31; One would not suppose this as one 
knows on the basis of quite firm evidence already high
lighted by Irfan Hablb in his "Presidential Address" in 
the Proceeding of Indian History Congress, 1969, p. 156, 
that paper manufacture had come to Delhi Sult̂ anate already 
in the 13th century. 

2. S.A.K. Gbori and M,L. Rehman, "Paper Technology in Medieval 
India" Indian Journal of History of Science, Vol. I No, 2, 
1966, p. 138. 

3. MA I,p. 15. 

4. 3,A,K, Ghori and M,L, Rehman, op.cit, p. 138. 

5. MA I, p. 15. 

6. 3.C. Misra, MCG, .p. 107. 



The process of tanning skins and hides and their 

conversion into the articles of clothing '.vas anothsr 

manufacture of Gujarat, î arge number of skins of goats, v̂ ild 

oxen/ rhinoceroses and other beasts were dressed here. 

Coverlets for beds were made of blue and red leather 

extremely delicate and soft and stiched with gold and silver 

thread. Vessels laden with leather were sent to different 

parts of Arabia and Persia, 

Salt was also an article of manufacture at Cambay, 
2 

It was quite white like sugar and was exported to Malwa. 

Carving of ivory was an excellent handicraft of 

Gujarat. There were many clever craftsmen who carved ivory 

and turn it into ringS/ bracelets as v/ell as different 

types of bedsteads v̂ hich viere exported to different parts 

of the world. The stonework of Gujarat was again as beautiful 

1. Marcopolo,p. 3O6-S. 

2. MA I, p. 15. 

3. Ralph Fitch who Visited Gujarat"to'waras the end of the 
sixteenth century remarks that the Cambay women wear 
upon the arms infinite number of rings made of elephant 
teeth. See r̂ arly Travels in India,p^ 13.' 
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as its ivory work. Rocks of stones such as carnelian, 

agate and sardonixes v/ere mined in Gujarat, The Gujarati 

craftsmen carved the stones to turn out cups, rings, 

bracelets, handles for knives and daggers. Cambay and 

Kapadvanj were the main centres for carving ivory and 

2 
stones. 

Inl Gujarat, there also existed considerable handicrafts 

for makihg different kinds of weapons. Swords, daggers, bov;s 

and arrows were produced in Gujarat on a large scale. 

Different: types of swords and knives were produced there. 

In this Connection Abul Fazl particularly mentions Jamdhar 

and Khaoiyih. Ahmadabad, Nandarbar, Bhuj and Una were 

important manufacturing centres for swords and daggers, 

Itlmay^thus be assumed that the Sultanate of Gujarat 

controlled a territory which was quite rich in manufacture 

and trad^. This is fully testified by the contemporary 

1. 3arbO:»a I,pp. 8, 55, 141-2, 154-6; Tome Pires i, p. 16; 
MA p. '^5. 

2. NA surkp. p. 250; HA I, p. 15; Thevenot p. 18, quoted by 
Irfan Kabib, Atlas, p. 26. 

3. Ain, j|j., p. 115 

1-
KS D 

4. Purchas III, pp. 82-3; KA supp. p.227; ^ I, p, 15; 
. Ill9. 
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1 r - -
travellers . Ali Muhammad iÔ an writing in the 18th century 
prefers to call this region as one of the fine provinces of 

2 
Hindustan. 

The reputation which Gujarat had already acquired for 

its prosperity and excellence of products during the 

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries may be ascribed to two 

main factors. First its prosperity was owing to the fertility 

of soil which facilitated the production of large number qf 

agricultural commodities including many cash crops that were 

in demand in the outside world. The secondly main factor 

which contributed to Gujarat's prosperity was obviously 

the admirable situation of the province for the sea trade. 

This is borne out by numerous contemporary evidences coming 

from Persian sources as well as travel accounts which have 

bSen used extensively in the foregoing pages. This contemporary 

assessment is aptly summarised in the following remarks of 

Sikandar Lodi and Humayxin on prosperity of Gujarat: that "the 

pivot of the king of Delhi rests on wheat and barley while 

the foundation of the Sultanate of Gujarat is on corals 

and pearls because there are eighty four ports under the 

1, Cabral refers to Gujarat as "the most productive and rich 
in the world", op.cit. p. 69, 

2» MA I, p. 16, 
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Sultan of Gujarat". Similarly/ according to SiKandar bin 

i'ianjhu, on seeing Baha'dur Shlh's tent made of makhmal and 

zarbaft that was captured at >iandu, Humayun had remarked 

"such articles could be obtained by the Gujarati ruler alone 
2 

owing to Gujarat's supremacy over the sea". 

It would be appropriate to conclude this chapter with 

the observation of Sikandar bin Manjhu suggesting that 

Gujarat during the rule of the regional Sultans/ achieved 

a level of prosperity which was not attained by it earlier. 

It is rightly said that most of elegant handicrafts and 

arts practised in Gujarat were introduced during the same 

3 — period. The Sultans of Gujarat seem to have encouraged 

trade and commerce as a matter of policy as this made them 

strong economically as well as militarily. 

1. MS__ p. 309-10. 

2. ghidvi., p. 309. 

3. Ibid,/ p.. 140. 
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Chapter -III 

The Trading Communities and Their Role in Tne 
Sultanate of Gujarat 

In this chapter I propose to discuss the evidences 

suggesting the existence of numerous conuminities of 

traders and merchants in Gujarat during the fifteenth and 

the first half of the sixteenth centuries. Most of these 

9ommunities were of course indigenous groups but some of 

them were those who had come to settle in Gujarat from 

outside the region. 

Being a maritime region, Gujarat was easily accessible 

to the seafarers and merchants from different lands. An 

abundance of commercial products and easy access ^o the 

sea facilitated the involvement of many communities in 

trade and crafts, Gujarat/ therefore, came to have a 

sizeable merchant population. Some of these merchants, locals 

as well as foreigners, were very rich. These merchants 

1, In5>ortant commercial products of Gujarat were: Cotton, 
indigo, timber, spikenard, lac, tobacco, opium, 
rayrobolan, sugarcane, wax, incense, honey, aloe-wood, 
worm wood, arrow root,' borax, agate and cornelian. 
Varthema, pp. 44-45; Barbosa I, pp. 44,136,154; 

• Tome Pires I, pp. 43-44; Cabral, pp. 69, 111-112; 
The above list of natural commercial products of 
Gujarat, given by the sixteenth century travellers 
are compared with the lists of the productions given 
by Abul Fazl in Ain-i-Akbarl, Irfan riablb in An Atlas 
of Mughal Empire and Pearson in Merchants and Rulers 
in Gularat. 
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contributed considerably to the prosperity of the territory 

of Gujarat which was looked with envy by the rulers of the 

other parts of the Indian subcontinent. It is maintained 

by Sikandar bin Kanjhu that Sikandar Lodi, the Afghan ruler 

of Delhi, used to say that the foundation of the Sultanate 

of Gujarat was on corals and pearls while that of the Delhi 

Sultanate depended only upon wheat and barley. Gujarati 

wealth had always tempted the rauslira rulers of Delhi as 

well as those of the other parts, of the sub-continent, ̂ n 

1197 A.D.« it was invaded and plundered by Qutubuddin 

2 3 
Aibak. As is pointed out by Satish Chandra Hisra; even 
^lauddin's first invasion of Gujarat in 1298-99 A.D. was 

4 
xn the nature of a plundering raid. It was on that 

occasion/ that ̂ lauddin's general Ulugh KJjah and Nusrat 

Khan plundered the rich merchants of Cambay, During the 

1. MS pp. 309-10. 

2. Muhammad Qasim Farishta, Tarikh-i-Farishta, Naval Kishore, 
Lucknow, 1905/ I, p. 62.Here a"£ter see TF. 

3. According to Amir Khusrau O^lauddin ascended the throne 
in 695 AH/1296 A.D."̂  and Barni mentions that in the third 
year of his reign AlauddPn Khaljl sent an_expedition 
against Gujarat. The third year of*Alauddin's wouldj 
therefore, £ommence from AH/698/1298-99 A.D, Hazrat 
rtmir Khusrau, Khazainul Futuh, ed. Mohd. Wahih Miirzâ  ^ 
Asiatic Society~of Bengal, Calcutta, *1935, p, 7; ZiauddTn 
BarnI , Tarlkh-i-Feroz Shahl, ed.-Sir Saiyid Ahmad Wian, 
Bib. Indica, Calcutta 1862, p. 251. Here after'see TF3, 

4. S.C. Misra, RMPG, pp. 63-64. 
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same raid, Malik Kafur, originally a slave of a merchant 

of Cambay, was brought from Gujarat to Delhi along with 

other booty. This process seems to have continued even 

after the coming into existence of an independent Sultanate 

in Gujarat, ̂ iahmv?d £«̂ alji's invasion of 1451 A.D, was again 

at least partly, aimed at the plunder of the rich merchants 

of the coastal towns of Gujarat. This is borne out by Mirat' 

i~Sikandari's mention of the fact that at Broach, Sultan 

Mahraud had directed the Governor of the place to come out 

of the town and submit to him "along with the renowned 

merchants (Saudaqran-i-nami) of that place". According to 

M.N. Pearson, who has studied the Portuguese records of 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries extensively,"the 16th 

century Portuguese writers' wondered at the wealth of the 

Banyas of Gujarat some of whom had capital in their 
3 

possession to the extent of Rs.2,00,000, Obviously, an 

invader could hope to obtain much wealth by plundering 

these wealthy merchants. 

1. TFS p. 251; Isaral, Futuh-ut-Sal^itin, ed. A.S. Usha, 
Madras, 1948, "pp;.252-3;' Hereafter see,FS. Finally 
in 1304-5 A.D, Gujarat was annexed to the Delhi 
Sultanate and its entire revenue came under the control 
of the Delhi FS. pp. 278-79, 

2. MS p, 70, 

3. Studia, XIll-xiX, p. 86. quoted by M.N. Pearson "Banyas 
and Brahmins" Coastal Western India, p. 105, 
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Among the local merchants of Gujarat were included 

Hindus as well as Muslims. In Gujarat down to the recent 

tiraes/ the Chief maritime Hindu caste were the Bhandaris. 

This group is mentioned in the sources of the Sultanate 

of Gujarat,' but all these references are to the Bhandaris 
— 2 

who were appointed by the Sultans as nobles. From these 

references it is not clear as to what were the original 

positions and occupations of these people. It remains a 

question whether the Bhandaris were already a maritime 

community during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries or 

not. But the greater likelihood seems to be that this 

community had become rich and influential because of their 

participation in the maritime trade of Gujarat from a very 

early period. Some of the Bhandaris who are mentioned as 

nobles of the Sultians of Gujarat are referred to with Muslim 

names which suggest that perhaps, as a consequence of 

tneir mixing with Muslim maritime groups, like the Arabs 

and others or perhaps as a result of their contacts with 

the GujarSti Muslim nobles in the course of serving the 

Sultans some of them were converted to Islam during the 

fifteenth century. 

1. Imperial Gazetteer of India, Vol. Ill, p. 329. 

2. Hisaraul_Mulk Bhandari, Malik Ahmad Bhandari, Malik Pyara 
Bhandari and Chand Bhandari were the renowned nobles of 
the Sultanate of Gujarat. For more information on these 
nobles see Appendix No. 1. 
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Bohras and Khojahs formed_a distinct group of 3.ocal 

muslim merchants. But the trading community known as 

Kharwahs consisted both Hindu and Muslim merchants. The 

traditions that have servived among the kharwahs of Gujarat 

(described by S.C. Misra as a Community of boatsraen settled 

along the major rivers of Gujarat) tend to suggest that 

originally they were Arab seafarers who used to import 

2 HLabashi slaves into Gujarat. If these traditions have any 

basis, one might imagine that Kharwahs were yet another 

merchant Community of foreign origin that emigrated to 

Gujarat some time during the medieval period. But there are 

certain problems about these traditions that need to be 

kept in mind: (1) At present some of the Kharwahs are 

Hindus who^ identify themselves with the indigenous, caste" 
3 

of Kolis and Rajputs, Thus the question that reamins to be 

answered is that, if the Kharwahs, are claimed by the 

Muslim representatives of the Community, were really the 

1. S.C._Misra, MCG, pp. 74,̂  124; M.N. Pearson MRG p.27; for 
Bohras see also Ras Mala*, pp, 264-5t According to H,H, 
Wilson the Word Bohras originated from Sanksrit word 

. Vyavhari "trader or man of affairs" from which are formed 
the ordinary Hindi words Byohsra and a form is Bohra, see 
Hobson Jobson, pp. "05-6, 

2. S.C. Misra, MCG, pp, 95-6, 

3. Ibid., p, 96 
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Arab emigrants, how could it happen that some of them later 

on became Hindus and developed the notion that they had caste 

affinities with the indigenous groups like the Kolis, and 

Rajputs? As long as this question is not answered satisfac

torily, it would be difficult to agree with S.C.Misra's 

view that Kharwahs were originally Arab emigrants. But at 
do 

the same time the existing traditionV^point unmistakably 

to the fact that at some stage during the medieval period 

the Kharwab Community might have been a seâ f̂aring Community 

who played a part in the import of HabashI slaves into 

Gujarat, f̂lieather they were originally Arab emigrants or a 

local Community is however difficult to decide. There are 

in-any-case, certain element in the Kharwah traditions 

which distinctly point to the possibility of that community 

being merchants in the distant past. It is for example, 

claimed that originally they were nakhudais and one of their 

ancestors, Ibrahim Nakhuda had conducted Ibn Battuta from 
1 

Gujarat to Malabar. One may point out here that the 

designation "nakhuda" unmistakably suggests a merchant's 

identify for the group. The fact that the nakhudas were 

identified as merchants during the medieval period is borne 

1, S,C, Misra, op.cit., pp. 95-96, 



out by the following examples: 

1, The prominent Jewish merchants in Cairo were termed 

nakhudis in 1200 A.D. 

2. A bi-lingual inscription in Persian and Sanskrit found 

at Somnath Pattan mentions a certain Nakhuda Nuruddih Feroz 
2 

who is clearly identified as a merchant of Ormuz. 

Moreover, M.N, Pearson's evidence derived from the 

Portuguese sources to the effect that most of the "Captains" 

(Kakhudas) were ship owners and all the shipowners were 

3 
merchants also support my contention on this point, 

71 limber 
Presence of a large!of Muslim merchants in Gujarat 

during the fifteenth century is also borne out by epigraphical 

an8 literary information suggesting Gujarati Muslim identity 

of individuals who were known to be traders. The epigraphical 

1, 3.D. Goiten, Mediterinean trade in the eleventh century: 
Some facts and Problems, Studies in the gconomic History 
of Middle East ed. M,A, Cook cited by-.I.A, Khan, Trade 
Relations Between India and the Arab World, the tenth to 
the eighteenth century, Di^ssertation submitted in 1984, 
AMU Aligarh, p. 26, 

2, Bhaunaqar Inscriptions, p. 226; EIAPS 1961, p. 16. 

3, For example Pearson quotes a Portuguese authority: Barros 
mentions the capture "of two Gujarati ships whose 
"captains" were also the owner of great part of the 
goods on board - Jao de Barros, Asia, 4 Vol. 1945-6 
cited by M,N, Pearson, Coastal Western India, p, 118. 
Professor Arsaratnam also says that by the seventeenth 
century, most trade v̂ as done by nakhudas on behalf of 
their shore based principalities. S, Arsaratnam, "Indian 
Commercial Groups and European Traders 1600-1800" cited 
by M.N. Pearson, op.cit. 
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but merchants is supported by the evidence drawn from r>ehla 

of Ibn Battuta which indicates that in medieval Gujarat 

merchants held suffixes based on the commodity in which 

they traded. In Rehla" one person Sharfuddin - Kulahdoz 

is clearly mentioned by Ibn Battuta as a merchant. Though 

literally the term kulahdoz would mean one who makes Kulahs 

(turbans/headgears), VJhile agreeing with this proposition 

that persons holding the suffix based on commodities belonged 

to the merchant class, S,C, Misra points out that even now 

in many cases the merchant families serive their surnames 
2 

from the commodities in which they trade. 

Another important trading community of Gujarat were 

the Khatris. There does not exist any direct evidence on 

their origin. S,C, Misra, however, assumes that they had 

some kinship with Hindu iOiatris of South Punjab, who were 
3 

a notable trading community m the north, 

GujarSti Banyas were by far the most prominent trading 

community of Gujarat. A statement in Ain-i-Akbari quoted 

1. Ibn Battuta", Rehla, "rabic Text, Bairut, 1964, D. 550, 
II •• It — ^ — — _ 

2. S.C. Misra, MCG, p. 6. 

3. Ibid 
kife have a number of references to fifteenth century 
Gujarat! nobles whose names carr^' the suffix "Knatri". 
These nobles__ are Malik Badra_Ahatri, Payagdas î hatri, 
Jiv̂ and Khatri, ̂ Îp Khan Khatri. ?or details see 
Appendix no. 1. 



by Irfan riabib, mentions the Banyas as "one caste of the 

Bais (Vaishyas) which is designated Banik, is called Banya 

in ordinary usage and Baqqal in Arabic". Banik or Vanik 

is a Sanskrit word meant merchant and the name Banya is 

obviously derived from this word. Baqqal is a, Arabic word 

2 

denoting a grain merchant. According to Dabistan-i-Hazahib 

quoted by Irfan Habib, most of the Banyas used to sell grain." 

Apparently because of this they were called Baqqals. 

In the Sanskrit inscriptions of 13th to 16th centuries 
4 

in which merchants are termed Sreshthin. We find references 

to a number of Banya followers of both, Hindu and Jain 

religions. Most of these inscriptional evidences are from 

the 13th century. But two of them only date back to fifteenth 

and sixteenth centuries. This evidence taken together would 

suggest the presence of Jaini Banyas in Gujarat throughout 

1. A£D, ed. H.Blochmann, Bib. Ind. Calcutta, 1867-77, II, p.57, 
quoted by Irfan Habib "Merchant Communities in Pre-Colonial 
India" Paper presented in the Conference in the University 
of Minnesota, USA Oct. 9-11, 1987, p. 13. 

2. Piatt, Hindustani-Dictionary, quoted by Irfan riabib, op.cit., 

3. Dabistan-i-Mazahib, (of anonymous) {Bombay ed. AH 1292, p.166) 
quoted by Irfan Habib, op.cit., p. 14. 

4. Sreshthin - a banker or a merchant, Cf, Indian Epiqraphic 
Glosserv,of B.C. Sarkar who cited it from iîp. Ind, Vol. XXIV, 
p. 276. 

5. Dabistan-i-Mazahib op.cit. PP. 137-9; quoted by Irfan habib 
op.cit., MA siipp. pp. 133-9," ^ ' ^ 



fifteenth century. The list of Jaini Banyas mentioned in 

the inscriptions is as follows:-

1. Vastupala - a minister of Waghela ruler (1242-1298 A.D.) 

a Jain, Banya, 

2. Tejpala - Younger brother of Vastupala, minister of 
2 

v̂ aghela ruler (1242-1298, A,D.), a Jain, Banya. 

3. Jaqadu - a minister of Waghela ruler (1242-1298 A.D.), a 
3 

Jain Banya. 

4. Jayta Simha - Son of Vastupala, a Jain Banya (Undated) 

(Vastupala was the minister of Waghela ruler 1242-1298 A.D.) 

5. Kumar Bhadra - a Jain (1238 A.D.).^ 

6. Samra Sah - a counsellor of the Governor of Gujarat, Alp 

Khan (1306-1315 A.D.)J a Jain Banya.^ 

1. J, Burgess, List of Antiquarian Remains In Bombay Presidency, 
pp. 287, 312, Inscriptions found in the Jain temple of 
Vastupala and Tejpala on the mount of Girnar in Kathiawar. 

2. Ibid. 

3. Jagadu is mentioned by S.A.I. Tirmizi as a Jain merchant 
Fvrince alongwith Vastupala and Tejpala, see SMG, p. 5. 

4. EIAPS, Vol. 19-23, p. 110; Bhaunaqar Inscriptions, p; 164. 

5. Ep. ind. Vol. II, 1894, p. 25, Inscription found at Bhilri 
on the base of an image in the Jain Temple. 

6. Samra Sah mentioned in traditions: Samra-Rasu published 
in Prachin Gujarat Kavya Sanqrah, I, ed. by C.D, Dalai, 
Baroda, Central Library, 1920, pp. 27-38, cited by 
S.C. Misra, RMPG, p. 68. 
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7. Haripala - a Jain (1276 A.D.). 

8. Khalla - Modha, a Jain Banya (1296 A.D.)^ 

9. Samyaka - a Jain of Pragvata qotra (1301 A.D.) 

10. Mokala >iodha, a Banya (1444 A.Dj* 

11. Karma Raja - a Jain Banya of Oswal sect (1531-2 A.D.) 

Tome Pires uses the term Gujarati for a Hindu merchant 

and says that these Gujaratis were divided into many groups 

such as Banyas» Brahmins and Pattars, According to him 

these groups dominated the trade. One well known person 

belonging to this category was Malik Gopi, Brahmin merchant, 

who is mentioned to have employed many agents belonging to 
7 

the groups like Banyas and Chatis. However among the so 

1. J, Burgess, Lists of Antiquarian Remains In Bombay 
Presidency, p. 308 Inscription fotind at Naminath temple 
at Girnar. 

2. Bhaunaqar Inscriptions, p. 27, Inscriptions found in the 
Jain temple of Chintamani Parsvanath at Cambay, 

3. Ep. Ind. Vol. II, 1894, p. 25, Inscription found at Bhilri 
on the base of an image in the Jain temple, 

4. Ep. Ind, Vol. 19-23, p, 110; Bhaunaqar Inscriptions, p. 164. 

5. Bhaunaqar Inscriptions, pp. 23, 134, Inscription found in 
the Jain Temple of Satrunjay hill at Girnar. 

6. Tome Pires, Vol, I, pp. 41-2, Pattars: the Brahmins of 
Super Class. Tome Pires, p. 42 fn. 

7. Fernao Lopes de Castanheda, Historia do ui^coniurimento e 
Conquista cis xnc:iC' Pelos Portuguese, p, 326, quoted by 
K.S, Mathew, "Indo Portuguese Trade In The Si.-;teen-ch 
Century and ths î obility or tns Gujarat Sultanate". 
PIHC, 1984, p, 358, Chatis were men vjith a genius for 
merchandise and vjere acute in every mode of trade, see 
Hobson Jabson, 
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called Gujaratis the Banyas were the most important group 

vmo dominated most of the Gujarati trade. This perhaps naa 

some thihg to do witn their cultural ethos. ,They were repor

ted to have a natural instinct for business. Their expertise 

in accountancy was proverbial. As Tome Pires states the 

Muslim merchants did not compare with Hindus (Banya) 

"especially in knowledge". The fact is also confirmed by the 
of 

words/Linschoten (1583-1589 A.D.) in the following:-

"They (Banyas) are most subtile and expert in casting 

of accoionts and writing, so that they do not only surpass 

and go beyond all other Indians and other nations thereabouts, 

but also the Portingales (Portuguese) and, in this respect, 

they have much advantage, for that they are very redie to 

deceive men , 

But it is also noteworthy that predominance of the 

Banyas was confined' to internal trade and to ownership of 

capital and ships. The overseas trade was mostly deominated 

1. Tome Pires, I, p. 42. 

2. The Voyage of John Huyqhen Van Linschoten to the East 
Indies, from the old English translation of 1598, ed, 
E,C, Burnall, London, 1885 I, pp. 252-3 I, quoted by 
Irfan Habib "Merchants Communities in Pre-Colonial India", 
op.cit., p, 19. 

3. M,N. Pearson "Indian seafarers in the Sixteenth Century" 
Coastal Western India, p. 121, 
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by Muslims who mostly resided in Rander and Diu. One 

possible reason for the comparatively smaller participation 

of the Hindu Banyas in the overseas trade, could be the 

Brahmanical rule that a Hindu would loose his caste status 
2 — 

by crossing the sea. We know that Malik Gopi a famous 

Brahmin merchant never travelled on sea and always used 

Muslim seamen for his ships. That in the beginning of the 

sixteenth century the overseas trade was dominated by the 

Muslims is suggested by the accounts of Varthema and Tome-

Pires, Varthema states: "It must be known that the Pagans 

do not navigate much, but it is, moors who carry the 
"4 merchandise. Tome Pires mentions that "all the merchants 

in Malabar who trade on the sea are Moors and they have 
5 

the whole of the trade". 

Besides the Hindu and Muslim merchants, the Parsees 

who settled in Gujarat in 11th century were also a notable 

merchant group of the Gujarat during 15th and 16th centuries, 

1. Ibid. 

2. C.G.F. Simkin, p. 84, quoted by M.N, Pearson, op.cit. p. 133. 

3. Cartas de Affonso de Albuquerque Lisbon, 1884-1966, I, 
p. 307, quoted by M.N, Pearson, op.cit., p. 121. 

4. Varthema, p. 151. 

5. Tome Pires I, p. 82. 



Their first settlement in India^ according to the Parsi 

traditions was established at Broach from where they spread 

to the other places. They are believed to be ship builders 

and lived in modern Bombay. According to the Portuguese 

early writers the Parsees in the Kingdom of Gujara-c were 
2 

herb-sellers, 

A large number of foreign merchant used to visit 

Gujarat for the purpose of trade during the fifteenth century. 

The fifteenth century traveller Santo Stefano mentions 

certain merchants hailing from Alexandria and Damascus who 

were settled in Gujarat. Among them was a merchant^ Sharif/ 
3 

who took Santo Stefano in his service for one month. We 

also know about several European merchants, who visited 

Gujarat during the same period, through their travel accounts, 

These were Kicolo Conti, A Venetian merchant, who came in 

1420 A,D., Wikitin a Russian merchant came to India in 
4 

1470 A.D, Santo Stefano a Genoes merchant, came in 1496 A.D, 

1. The East India Gazetteer, VJalter Hamilton, Vol. I, p. 609; 
Imperial Gazetteer of India, Vol. IX, p. 29; Gazetteer of 
the Bombay Presidency, Vol. XIII, part II, p. 431. 

2. Garcia de Orta, p. 213, quoted by Yule in his glossary 
Hobson Jobson, p. 681. 

3. Santo Stefano in India . In The Fifteenth Century, op,cit., 
p. 9. 

4. Ibid., Introduction, ix, L<XIV,f ixxx. Regarding iJicolo 
Conti and Santo Stefano, it is clearly mentioned that 
they were merchants. Kikitin, the Russian Traveller, says 
in his account that he had brought with him a few horses 
to Gujarat which might indicate that possibly, he was also 
a merchant. 
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Some of the surviving inscriptions prove the presence of 

European merchants in Gujarat during the 14th century. One 

inscription refers to Sirajuddin Umar son of Sadat Tiflisi 

who died at Cambay in 1330 k,D., Z.A, Desai correctly infers 

that the deceased originally belonged to modern Tiblisi, 

the Capital of the Georgean Soviet Socialist Republic. 

Seemingly he was a merchant who came to live at Cambay. 

The merchant of ^rabia, Iran and Iraq were visiting 

Gujarat since the ancient times and this process continued 

throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The earli

est Arab merchant traveller about whom one knows from 

authentic Arabic records was Sulalman. He had come to 
2 

Gujarat in 851 A.D. It is apparent from the surviving 

epigraphs of thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries 

that persons hailing from Arabia, Iran and Iraq were visiting 

Gujarat continuously. Some of these persons died during their 

visits and their graves carry epigraphs which form our basic 

1. EIAPS, 1971, p . 27. 

2. Maulana Sulaxmah Kadwi, Arab-o«-Hind Ke Talukat (Urdu) 
Hindustan Academy, Allahabad, 1930, p. 277, 



evidence on this score, A number of such epigraphs have 

survived at Cambay. In these inscriptions the deceased are 

referred to as al-Gharib (stranger) . 2,̂ ., Desai is quite 

right in suggesting that these persons were mostly merchants 

who carried on trade in Gujarat. This possibility is also 

strongly suggested by sixteenth century evidence on the 

existence of settlements of foreign merchants in different 

2 
parts of Gujarat. 

I am enumerating below these epigraphs which should 

prove beyond any doubt that the settlements of the foreign 

merchants in Gujarat discernible from the sixteenth century 

evidence were actually continuing from the thirteenth century. 

(1) Fakhruddin IbrShib son of Abdul Malik Siddrq 
3 

al-Taj jar merchant of Shahrzur died at Pattan in 1282 A.D. 

(2) Sharfuddin Murtaza son of Muhammad son of HuSaini 

al-MausvI al-Astarabadl who died at Cambay in 1284 A.D. 

1. EIAPS, 1971, pp. 5-32. 

2. Tome Pires, an early sixteenth century traveller mention 
the Muslim merchants from Aden, Cairo, Khorasan, uuilon, 
Ormuz and Persia who were settled at Cambay. Tome Pires 
I, pp. 41, 47; Besides Cambay, Diu was also a major centre 
of foreign merchants. According to Varthema (1506A,D.) 
near about 400 Turkish merchants resided there constantly. 
Varthema, p. 91. 

3. SIAPS^ 1961, p. 16, Shahrzur near Babylon in modern Iraq. 
See Yaqut, Majmul Buldan (Cairo 1906), Vol, V, under 
Shahrzur. 

4. Ibid., p. 17/ Astarabad in Persia. 
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(3) King of merchants, prince of ship masters, Haji 

Ibrahim bin Muhanunad bin Irbili commonly known as Fatolia, 
I 

died at Carabay in 890 AH/1291 ̂ .D.^ 

(4) Kamaluddin Sulaiman son of Ahmad son of Husaln son of 

— 2 

Abu Sharf al-Bammi died at Carabay in 1300 M . D . He is 

mentioned as al-Gharlb and his nisba al-Bammi shows that 

he was originally from Bamm, a fortress town between Kirman 
3 

and Zahidan in the Kirman province. 

(5) > Zainuddin All son of Muzaffar al-Maladhari had a slave 

who died in Cairibay in 1309 A.D. The freed slave fetig) is 

mentioned in his epitaph as al-Gharib (stranger). As it is 

assumed by Z.A. Desai, the one time master was either a 

merchant or a shipowner and his nisba (family name) indicates 
4 

that he was an immigrant. 

(6) Kamaluddin Karr.Tl son of ausain al-Basri (Basra is 

a famous port town at Iraq) died at Cambay in 1335 ^.D. It 

is possible that the deceased was a merchant who had come 

from the famous port town of Iraq, to Cambay then an important 

1. Ibid,/ pp. 23-24. Irbil a town near Mosul in modern Iraq, 

2. SIAPS, 1971, pp. 5-6. 

3. For the identification of Bamm, se _Yaqut, op.cit. Vol. II, 
under 3amm, Hamdullah Mustaufi, Tarikh-i-Guzlda, eJ, rJ.G. 
orown (Leiden 1910) , p. 633. "" 

4. 2IAPS, 1971, pp. 11-12. 



commercial centre for the purpose of the trade. 

(7) Khwaja Asil son of Umar son of Si*du-Din died at Cambay 

in 1395 A.D. He is mentioned in the epigraph as "the chief of 
2 

merchants". His native place cannot be identified as the 

nisba" is not mentioned but it may be assumed that the deceased 

like the other merchants had come from VJest Asia, 

(8) Haji Abu Bakr son of All son of Abu Bakr al" Irbili 

died at Cambay in 710 AH/1310 A.D.^ 

(9) Shamsuddin Fatolia son of Abu Bakr son of *Ali Irbili 

died at Cambay in 735 AH/1336 A.D.'* 

(10) Sharfuddin Mahdi al-Hamadani is clearly mentioned at 

al-taj jar (merchant). He is mentioned in the epitaph on the 

grave of his slave, Arainuddln Kafur, who died at Cambay in 

1413 A.B. 

1» EIAPS 1971, p. 45. 

2. Ibid., p. 58. 

3. Ibid., p. 13. 

4. Ibid. 
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On the strength of these thirteenth, fourteenth and 

one early fifteenth century inscriptions, suggesting the 

presence of Irani and- Iraqi merchants and shipowners at 

CaiTibay, we infer that these groups, at least to some extent 

continued to, be present in Gujarat during the whole of the 
1 

fifteenth century as well. 

The trade and commerce being the backbone of the Gujarat 

economy during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, it is 

understandable that the rulers of Gujarat should have given 

special protection to the merchants. Even before coming into 

existence of a regional Sultanate in Gujarat the merchants 

in that place were well treated by the local Governors. This 

is for example, illustrated by what we know about the policy 

of Alauddin's first governor of Gujarat, Alp ^an (1306-

1315 A.D.). It is reported that when a Jain merchant, Samra 

Sah, sought the permission from the authorities for the 

reconstruction of a Jain temple at Satrunjay hill. Alp Khan 

not only issued a farman but he also gave financial 

1, SIAPS 1971, pp. 15-16. Hamada"n is a famous city in .western 
Iran; For the comparatively small number of epigraphs of 
this nature surving from the 15th and 16th century one rr.ay 
refer to the reasons suggested by Z.A. Desai. According to 
him one reason could be the fact that politically the whole 
of Gujarat and specially Cambay iuring 15th century wcs not 
as peaceful as it was earlier and secondly Cambay had lost 
its previous status because of the concentration of political 
power in the northern part of the region, especially at 
Pattan. see SIAP-S 1971, rs.̂  4-
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assistance for the building of the temple. There exist 

ample evidences showing that, after the foundation of the 

Sultanate of Gujarat, the rulers were generally very 

protective in their attitude towards the traders. For 

example Sultan Ma'̂ mud Begarah is mentioned in one of the 

— - 2. Persian inscriptions as hami-al-ta1jar (protector of the 
* 

merchants). He is also reported to have undertaken an 

expedition in 1472 A.D. against the pirates of Dwarka of 

- 3 

Kathiawar who had plundered a merchant Mahmud Samarqandi. 

In 1487 A.D., Sultan Mahmud Begarah compensated some 

Iraqi and Khurasan! merchants who were plundered by the 

Raja of Sirohi, while they were coming to Gujarat via 

Kount Abu with four hundred Iraqi and Khurasani horses and 

textiles of Delhi. On that occasion, the Sultan is said 

to have sent a warning to the Raja directing him to return 

the plundered goods. Thus warning forced the Raja of Sirohi 

1. Jain Literary works of anonymous poet: Prachin Gujarat 
Kavya Sanqrah, I, ed, by C.D, Dalai, Baroda, Central 
Library, 1920, pp. 27-38; Jain Aitihasik Gujara Kavya 
Sanqrah, ed, by Sriman Jinavijayaji, Bhaunagar, Sri Jai 
Atraananda Sabha, 1982, pp. 238-53, quoted by S.C.Misra, 
RMPG, p. 68. 

2. Bhaunagar Inscriptions, p. 29. 

3. MS pp. 127-8. 



to send to the Sultan not only all the horses and textiles 

but some additional presents also. In 1490 A.D., the same 

Sultan sent an expedition against Bahadur Gilani, a rebell

ious noble of the Deccan, who had engaged in piracy along 

the coast of Deccan and also of the ports of Gujarat capturing 

* — 2 

frequently the vessels of Gujarati merchants. This protective 

attitude of Mahmud Begarali should explain Sikandar bin 

Manjhu's remarks that during his reign traders were contented 

as the traffic on the roads was perfectly safe and secure 

and there were no incidents of theft or robbery at all. He 

is also credited with establishing many sarais for the use 
3 

of the merchants. 

The merchants of Gujarat always maintained close links 

with the rulers of Gujarat. They often used their wealth to 

get admission into the ranks of high nobles. Again this role 

of merchants was continuing from before the establishment 

of an independent Sultanate in the region. Alp Khan, the 

first governor of Gujarat, for example, is believed to 

have relied greatly on the counsels of a rich Jain merchant. 

1 . MS p , 1 4 4 . 

2 . MS p p . 145-6; TF, p . 200; see a l s o Khwaja Nizamuddrn Ahmad, 
Tabrxrat - i -Akbar i , ed, B.Dey and M.H.Husain, Bib . Ind . ' 
C a l c u t t a , 1935, p p . 163-4, h e r e a f t e r see TA. 

3 . MS p . 1 0 1 . 

4 . J a i n L i t e r a r y VJorks, o p . c i t . , quoted by S.C.Misra, RiiPG. 
p . 68 . 
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Sultan Muhamrnad bin Tughlaq assigned the igta' of Cambay 

to Maliku't-Tujjar al--Ka2a'runX« a great Irani merchant 

who was killed at Cambay at the instigation of the Û azir 

Khwaja Jahan in 1333 A.D, because of the jealousy stemming 

from the Sultan's alleged promise to appoint Ha 1iku't-Tuj1ar 

as his ivazir. Mother inscription of 1398 A,D,, located at 

Mangrol, goes to indicate that a certain Thamlm Malik Yaqub/ 

son of Rai Multanl/ a pearl merchant was acting as the local 
2 

administrator which is yet another instance showing the 

participation of the merchants in the administration during 

the time Gujar&t was still being ruled from Delhi, As already 

stated this trend became more pronounced after the emergence 

of an independent Sultanate in Gujarat. This is borne out by 

the following cases: The traditions incorporated in Ras Mala 
- ~- 3 refer to two Banya officers, Manik Chand and Moti Chand , 

who were serving \inder Sultan Ahmad Shah I, In 1451 A.D,, 

Sultan Qutubuddin Ahmad Shah is said to have a counsellor 

4 who is identified as a baqqal (grain merchant). In the same 

year (1451 A.D.) there is reference to riindu accountants 

till then^in-.the service of the Gujarat state who are reported 

1, Ibn Battuta op.cit., pp. 402-403. An Inscription found on 
the grave of Maliku't-Tujjar informs that he died on 
22 Oct. 1333 A.D., SIAPS. 1971,pp. 41-42. 

2. M.S. Commissariat, riistory of Gujarat, I,p. 75. 

•3. Ras Mala, p.256. 

4. TA III, pp. 127-8. 



to have gone over to Mahmud Khalji of Malwa when invaded 

Gujarat. Most probably, these Hindu accounx:ants were of 

Banya caste who were considered well versed in accountancy. 

A Portuguese text quoted by M.N. Pearson mentions two merch

ant brothers of Rander and Surat who helped Bahadur Shah by 

financing an army for him during the war of succession 

C1526 A.D,); In return they were given high administrative 
2 ^ _ 

positions. Muhafiz Khan Baqqalzadah is mentioned by 

Sikandar bin Manjhu as a great noble of the reign of Sultan 
_ 3 

Bahadar Shah, A Sanskrit inscription dated 1531-32 A.D. 

mentions a mantrl (minister) Rava Narsimhaka, of Sulta"n 

Bahadur Shah who obtained his permission for the repair of 
4 

Jain Temple at Satrunjya hills. One may guess that Rava 

^Jarsimhaka himself belonged to the Jain trading community. 

This is clearly suggested by his interest in repair of a 

Jain temple. So far as well-known personages like Malik 

Ayaz; Malik Gopi, Amir Gopi and Khwaja Safar Salrnaai were 

concerned it goes without saying that they were renowned 

1. i^ p. 81. 

2. Jao de Barros, Vol. V (Lisbon 1945-6), V, 5, quoted by 
M.N. Pearson, MRG, p. 129. 

3. MS p, 260. 

4. Spigraphia Indica, II, 1894, p. 35, 
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merchant nobles of t"ae oultanate of Gujarat who have been 

mentioned frequently in the Persian chronicles. 

The above merchant nobles appear to have v/ielded 

considerable influence over the Sultan on account of the 

enormous wealth tnat they possessed. The statement of 

Barbosa, "Malik Ayaz the hakim of the port of Diu had the 

might of the king"* indicates the great authority wielded 

by him, Another Portuguese text goes to suggest that Malik 

Ayaz was not following the practice of paying homage to 

the Sultans at the time of their accessions, which was 
•( 

considered obligatory for all the nobles. According to this 

2 — evidence on Bahadur Shah's ascending the throne, Malik 

Ishaq, son of Malik Ayaz, who was then hakim of Diu, did 

not come to pay homage to the new Sultan, He remained 

recalcitrant even after all the other nobles had submitted 

to Bahadur Shah. In adopting the defiant attitude towards 

the Sultan, he was apparently following of his father, 

Malik Ayaz, Vftien Bahadur Shah summoned Malik Ishaq he avoided 

1. Barbosa I, pp. 130-33, 

2, Barros, op.cit. IV, 6, quoted by Pearson MRG p. 74, 
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going to the Sviltan on one or the other excuses. The 

Sultaii finally sent an army against him forcing Malik 

Ishaq to flee from Gujarat. This defiant attitude of Malik 

Aya"2 and, latter on, of his son Malik Ishaq, was possibly 

an indiception of their vast financial resources, enabling 

them to maintain a large contingent. Malik Ayaz is also 

reported to have given costly present to the Sultan for 

winning the latter's favour. For instance, in 1512 A,D,, 

the Portuguese had sought permission to establish a fort 

at Diu and:f.or this purpose they started pressuring the 

Sultan by creating hinderances in the trading activities 

of Gujarat! merchants. On that occasion most of the nobles 

and Sultan were inclined towards permitting the Portuguese 

to establish a fort at Diu so that the Gujarati ships could 

move on high seas unmolested. But the Sultan could hot do 

so on account of Malik Ayaz's opposition. The other nobles 

had resented the Sultan's acquiescing to Malik Ayaz view. 

According to the Portuguese texts quoted by Pearson, at that 

time Malik Ayaz gave to the Sult̂ an and other nobles costly 

1 
presents to pacify their ruffled feelings. 

1. Barros, op.cit,, II, X, 1; Correa, II, pp. 372-73; 
Commentaries.of Affonso Albuquerque, II, pp. 210-17, 245; 
II, .17, 245; IV, 59-61, 94-103; quoted by M.N.Pearson, 
l-iao D. 73. 
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Malik GopI# a contemporary of Malik Ayaz, was another 

merchant noble holding a high position in the Sultanate of 

Gujarat. According to Sikandar, he was known to have disobeyed 

the Sultan on several occasion. He was apparently in such a 

strong position that the Sultan could not take any punitive 
2 

measures against hxm. 

Malik Ayaz despite being a slave and Malik Gopi despite 

being a Hindu, enjoyed distinguished positions in the 

Sultanate of Gujarat. Ostensibly, the main source of their 

power was the vast wealth which they had acquired through 

trade and commerce. 

Besides Malik Ayaz and Malik Gopl, another example 

of an influential merchant noble was that of Khwaja Safar, 

In 1533 A.D., when Bahadur Shah went out to hold talks 

with the Portuguese Governor at Diu he was accompanied 

- • - - 3 
by Khwaja Safar Salmani. As K,S, Mathew suggests, this 

1. The high position held by Malik Gopi in the nobility had 
misled the Portuguese writers into regarding him a Muslim, 
Joaquim verissimo Serrao Commentarios de Affonso de 
Albuquerque Tomo, II,IV, p. 58, quoted by K.S.Mathew 
"Indo Portuguese Trade And the Gujarat Nobility In The 
Sixteenth Century: A Case Study of Malik Gopi", 
PIHC, 1984, p. 358. 

2. MS p. 224. 

3. Barros,op.cit, IV-1, p, 510, quoted by K.S.Mathew, in his 
article 'Khwaja Safar, the î 'ierchant Governor of Surat and 
the Portuguese Trade in the Early Sixteenth Century' PIHC, 
1982,p. 234. 



shows the influence that Khwaja Safar wielded at Sultan 

BanaHur Shah's coxirt. Again in 1535 A.D., Bahadur Shah 

handed over the port of Dia to the Portuguese at the 

suggestion of Khwija Safar, In 1537 ^.'D., he decided to visit 

the Portuguese Governor at Diu along with Khwaja Safar against 

the advice of his other counsellors. As is well know, Bahadur 
2 

Shah was murdered by the Portuguese on that occasion while 
_ 3 

Khwaja. Safar escaped. 

When Mahinud Shah III ascended the throne he formally 

- — 4 assigned Diu to Khwaja Safar. This assignment was apparently, 

in pursuance of the policy of the Gujarati Sultans to assign 

an area which they found difficult to control to a powerful 

noble for pacification. One might imagine that at this time 

Khwaja" Safar must have been regarded a very powerful noble 

who could hope to recover and pacify Diu then governed by 

the Portuguese, ̂ ^cording to K.S, Mathew "quite a free hand 

was given to Khwaja Safar to organise the offensive against 

1, Ibid. 

2. ̂ iG , p. 222. 

3, According to the Portuguese sources, Khwaja Safar joinec 
the service of the Portuguese and was able to win their 
confidence. He was given the charge of the port of Diu. 
After some time he left Diu and came to the Sultan of 
Gujarat; Diogo de Cuto, Decada V-1, p, 202 quoted by 
K.S,Mathew, op.cit., p. 234. 

4. AHG, pp; 231-2. 
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the Portuguese, It is however a different story that owing 

to the collapse of Sultans authority and general disorgani

sation of the Sultanate that followed, Portuguese could not 

be dislodged from Diu. 

Thus by way of conclusion it can be said that Gujarat 

being a maritime province had a thriving population of trad

ers and merchants both of indigenous as well as of foreign 

origin. Our evidences also suggests that tnese traders and 
2 

merchants in most cases were urban based communities. Since 

they were an important source of revenue for the state, the 

Sultans always tried to protect them.A few persons belonging 

to indigenous trading communities such as Bhandaris, Khatris 

and Banyas (both Jains and Hindus) were even allowed to enter 

the Gujarat! nobility right from the beginning of the Sultanate. 

A few merchants of foreign origin, like Khwaja Safar, were 

also recruited into the nobility. These merchant nobles on 

account of their great wealth exercised considerable influence 

over the persons of the Sultans as well as the policies. 

1, K.S. Mathew, PIKC, 1982, p. 238. 

2. All the inscriptions regarding the merchants are found in 
the urban areas: Cambay, Pattan and Broach. Moreover, 
traditions incofporated by "S.C. Misra in VCG also suggest 
that the merchant communities were mostly living in the 
urban centres. 



Chapter -IV 

The Zamindars in the Sultanate of Gujarat; 140 7-1572 

Finding an ansv;er to the question as to what extent 

the po'.ver structure represented by the local chiefs of 

Gujarat during the fifteenth century contributed to the 

consolidation of a regional Sultanate is vital for a proper 

understanding of the factors giving rise to and eventual 

dismemberment of the Sultanate of Gujarat. As a first step 

in this direction an attempt is being made here t& identify 

the more important zamindaris that existed in Gujarat during 

the fifteenth century and first half of the sixteenth century, 

There are also offerred tentative comments on the pattern of 

relationships that seem to have existed between the Sultanate 

of Gujarat and different segments of the zamindars, 

particularly during the fifteenth century when they were 

seemingly, in the process of consolidating their positions 

in the region. In this context, I have tried to re-examine 

• - 1 • " • 2 the evidence used by Ahsan Ra24 Khan and Faiza Sirain, in 

their studies of the same problem. In the course of doing 

1, Ahsan Raza ?;han. Chieftains in the Mughal Smpire, Delhi 1977, 

2, Faiza Simin, "Role of Zamindars in Malv;a-Gujarat relations" 
Papers on Medieval Indian History, Indian History Congress 
43rd Session, Kurukshetra, 1982. 
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so, I have tried to highlight the inforrration furnished by 

traditions reproduced in works like Ras Mo'la and Ta'rikh-i-
2 

Sorath . The date from the latter two sources has been further 

compared with that obtained from the Ajn-i-Akbari, 

In 1407 A.D. when Zafar Khan declared his independence 

» 3 from Delhi and assumed the sovereign title of Kuzaffar Shah^ 

he came up against stiff resistance from the powerful Hindu 

zamindars. These zamindars belonged to different clans, 

distributed over the whole of Gujarat. They were located on 

the perephery as well as in the heart land of the region. 

Most of them were, apparently, not reconciled to the establ

ishment of a regional Sultanate. They - particularly those 

located on the perephery - appeared to be so determ.ined to 

dismantle the emerging structure of a regional Sultanate that, 

at times, they were not averse to even seeking assistance 

from the rulers of the neighbouring regions of Malv;a and 

• 4 
Khanadesh. 

1. A.K. Forbes, Ras Ma"la, ed, by J. Watson, Heritage Publishers, 
New Delhi, 1973. 

2. R.Amerji TarHkh-i-Sorath, translated by J. Burgess, Bombay, 
1982, Here after see TS. 

3. MS p. 25; TF II, p. 182. 

4. These assumptions regarding the spread of the zamindars 
clans and their behaviour are based on ths 
discussed in the ensuing peragraphs. 



In the western part of the Sultanate of Gujarat, the 

vast peninsula of Sorath contained a number of zamindaris 

of different clans during the fifteenth century. The most 

powerful of theiri, the chief of Junagarh, was reported to 
1 

have controlled two thousand and one hundred villages. The 

Ain-i-Akbari indent if ies the chief zarrdndars of Junagarh 

— 2 

(which was a Parqana of Sorath under Akbar) as Gehlots, VJe 

may assume that the Chief of Junagarh mentioned in Tabqat-i-

Mehmud Shahl for the fifteenth century belonged to the same 

clan. Besides these leading chief's belonging to Gehlot clan, 

there were also present in the region a large number of petty 

zamindars belonging to numerous Rajput as well non-Rajput 

clans, like, Ahirs, Kolis, KathFs, Khants, Parmars, Chaudasamas 

Waghelas, Wâ jas, Girnar3s, Saraswatx and also Sorath Brahmans. 

This information is gathered from a reference to the existence 

of petty zamindars in this region during the 19th century in 

TarIkh~i-Sorath v;here it is claimed that they were holding 
"- - - 3 

small zamindaris around Junagarh for centuries. On the strength 
of this tradition one may assume that many of them must have 

1. Sharfuddin Bukhari^ Tabqat-i-Mahmud Shahl, MS No. 126, 
Maulana Az^d Library,' Aligarh, p. 7-a. Here after see TH3. 

2. Ain op.cit. II, pp. 118, 181. 

3. TS op.cit. pp. 27, 107. 
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been there during the fifteenth century as v;ell but 

obviously in a subordinate position to the Gehlot chiefs 

vjho are mentioned as the most powerful zamindars of the 

region in the 15th century. 

Again from Tarikh-i-Sorath, one come to know that in 

other parts of Sorath peninsula also, besides, Gehlots, 

there existed zamindâ ris of a number of other patty clans. 

This impresion is reinforced by the r^in-i-Akbari' s test

imony which mentions Gehlots of Perim and l̂ ongrol, Beghelas 

of Gondal, WajTs of Janjhmer and Walas of Mahwah and Telaja 

One can thus be fairly certain about the presence of these 

zamindaris in Sorath before the l-iughal conquest. But in the 

Tarikh-i-Sorath, there occurs a general reference to a number 

of zaminda"rs clans of Sorath as a v/hole. Some of these clans 

are neither noticed in any one of Chronicles nor in the 

Ain-i-Akbari. The names of these other clans and the regions 

where their zamindaris were located are as follov/s: Jathwa 

Rajputs of Porbandar, i->aghelas of i-iongrol, Parmars of 

Pattan B-iu, Kathis of Rajkot, HathTs of I-ialia, Lathias 

and Sarvayas of Kesod, waghelas of the island of Diu, Kolis 

1. Ain II, pp. 117, 113, 119. 
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and Kstnis cf ahav.'naqar and rvathis of oonaal." It is difficult 

to say whether these clans were there in Soratli during the 

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries or not. It may however, be 

imagined that some of these were existing as the zamlndars 

in Sorath in the fifteenth century and, like other minor 

zamindars clans, were also, to begin v;ith, in a subordinate 

position to the Gehlot cr.iefs of Junagarh mentioned in 

Tab'~̂ 'at-i-Kahmud Shahi. That Sankodhar and Jagat located on 
2 

the north-western coast of Sorath, represented the 

zaminda'ri' s of the 3adhel clan is born out by the r̂ .in-i-

Akbar scription. 

In the northern part of the Sultanate of Gujarat was 

— - T- 3 

located the zaminoari of the GirasiS. Rajputs of Idar, The 

traditions contained in Ras Mala mention the Jetwuta, the 

~ 4 Koompawuts, the Chohans as the Chiefs of the Idar Sarkar. 

These traditions also refer to a number of other minor 

zamindar clans like Desai zamindars, Waghela Thakurs, and 

5 — ~ -
Rahwur ThSkurs, Two other zamindaris namely those of Solankee 

1. TS op.cit. pp. S3, 53, 62, 63, 79, 96. 

2. Ain p. 119. 

3. Ibid., p. 120. 

4. Ras l\ala p. 223. 

5. Ibid., p. 340. 



and Sonugerra Cheuhans in A£gar(located between Idar and 

frontier of Kev;ar Kingdorn) are also mentioned in Ras 1-lala 

where these are descriosd as the dependencies of Idar. 

Besides these zamlndars located on the periphery of 

the Sultanate there also existed Hindu zamindarls in its 

heart land represented by the sarkars of ishmadabad, Baroda 

and Broach etc. Jhalav;ar situated in the north west on the 

2 

confines of Sorath was controlled by the Girasia Rajputs, 

To the north of Jhalawar was the zamindari of l-̂ andal which 

was controlled by a non-Rajput group of Kolis, Other important 
- - - 3 4 

zamindaris in the same tract were Gohils of Ranpur, Gohils 

of Kadot and Girasia of Dandwana. The Mirat-i~Ahmadi also 

mentions Girasia Rajputs,Kolis, Kathis, Jats, Kahars, 

Rathors, Jadija's, Rasrans and Makwanahs continuing for 

generations as zamindars of Rajpipla, Mohan, Lunawarah, 

Nawanagar, 3aryah, Bahrai, Jhapah and Jharmandavi respectively. 

1. Ras Mala, p. 250. 

2. i^ op.cit., p. 41. 

3. Ras Mala, p. 279. 

4. Ain op.cit,, p. 254. 

5. MS p. 254. 

6. MA supp. p, 225. 
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These zaiTj-nd'ars played c very important role in tne 

political and econorr.ic history of rhe Sultanate of Gujarat. 

Huzaffar Shah I, the founder of the Sultanate, spent T.ost 

of his time in consolidating his power by crushing the pov.'er 

of these zarr.rndars. They appeared to be always engaged in 

attempts to overthrow the Kuzaffar Shahi dynasty. Their 

regions also became the centres of refuge for the recalcit

rant elements among the nobles of the Sultans. 

In 1411 A,D., FJroz Khan, son of Muzaffar Shah revolted 

for the first time and his supporters Bayagdas and Jivand 

were sent to contact leading zamindars of Gujarat urging them 

to join the revolt collectively. In the same year, when 

F^roz Khan renewed his revolt after a brief interruption 

he v;as supported by a large number of the chiefs, most 

conspicuous amongst whom was Rai Ranmal of Idar. On that occa

sion after their defeat F^oz Khan and Rai Ranm.al fled and took 

shelter in the hills of Idar. Hov;ever, some time later this 

alliance between the rebellious elem.ents led by Feroz Khan 

and Raja Idar seems to have terminated. Due to the fear of 

the Sultan's revenge, the Raja withdrew his support from Feroz 

Khan and behaved treacherously towards the fugitive noble. 

l"/hile F'&oz Khan escaped, his treasures and 'elephants v.'ere 

seized by the Raja and sent to the Sultan as a token of his 
II 

1. Nizamuddin Ahmad, Tabaaat-i-Akbari, Vol. Ill, ed, by B.Dey 
and Maulvi Hidavat 'Husain, Calcutta, Bibliothica Indica 
1935, p, 96,' Here after see TA; TF p. 182. 



submission. 

In 1413 A.D., Ahmad Sarkheji, 3hah Malik, Sht§.r Halik, 

Sulaiman Afghan and a few other nobles revolted and they 

were supported by zarnindars including Katha Satrasal Girasia 

of Jhalawar, After the rebellious nobles and their zamindar 

supporters were defeated by the Sultan, they were given 

refuge by Rai of Junagarh who thus also incurred the 

- 2 
hostility of the Sultan. As a punitive measure, the Sultan 

led an expendition against Rai of Junagarh. Girnar was 

beseiged and the chief was compelled to pay the tribute. On 

this occasion, other zamindars of Sorath also accepted 

tributary status. According to Sikandar; this was the first 

occasion that zamindars of Sorath including the chief of 

Junagarh agreed to pay the tribute to the Sultan of Gujarat."^ 

The most serious attempt made by the zaminda"rs of 

Gujarat to overthrow the newly 'formed Sultanate came in 

1416 A.D., when they rebelled enmasse and even invited the 

Sultan of Kalwa to attack Gujarat, The chiefs who took a 

leading part in this rebellion were Raja of Champaner, 

Satrasal Girasia of Jhalawar and Teri Raja of fJadaut. It 

1. i^, p. 39; TA III, p, 100. 

2. Wo, pp. 40-41; TA III, pp. lOC-1. 

3. ^ , p. 46, 
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was on behalf of these chiefs that Sultan Hushang of Kalwe 

was invited to attack Gujarat with the promise of tneir 

full support to the Kalwa ruler. Ahen the Sultan of Malwa 

did invade Gujarat, the zammdars of Sorath v/ho had became 

tributaries in 1413 ^A.D. turned refractory and refused to 

give tribute. But it seems that the wide spread militancy 

of zamlndars on this occasion was prompted mainly by a 

general feeling among them to the effect that they could 

easily dismantle the Sultanate of Gujarat, AS soon as the 

GujarSti ruler succeeded in repelling Sultan Hushang's 

advance into Gujarat, the zamindairs of Idar, Charapaner and 

Kadaut promptly made peace with their Sultan once again 

agreeing to pay tribute. 

In view of the persistent hostility of the zamlndars 

from the very beginning, the Sultans of Gujarat took special 

steps to curb them. Sultan Ahmad Shah had commissioned one 

of his leading officers Kalik Tohfa (entitled Tajul hulk) 

to put down the turbulent zamlndars and to realize the taxes 

from them v/ith a strong hand. Farishta says that this 

officer performed his duty with such diligence that the 

terms maw"s and giras (used for the regions controlled by 

1. MS, p. 47;_TA III, p. 104. 
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the different zamindars) f ell in disuse in Oujarat:," 

It seems thar after the initial rebellions v<ere put 

down with a heavy hand/ the zamindars were gradually 

reconciled to the regional Sultanate, Subsequently, many 

of them participated in tne expeditions undertaken by the 

Gujarati Sultans in different directions. In 1421-22 r^.b., 

v;hen Sultan Ahmad Shah invaded Malv,a, the Raia of Dandwana 

who acconroanied him on his expedition v;as killed with his 
2 

five hundred Rajput retainers. Similarly in 1482 A.D.^ 
3 - -

Raja of Idar collaborated with Hahmud Begarah in his 

expedition, against Champaner which resulted in the annex

ation of rhis strategically placed territory of the Sult;anate 

of Gujarat. 

1. TF II, p, 184; Giras; The term giras has been used in 
Gujarat from timeimtrieniorial to indicate the lands and 
villages to Junior members of the Rajput ruling families 
that came and settled down in the land and these Cadets 
came to be called Girasias. In course of time girSs carne 
to mean an heriditary landed patrimony. In the latter 
period of the Sultanate it is known as an e_xaction taken 
by the turbulent zamindars from the raiyatr villages; 
Ras Ka'la p. 568; KA pp. 173-4; Ilawas; The territories 
of th_e rebellious zamrndars vjhich were claimed by the 
Sul|;ahs only on the paper out refused to pay the tribute. 
Irfan Habib, Agrarian -System of î uqhal India, p. 331. 

2. MS p. 54; TA p. 110. 

3. Ras Kala p. 284. 
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On the other hand from the very beginning the 

attitude of the rulers of Gujarat towards the zamindars had 

two well defined facts. They were extremely suspicious and 

basically hostile towards the powerful chieftainships 

located mainly on the periphery of the kingdom. Thus the 

big zamindars of Junagarh, Jagâ fc and Champaner were toler

ated for some time only because these were too powerful to 

be so easily eliminated. But their existence was always 

considered a threat to the security of the Sultanate of 

Gujarat. Each one of them was poxonced at a7»<L distroyed by 

the Sultans of Gujarat at the first opportunity that offered 

itself to them. But on the other hand, the Sultans were 

extremely accomodating towards the lesser chiefs and inter

mediary zamindars in general. All those chiefs of this 

category like those of Sirohi, Idar, Vifagar, Nadaut, Rajpipla, 

Jhalawar, Bhuj and Jam of Sorath were left unmolested and 

some time were given positions in the state. According to 

the author of Mira't-i-Ahmadi, the big zamindars who held 

many parqanas, their talluqa settled upon them on the 

conditions of their joining service and maintaining troops 

in the same way as by a "laqirdar" i.e. every one was to be 

present with his troops, horse as well as foot, according to 

his resources and strength. In lieu of this they were exempted 
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1 
from paying tribute. S.C, Misra seems correct while writing 
about these zamindars that no tribute could be realized from 

2 
them but technically they were designated as tributaries. 

The zamindar elements in the heartland of the Sultanate 

were completely subjugated. They were re-granted h share of 

their total land called banth on the condition of performing 

some military duties and also paying salami to the assign

ments holders. They performed pahra and chauki in their 

respective native places. The ̂ ^share of their land, called 

talpad was taken by the state. It is reported'by Sikandar 

bin Manjhu that the banth land was also brought under the 

direct control of the government by Sult̂ an Mahmud Shah III 

in 1545 A.D, According to him, when the orders were issued 

for the resumption of banth land, the GirassiSh Chiefs of 

Idur, Sirohi, Dungerpur, BanswaT^h, Lonawarah, Rajpipla, 

and other located in the vally of the river Mahindri, Halod 

as well as those of other strongholds on the frontier began 

to raise disturbances. But the Sultan strengthened his 

military posts. He established the thana- at Sirohi and Idar 

1. KA I, p. 22, 173-74; Para Translated by Irfan Habib in 
Agrarian System of Mughal India, p. 142. 

2. S.C. Misra, "Some Aspects of the Economy of the Sultanate 
of Gujarat", PIHG, 1982, p. 245. 

3. MA supp. p. 229, ^ I, pp. 22, 173-74. 
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and ordered his soldiers stationed at these thanas to 

extirpate the very name of Rajput and Koli from there. 

In consequence of such orders, "the Kuhammadan faith 

obtained such superiority in those parts", according to 

Sikandar Manjhu, "that no Hindu was allowed to rise on horse 

back or to weal clothing unless distinguished by a patch of 

red cloth on the shoulder". Every man of them was branded on 

the arm, and if any Rajput or Koli was,found without the 

brand he was put to death. They were, moreover prevented 

frcTO exhibiting any public festivities such as diwali and 

holi and the open practice of idol worship. This is however, 

nothing but an exagerated description of the suppression of 

two particular Hindu zamindar by the state, 

Inspite of the Sikandar bin Manjhu's assertions to 

that effec't, it seems doubtful that all the banth land was 

really resumed t^ the state. In this regards A.K. Forbes 

impression seems to be more correct. He states that the 

orders of ressumption could not be implemented owing to the 

persistant insurrections of the zamindars. In support of his 

statement Forbes writes, "the fact remains beyond dispute 

1. 1^ pp. 363-4. 
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that their (i.e. zamindar's) descendants, inspite of many 

subsequent danger, still possess the soil of which it was 

sought to deprive them". Moreover, statement in Mirat-i-

Ahmadi that in the latter period, owing to the weal? admin

istration, the zamindars not only seized the talpad but also 

levied exactions called qiras from the raiyatl villages, 

corroborates the fact that the zamindars were not deprived 

— — — 2 
of their zamindari (banath). 

Some of the lesser zamindars of the mauzas of Mandawah, 

Ghorasur, An'tar Ŝ anah having embrassed Islam entered into 

separate agreements with the Sultans which endorsed 

their title and possession of their lands and the 

Sultans were committed to protect them. But also they had 
3 

to pay annual peshkash. There are several other instances 

of a similar nature. For example, Haluji Parmar, a nephew 

of the Ranji Gohil of Ranpur and his younger brother, got 

converted to Islam at the time of their reconciliation. Appar

ently, encouraging zamindars to be converted was the policy 

of a nxomber of the Sultans. This was particularly the 

1. Ras Mala, p. 298. 

2. MA I, pp. 173-4. 

3. MA supp., p. 190. 



attitude of Wahmud Begarah, According to the author of 

Tarikh-i-Sorath, Mahmud Begar"ah had offered to confer on 

Haluji several parqanas as a reward for his conversion. 

When he asked for the town of Ranpur which belonged to his 

uncle his request was promptly granted. Similarly, a younger 

brother of Haluji also became a Muslim, As a reward he 

received the grant of twenty four villages of Botad/which 

his discendants held for several generations. According to 

the author of Tarikh-i~3orath/ they assumed the position of 

Muslim zamlndars. Rai of Jxinagarh also became Muslim and 

was entitled IQaan-i-JahSi and was also given a "Jaqir". 

The territory of Junagarh was allowed to be held by his 

off-springs who came to be called Raizadahs, Arrangement 

seems to have been that while the Raizadas were the assig

nment holderS/ the thanidars were also appointed to levy 

the salami (land-tax) on behalf of the Sultan, There were 

also on record a •few cases of zamindars being compelled to 

accept Islam by the Sultans. Thus, it would appear that 

the conversion of zamindars to Islam was perceived by the 

Sultans as an effective means for securing their submission. 

1. Ras Kgla", p. 565. 

2. T3, p. 125. 

3. Ras Mala, p, 2 54, 
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From this study it may be concluded that in the 

Sultanate of Gujarat the bigger chiefs, like those of 

Gehlots of Junagarh, Badhels of Sankodhar and Jagat, 

Girasias of Idar and Rawals of Champaner v;ere most of 

the time hostile towards the Sultans and endeavoured to 
ft 

over-throw them, some time even with the help of the 

neighbouring ruler. On the other hand, the intermediary 

and primary zamindars and even some of the bigger ones 

located in the heartland of the Sultanate tended to form 

an important segment of its power base. It also appears 

that in most of the areas including those dominated by the 

bigger chiefs, in addition to the dominant zamindar clans 

there also existed minor clans possessing subordinate 

zamindari right, and perquisites, Ihe smaller or minor 

clans representing the vast majority of the intermediary 

and primary zamindars in the long run, seem to have switched 

their allegiance to the Suites, thus substantially weakening 

the struggle of the bigger chiefs to thwart the consolidation 

of the Sultanate of Gujarat. 
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Chapter-V 

Composition of the Mobility Under the Sultans of Gujarot; 

This chapter is intended to work out the composition 

of the nobility of the Sultanate of Gujarat (1407-1572 A.D.) 

in the light of the evidences drawn from Persian chronicles 

as well as inscriptions and traditions. For the purpose 

of this study, the nobles, being the officers of the king 

who rendered military service and received payments in 

return for that service, are treated as a category distinct 

from that of the minor court functionaries. 

It is a well known fact that in most of the 

medieval Indian states, a major part of the financial 

resources of the"states were shared by the nobles who also 

exercised influence on the state in different fields. It 

may thus be assumed that the basic cultural ethos of the 

Sultanate of Gujarat was influenced, to a considerable 

extent, by the strength in which the persons of diverse 

cultural backgrounds and affiliations were represented in 

its nobility. The present study, therefore, could be 

described as aiming at discerning the total cultural ethos 

of the Sultanate of Gujarat by identifying the ethnical 

and other components of its nobility. 
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Regarding the identification of the nobles as a 

social group I would agree with M.N. Pearson's statement 

that the minor court functionaries and the tribute paying 

zamindars should not be included in the category of the 

nobility. But in this connection the question that remains 

to be answered is as to who are the people that would meet 

the description of minor court functionaries. One very simple 

description that can be given would be that those personnel 

in the" service of the king who did not perform any military 

duty and therefore did not receive any payment for military 

services in the form of assignments or cash salaries would 

come under the category of the petty functionaries. In other 

words the description of a noble would apply only to a 

person who undertook to maintain a contingent and sexrve in 

the administration in different capacities for which he 

would receive payment from the king. The fxinctionaries of the 

state like clerks, accountants, revenue collectors, daroqhas 

of karkhanaiat, muhtasibs, qaziz and muftis who neither 

performed that kind of duties nor received high payments 

reserved for military service, would thus be excluded from 

the category of the nobles. The points of distinction 

between them and the nobles were very clear. While both were 

in the service of the king and both received payments from 

the king for the jobs they performed, the nature of work done 
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by minor functionaries was not connected with the raaintenatnfC 

of troops and military campaigns that would often be in 

progress in one or the other part of the kingdom. 

While preparing a list of the nobles of the kingdom 

of Gujarat for the purpose of this study I have taken care 

to ignore all those persons about whom the sources give an 

impression that they were not connected with military services. 

This kind of identification is based on the scrutiny of the 

titles, designations or the nature of the jobs or duties of 

a noble mentioned in a source. I have accepted all those 

persons as "nobles" who are inferred to in the chronicles 

and inscriptions with the different designations like wazlr, 

sardar, rougtSS h'akim, khan, raalik, sipahsalar, mir-i~lashkar» 

shiqdar, waj ihdar, haj ib, kotwal, j aqirdar and mantrl. It is 

assumed that a person referred to with any one of these 

designations was enjoying the position of an amTr or noble 

of high or low status. Similarly, any person mentioned as 

enjoying a title conferred on him by the king is also accepted 

as a noble, or the status of individuals as nobles is also 

inferred on the strength of the lists, that are sometimes 

given by chroniclers, of the persons sent on expeditions or 

killed -or wounded in action, or defying the Sultan's authority, 

In making such inference. I, iiave- been guided by the assumption 



that in most cases the Chroniclers would include in their lists 

of campaigns only those military personnel who had the status 

of the military officers of the king. Among thera of course a 

distinction is always made between the zamTndars and the nobles. 

If in any such list a person is clearly identified as a 

zamTndar who had not at any time formally enrolled as an amir 
in 

of the Sultah/ his name is not included/the list of the 

Guj aratinobles. 

In order to study the composition of the Gujarat! 

nobility, I have tried to prepare a complete list of the 

nobles who served the Sultans of Gujarat at any point of 

time, with the help of Persian Chronicles partly supplemented 

by epigraphical records, travellers accounts as well as the 

traditions. The nobles included in this list are further 

identified in terms of their cultural and social backgrounds 

and then grouped together into the following important 

categories:-

1. This list is given in appendix entitled "Short Biographies 
of the Nobles of the Sultanate of Gujarat", 



(a) Local Muslims; (b) Local Hindu and Rajput zanaindars; 

(c) Outside elements including Indian Muslims/-Rajputs and 

other Hindus from outside Gujarat as well as eieme-nts 

coming from the regions outside India, 

In the ensuing paragraph I am first going to state 

the criterion that I have used for identifying individual 

nobles belonging to these different categories. 

The task of making this kind of identification becomes 

very difficult owing to the fact that in the case of a large 

number of nobles whose names one comes across in the chronicles, 

it is not easy always to determine as to what was their 

cultural and ethnical background • These names do not tell 

any thing more than their identification as Hindus or Muslims 

or as belonging to different castes and tribes of Local and 

foreign origin. 

As far as the category of the local Muslims is 

concerned, for the sake of easier identification I have used 

a rather arbitrary criterion. All those about whom it is 

known that they were already holding administrative and 

other positions in (3ujarat, before the establishment of the 

T̂ingdom of Gujarat as an independent state as well as their 

descendants are counted among the local muslims. Among these 
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nobles are included those belonging to groups like Tanks, 

Khatras, Bhandarls, Bahlims, Bambani, Afgjians, 

6 certain 
Bukhari Saiyids as well as/converted Rajput zamxndirs 

1, Khatris are a trading community in the South Punjab and „ 
in the North India, Tanks were the subcast of the Khatris 
to which Gujarat ruling .dynasty belonged. S.C.Misra, MCG 
p. 81. 

2, Bhandaris were a Rajput tribe of North India. Some of the 
Bhandaris were established at Hahim (Modem Bombay) before 
the Conquest of the Gujarat by Delhi Sult^an.R.E. EnthO'Ven, 
The Tribes and Caste of Bombay, Delhi. 1975/ Vol. I, p. 97, 

3, Bahliros were converted Hindu Rajputs, S.C, Misra, MCG, p. 81, 

4, In the context of Faya Allah Bambani, noble of the reign 
of Sultan Mahmud Bfgarah' (1459-1511 A.D,) Mf.'B.M, Tirmizi 
writes*that since generations the members of the Barabahi 
family were in the service of tiae Gujarat Sultans; _ 
See "Are Tab^'qat-i-Mahmud Shahi, Mathir-i-Mahmud Sh3hi 
and Tarikh-i-Sadr-i~Jahah Identical", PIHC, 1947, p. 327. 

5, Afghans were nobles in Gujarat even before the establishment 
of the Sultanate of Gujarat, BaranI gives the details of the 
rebellions "of Afghan nobles during the reign of Muhammad 
bin Tughlaq, TPS^^pp. 507-523. ' 

6, Bukhari Saiyids were in the service of the Gujarat Sultans . 
with the foundation of the Gujarat! Sultanate. Bayley " 
History of Gu1ara-fc> p. 60. 
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who continued to call themselves Rais, Rawats or Raja, 

Identification of the Hindu nobles is quite easy 

because of their names which are so different from the names 

of the Muslim' nobles. In the case of Hindu names^ Sometimes 

surnames would also indicate the caste or professional 

status of the group to which the noble belonged. Sometimes 

in the cases:of the Chiefs, their territories are als6-

mentioned with their names making it possible to demarcete 

them from ordinary Hindus, Some of the Hindus whose names 

have caste and other suffixes are as follows; Manik Chandd 

and Motrchandd.'i - Vania", Malik Goplzunnardar (Brahmin) Sadhu 

Tank/ Jiwan Das Khatri/ Bahar Jiv, Raja of Baglana, Nar 

Singh Devei nephew of the Raja of Gwalior. These names are 

obviously helpful not only in identifying*a noble belonging 

to the broad Hindu category but also indicate whether the 

noble concerned was a zamlndar or belonged to some other 

social or professional category. 

From the very beginning slaves were,.recruited in 

the Gujarat nobility. In the chronicles the nobles who were 

slaves are identified by the terms - Ghulam, Bandah, 

1. iiS pp. 41, 168, 162, 345; TF pp. 1S8, 202 

2. MS P* 5S' Ih' P« 138-
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1 O 

Abid, and Diram kharldah. In certain cases these slave 
- 3 origins are inferred from the titles Knasakhils and 

"imadul Mulk."̂  The word Khasakhil is translated by S.C, 

Misra and M.L. Rahman as slave noble. Regarding the title 

of ̂ Iraadul Mulk, Hajji-ud-Dabir clearly states that it was 

reserved for the slave nobles of the Sultans. Besides this 
5 

I also agree with the view of M.S. Commissariat that all 

the Hiabashi nobles were slaves, as these Hubashis were the 

prisoners or the descendants of the prisoners who were 

brought to Gujarat for the first time by Amir Mustafa Rumi 
g 

in 1531 A.D. Lastly, Iraro also inclined to count all those 

nobles whose names carry suffix "Sultani" among the slaves. 

This might be justified with reference to an established 

practice in the Delhi Sultanate to refer to the slave nobles 

as TurkaJi-i-Sultini or just Sultani which appears to have 

survived down to the sixteenth Century. The earliest 

reference suggesting such a practice in jfierhaps Minhaj-WS-

1, *Abid and Diram Ki7aridab are translated by 2..A. Desai as 
a slave. EI APS 1962. 

2. Ibid. 

3. MS, Introduction, p. 115. 

4, AHG, p. 246. 

5. Commissariat, Vol. I, pp. 338, 469. 

6, AHG, p. 188. 
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Siraj•s description of slaves who revolted against 

Ma'izuddin Bahram in 1242 A.D., as Turkan-i-5ultani.. 

The continuation of this practice down to the middle of 

sixteenth century is suggested by the use of suffix 

Sultani with the name of Shershah's famous noble Haji 

- - - 2 
Khan Sultani. 

Nobles who had migrated either from the regions> 

outside India or from the other parts of the wor,ld, are 

kept in the category of the outside elements. Surnames 

referring to territories or places that are sometimes 

used with the proper names have been important indicators 

of the origins of many nobles. In many cases, a noble was 

placed in the category of the outside elements if his 

surname suggested that he hailed from a place outside 

Gujarat and at the same time it is also known that he 

entered the service for the first time or that he was not 

a son of a person who was already in the service of the 

_ y ^ * - _ -
1, Minha>Siraj, Tubgat-i-Nasiri ed, Abdul Hay Habib, 

Kabul, 1963, I,"' p. 469, II, pp. 27, 42. 

2. Mushtaqi, Raziqullah 'Wag'at-i-l'iushta'gi, JRotagraph of the 
M5, _3.i'd. Add. 11,633 ff. 73a-b & Abbis Khan Sarwahi 
Tarikh-i-Shershahl, Habib Ganj Collection, I-IS,̂  MA Library, 
A.M.ut, Aligarh f, 99a, quoted by I.H. Siddiqui, Some 
Aspects of Afghan Dispotism in India, Aligarh, 1969, 
p. 115. According to I.H, Siddiqui, the term Sultani was 
used for the slaves during the pre-î iughal and the Mughal 
period, op.cit. fn. 
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Sultan. But sometimes, the title like Firanqi Khan or Rumr-

Khan are also suggestive of the fact, that the persons on 

whom these were conferred were of Portuguese or Ottoman 

origins respectively. This criterion has also been used by 

me for identifying the outside elements among the Gujarati 

nobles. 

In the category of the Khanazads, we have included 

only those nobles, irrespective of the fact whether they 

were Gujarati or outsiders, slaves or non slaves, who were 

at least second generation nobles in the service of the 

Sultans of Gujarat, It is possible to place a noble in a 

particular category on the strength of even a »light sugg

estion in the sources to the effect that he was holding a 

title or assignment previously held by his father or some 

other family members, 

'On analysing the list of the total number of nobles 

who had served under the Sultans of Gujarat during 1407-

1572 A,D,, we are able to discern certain features of the 

Gujarati nobility for which we have no direct qualitative 

information in the sources, 

A break-up of this list clearly indicates that the 

Gujarati nobility throughout the period of our study, was 
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a heterogenous body of men. Within its ranks were nobles 

coming from regions outside Gujarat/ as well as Gujarati 

Muslims and non Muslims including Hindu zamindars. Persons 

hailing from Iran, Turan, '-'ttoman Empire, Europe and 

certain part's of Africa (Euthopia) were also present among 

the outside elements. This heterogenous character of the 

Gujarati nobility would become evident from the following 

table: 
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However, inspite of the heterogenous character of 

the Gujarati nobility it is also evident from the above 

break-up that the local Muslims were its single biggest 

component. If one Xeeps in mind the fact that the number 

of outsiders in this nobility had got augmented mainly 

after the incorporation of a large number of Habashis, 

Rumis in the first quarter of the 16th century, then it 

becomes evident that at the time of the establishment of 

the Sultanate of Gujarat in 1407 A.D., the preponderence 

of the local elements in the nobility would have been still 

greater. If the small number of the local chiefs is also 

added to this, the strength of the local elements would be 

about 73% of the total strength of the nobility as indicated 

by the table. It would in turn tend to give an impression 

that the Gujarati state during 1407-1572 A.D,, was basically 

a regional power, drawing its support from the local 

power stmictures, particularly those involving the Muslim 

ruling groups which had been living in Gujarat since a 

fairly long time. 

Another important feature of the Gujarati nobility 

was the presence within its fold of a sizeable number of-

slaves and second generation nobles whom we prefer to call 



khanazads. This feature can be discerned from the following 

break up of the total list. 

Table Ko. 2 

Khana'zads 

44 {IT/o) 

Rest Total 

236 (83%) 280 

Table No. 3 

Slaves 

62 (22%) 

Rest Total 

218 (78%) 28Q 

As is evident from the above break up the slaves 

constituted 22% of the total strenth of the nobility. 

Obviously in the state of Gujarat/ the slave nobles were 

an important element that would often be used by the 

Sultans for curbing the power and privileges of the free 

born nobles who, apparently, were more firmly rooted in 

the regional power structures. It is significant that the 

strength of the slaves in the nobility increased remarkably 

during the reign of Bahadur Shah (1526-1537 A.D.) who is 

known for his derive to strengthen centralization within 

the Sultanate and also for a policy of territorial expansion, 

Most of the riabashi slaves who were so powerful in Gujarat 

at the time of its conquest by Akbar, were recruited in the 

Gujarat nobility by Bahadur Shah. 
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The fact that 17% of the total nvimber of Gujarati 

nobility were Khinazads i.e. second generation nobles 

would go to show that inspite of the anxiety of the 

Sul|:an to promote centralization, the element of the 

continuity of the privileges and authority within certain 

families of the nobles was quite strong. There is ample 

evidence on record suggesting that the nobles of this 

category were often encouraged to defy the authority of 

the Sul^^^. This is for example, suggested by the case of 

an Afghan noble, who revolted during the reign of Sultan 

Ahmad Shah I. This Afghan noble, Bektars entitled Azam 

(son of Adam Afghan son of Sulairaan Afghan) after succeeding 

to his father's iqta'of Baroda, is reported to have revolted 

twice first in 1411 A.D., and again in 1413 A.D, Finally he 

was obliged to flee from Gujarat. Similarly, all the 

•» nobles who rebelled in 1411 A.D., along with Bektars were 

Khanazads. The main cause of this rebellion was apparently, 

the atteirpt of the Central authority to re-distribute the 

assignments. This strongly suggested by Nizarauddin Ahmad's 

statement that the nobles surrendered before the Sultan on 

the condition that they would be given back their old 

iqtat? In accordance with this condition, Fî roz Khan the 

uncle of Sultan Ahmad Shah I, was given the iqta* of 

1- g^APS 1968, pp. 18-19; MS pp. 30, 40; TA III, pp. 96-97, 

2. TA III p. 96. 



KaMsari in place of Baroda while the latter plfece was 

restored to BeKtars. 

It would appear that throughout the 15th century 

therQ was continuous pressure from the nobles on the 
that 

Sultan,/he should accept their permanent or even 

heriditary claims over the territories held by thera as 

their assignments. This is for example, borne out by the 

case of "Alaul MulK Ulugh Wjan's son.'Alaul Mulk Ulugh Khan 

was the governor of Sultanpur during the reign of Sultan 

Qutubuddin Ahmad Shah and for some time in the beginning 

of the reign of Sultan Mahmud Begarah as well. When, he, 

died, his son, Alaf Khan was given Modasa as an assignment. 

But he was not satisfied with this arrangement and claimed 

Sultanpur, He finally turned a rebel. In 1494-5 A,D,, he 

started to territorizing thd people and also fought with 

the governor of Sultanpur, Malik *Azl2ul Mulk Shaikhan, 

apparently with an aim to occupy that place by force. 

Eventually, failing to achieve much success, he asked the 

1, Tarlkh-i-Muzaffar Shahi (of anonymous) India Office 
Library, MS"no. 3842. Department of History in A.M.U., 
Aligarh has its MF No. 428 p. 34, Here after see TMS2 



Sultan for a pardon. According to Kizamuddin Ahmad/ since 

he v/as a Khanazad/ the Sultan was pursuaded to excuse him. 

The aspirations of the nobility for heriditary claims over 

the territories of assignment were partly met by Sultan 

Mahmua Begarah's order to the effect that the territories 

held by the nobles would be transferred, as a rule, to 

their sons after their deaths. This naturally would have 

not only increased the privileges of the nobility in general, 

but would also have paved the way-for a sharp rise in the 

number of second generation nobles, thus strengthening the 

element of continuity in the nobility. 

But the Khanazad nobles subsequently proved to be 

very recalcitrant. There were repeated rebellions by this 

section of the nobility. After Mahraud Begarah, eventually 

the Gujarat! Sultans started prefering new elements in the 

nobility because it was hoped that newly recruited first 

generation nobles would be much more dependent on the Sultan 

than other nobles and thus, it would be easier to control 

them. This policy was adopted by Sultan Muzaffar Shah II and 

1. MS pp. 113, 146; IT p. 196, AHG p. 31. 

2. TA III p, 164, 

3. MS p. 100. 



Sultan Bahadur Shah, Muzaffar Shah II gave the charge of 

Idar to Malik Husain Bahmani entitled, Nizamul Mulk after 
* It 

dismissing from there Nusratul Mulk who belonged to an 

old family of the GujaratI nobility. According to Sikandar, 

all "the nobles belonging to this category were displeased 

over this appointment as Nizamul Mulk was a foreigner. They 

set themselves to watch for an opportunity of ruining 

» 2 

Nizamul Mulk, Despite this adverse reaction of the old 

nobles this policy continued to grow. The accession of 

Bahadur Shah in fact brought about a radical change in 

the composition of the nobility. The author of Tarikh-i~ 

Sala"tin-i~Guj arat writes that Bahadur Shah disbanded 

the entire lot of the Gujarati officers and appointed 
3 

foreigners to high administrative posts. Just after his 
accession, he executed all those leading nobles who had 

4 
opposed his accession* and could prove dangerous m 

"carrying out the administration. As a skillful Sultan, 

Bahadur Shah balanced one faction against another. In 

1. MS p. 193; TA III, pp. 184, 198. 

2. MS p. 193. 

3. TSG p. 30; The term for the foreigner is used GharSban. 

4. 'imadul Mulk, Saifuddin, Qaisar Khan and Ulugh Kjian were 
put to death at that time while others like Azdul Mulk 
and Muhafiz Khan saved their"lives by fleeing'from Gujarat, 
All these nobles were the murderers of Sultan Sikandar. 
WB pp. 262-5; TA_ III, pp. 204-5. 
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other words, he increased his control over the old nobility 

and encouraged the new nobility which largely consisted of 

foreigner. After a mass massacre of the old nobility he 

prunced on the sons of a great noble, Malik Ayiz, named 

Malik Ishaq and Malik Tughah, Malik Ishaq succeeded his 

father in 1582 A.D,, as the muqta of Sorath as well as the 

hakim of Diu. When Bahadur Shah ascended the throne he 
• 

did not come to pay homage even after being called by the 

Sultan and sent a word that he had to remain in Diu in 

order to defend it from the Portuguese. BahaTdur Shah cons

idered it a challenge to his authority and started against 

this noble who was also reported to have had negotiated 

with the Portuguese, Finally, he was compelled to flee from 
2 Gujarat. In accordance with the existing rule, his 

r_ 3 
territory was transferred to his younger brother Malik Tughan. 

1. Man sab of MaliJo Ayaz was conferred upon Malik-Ishaq; 
see'MS p, 203. 

2. Jao de Barros, Asia (Lisloon 1945-46) IV, V, 6; F-de 
Andrade, Chronica do muyto alto e muyto Poderoso Rey 
destes Renos de Portugal Pom Jao 0 III deste Nome 
(Coimbra, 1796) II 193-4; Dioqclas Couto, Da Asia" 
(Lisbon 1778-88) IV, i, 7-8; IV,Vii, 2; IV, vii, 4; 
viii, 3; IV, IX,1; quoted by M.N. Pearson in MRG 
p. 74; MS pp. 265-66, 274, 280, After the removal of 
Malik Tughah in 1526 A.D. Diu was given to Qiwamul 
Mulk and Sorath to Hujahid Khan Bahlim. This evidence 
indicates that the Soratha which was resumed from 
Malik Ayaz in 1520 A.D. was re-allotted to him after 
some times. In 1531 A.D, only Diu was allotted to Malik 
Ishaq the younger brother of Malik Tughan. MS p. 266. 

3. MS p. 274; Only Diu was given to Malik Tughan. 
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But within a few days Malik Tughan was also deprived of 

this territory which was subsequently assigned to a foreigner 

Amir Mustafa" Rumi, These steps of Bahadur Shah clearly 

indicated that he wanted to weaken Malik Ayaz's family 

which had become too powerful as a consequence their control

ling the lucrative territories Sorath and Diu. This transfer 

was executed without any valid reason being given for it. 

Some time, after his removal from Diu, Malik Tughah was 

executed'at the order of the Sultan.' 

1. AHG p. 189. 
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Chapter -VI 

Institutional Features of the Gujarati X'̂ 'obility 

In this chcipter an attempt is made to analyse the evidence 

having bearing on the institutional features of the nobility of 

the kingdom of Gujarat which is treated as an essential and 

predominant component of the ruling clcss. Despite paucity or 

the direct evidence presenting a difficult problem, an attempt 

is made here to probe the different aspects of the position 

of the nobility, ranging from its role in the economy and 

administration to such detailed matters as the titles held 

by them, posts allowed to them or procedures followed in the 

transfers and dismissals of the nobles. 

There does not, however, exist any document or passage 

in a chronicle having bearing on the institutional aspect of 

the relationship between the Gujara-ci Sultans and their nobles. 

It is nowhere recorded in detail as to what was the nature 

of the assignment system through which political authority 

as well as financial resources were distributed among the 

nobles. As a matter of fact, this problem has not yet been 

examined carefully by the modem historians. S.C. Misra does 

make a very general remark in the passing about the nature 

of the assignments that were made by the Sultans to the nobles 

of Gujarat but it obviously suffers from a number of conceptual 
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problems as well as from the infirmity of the supporting 

evidence. According to him-"The nobles held large tracts of 

land on payment of 'quit-rent* very akin to the tribute paid 

1 
by the Rajput rulers to the Sultans". This generalization of 

S,C, Misra would be acceptable to the extent, it is attested by 

the prevenlence of an assignment system in the kingdom of 

Gujarat which, apparently, had the same features as the iqta"̂  

system of the Delhi Sultanate in which muqta collected the 

land revenue due to the Sultan during the latter's pleasure 

and appropriated a portion of the collection for maintaining 

troops which he was called upon to send at the direction of 

2 —c 
the Sultan. The mugta'was thus a revenue collector as well 

3 
as an army paymaster, 'This is of course also borne by the 

1. S.C. Misra, RMPG p. 209. 

2, The nature of the assignment in Gujarat is highlighted by 
a piece of evidence cited by Pearson from a Portuguese 
source5--Halik'-̂ ftyaz (the hakim of the port of Diu) in letter 
addressed to a Portuguese' governor who visited Diu, 
apologised for his deficient hospitality, explaining that 
"he was nothing more than a -• Custom Collector for the king 
of Cambay" Castanheda, Historia do discobrimento e 
Conquista da India Pelos Portugueses III,CXIV quoted by 
M.N. Pearson in MRG p. 71. 

3. Irfan Habib in, CEHI I p. 68^ It may be pointed out that most 
of the modern scholars like Irfan riabib, I.H. Quraishf (The 
administration of the Sultanate- of Delhi/ Delhi 1971, pp. 107, 
201, 202) I.H_. SiddiquI "(The Composition of the Nobility 
Under the Lodi Sultans", Medieval Indian Miscellany Vol, IV, 
pp. 10-66) and Z.AV Desai (EIAPS 1963 p. 34) have wronqlv 
used the term muqtl for the iqta^holder which has been clearly 
objected by Moreland who remarl̂ 's that the term muqtl is a 
doubtful expression first used by Blockmann (Ain, I, "p. 296) 
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terms that are used for assignments in the Chronicles as well 

as inscriptions which are often the same as those used in the 

Delhi Sultanate during the 14th century. These terms are khitta, 

iqtalf shiq, qasba, parqana'̂  v.'ilayat and jiqTr, The terms used 

for the holder of the assignments are muqta , hakim, shiqdar, 

walihdar and jaqirdar. 

It is not to be found in the dictionaries nor in the literature, 
See The Agrarian System of Mulsim India^ Delhi 1968,pp, 74. , 
275. That the term muqta*is the correct reading; is corrob©- " 
rated by several inscriptions. See EIAPS 1963, pp. 33-34; 
1968, p. 22; 1974, pp. 35-37; EIM, 1939, pp. 2-3. 

For the list of assignments and assignment-holders see 
appendix no, 2 entitled "itist of Rr.ef erence of A ssignment in 
the Sultanate of Gujarat 1407-1572"; For explaining the 
assignment system of the Sultanate of Gujarat I have 
prepared a list of 86 references to the cases of nobles 
holding assignments. This list is arranged in «-chronolo
gical order and with each reference the Chronicle from 
which it is taken is also cited. This list would highlight 
the nature of the assignment system of Gujarat Sultan§te 
in a number of ways. Firstly, it indicates the l̂ ê ms used 
for assignments and assignment holders in Gujarat Sultanate 
at different points of times. This in turn enables one to 
discern the direction of the changes that were gradually 
taking place in assignment system of Gujarat Sultanate, 
Secondly, the list brings out the extent to v/hich the 
element of continuity obtained in the system. It could be 
gauged from a number of cases which go to suggest that 
after the death of an assignee his assignment would be 
taken over by one of his sons or some other close relation 
of the deceased. But at this point, I must^hov^ever^ admit 
a serious limitation of my list. I have not included in 
this list references where the name of the assigned territory 
is not given by the chronicles. This would mean"that many 
of the indirect referencesxhave been excluded from this 
list. Despite this liag^ation^list should, howeverbeconsidered 
useful for the perception of some of the important'features 
of the assignment system of Gujarat Sulcanate. 
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But the use of the term "quit rent" for payment made 

by the assignment~holders to the central treasury arvcf^lso 

its comparison with the tribute paid by the chiefs to the 

king is not an accurate description of the institutional 

arrangement' . that seem to have existed in the assignment 

system of the Gujarat Sultanate, The payments made by 

the the assignees to the central treasury were apparently 

in the nature of the transmission of fawazil i.e. the 

revenue in the excess of the amount the nobles were autho

rised to use for their personal maintenance and for the 

maintenance of their contingents, A similar arrangement, 

existed in the Delhi Sultanate as well. This payment would 

compare more accurately with the khalsa income of the Sultans 

rather than with the tribute paid by the chiefs. Unlike 

the chiefs, the assignees did not have any heriditary 

rights over the land under their control. And in the 

assigned territories5as is suggested by Wat«on, the revenue 

collection was regulated by the procedure and the rules laid 

by the central authority and enforced by the officials of 

the department of the diwani who were independent of the 

1. I, Habib, CEHI I, op.cit, p. 68, 



control of assignee. The liir.itations of the noble^ rights 

over the territory assigned to him is fully supported by the 

sources. From a passage in Kirat-i-Sikandarl one gathers that 

as was the case during the 17th century all over the subcont-
2 

inent, the peasants in the Gujarat Sultanate also had the 

general tendency to migrate from the lands assigned to nobles 

to the areas where the conditions were less disagreeable for 
3 

them. But at the same time the Gujarat Sultanate always tended 

to prevent the noble from "tyranising" the peasant. But 

in this case tyranny r;had a definite connotation. It perhaps 

only meant excessive use of force and imposition of collec

tions upon the peasants that were not permitted by the 

State. From a statement of Sikandar bin Manjhu one gets 

the impression that even after Mahmud Begarah had made 

the assignments permanent, the assignee*^"tyrannising" the 

1. J.W, Watson, History of the Sultanate of Gujarat, Government 
Central Press, Bombay 1886, pp."4-5. 

2. According to Bernier, A seventeenth century traveller 
"a considerable portion of the good land remains untilled 
from the want of labourers" many of whom "perish in 
consequence of the bad treatment they receive from the 
Governors", or are left no choice but to "abondon the 
country". Francois Bernier, Travels in the Mughal Empire 
1556-68, tr, by V.A. Smith, London, 1916, pp, 205, 226-27, 
quoted by Irfan Habib in Agrarian System of Mughal India, 
op.cit. p. 325. 

3. MS p. 100. 
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peasant could be removed from their ic;tas. 

S»0, Misra also mentions the existence of a sort of 

ratio between the yield of assigned land and the strength 

of the troops maintciTied by rhe assignee. According to hin. 

this indicated the existence of a rudimentary form of 
2 

man sab organization in the pre-Mughal political systeir., 

A closer examination of the available evidence, however, 

does not fully support this suggestion of S.C. Misra. It 

is possible to cite cases in which the ratio between the 

yield of the assignments and the strength of the troops 

varied vastly. This is borne out by the following table 

which is based on the information obtained from Mirat-i-
- 3 

Ahmadi. 

1. MS p. 158. 

2. S.C. Misra, 'Some Aspects of the Economy of the Sultanate 
of Gujarat'. PIHC 1982 pp. 246-, 251. 

3. MA I, pp. 16-23. 



No. Nobles Horses 
Income in 
tankas - Ratio 

1 . 

2 . 

3 . 

4 . 

5 . 

6 . 

7 . 

8 . 

9 . 

10, 

Ulugh l^an 

J h u j h a r Khan 

Malik*us Sharq 

Wajihul Mulk and 
Miimtazul Mulk 

Ikh i t iya ru l Mulk 

S a i y i d M i r a n 

Rust am K]jan^ and 
Chingiz Khan 

N a s i r u l Mulk 

GhaznavT Khan 

. Fa teh Ktian 
Rustam Kiian and 
o t h e r Baluchls 

4,000 

2,500 

1,500 

2,000 

10,000 

40,000 

25,000 

12,000 

7,000 

14,000 

15 ,00 ,00 ,000 

6 ,00 ,00 ,000 

4 ,00 ,00 ,000 

6 ,00 ,00 ,000 

60 ,00 ,00 ,000 

16 ,00 ,00 ,000 

1,62,00,000 

25 ,00 ,00 ,000 

10 ,00 ,00 ,000 

3 ,00 ,00 ,000 

1:37500 

1:2400 

1:2667 

1:30000 

1:60000 

1:4000 

1:648 

1:20833 

1:14285 

1:21428 

::-« The -available evidence tends to suggest that the iqtas 

of the Sultanate of Gujarat v/ere territorial as well as 

revenue assignments. As mentioned by Sharufddin, Farishta 

and Nizamuddin Ahmad, the assignment system in Gujara-t 

was given the form by Mahmud in 1473 A.D. Under this 

arrangement the entire territory controlled by tne Sultan 

(mumalik-i-mahrusaj was divided into four parts and each 
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1 
one of them was placed under a high noble. These four 

nobles were entitled to collect revenue in their respec

tive land5and were also entrusted with the administration 

of the areas.This suggests that at the level of highest 

four nobles of the Sultanate the igtas were territorial-

cum-revenue assignments. Some times these assignees would 

be exercising authority within their territories which 

would be quite extraordinary but generally these powers 

would result special arrangements where the Sultan-'would 

entrust, as assignments, to the nobles the territories 

not yet fully pacified. In such cases, the *."task of paci

fication of the territories concerned would be left to the 

assignees. One may cite several such examples from the 

reigns of Sultan Ahmad Shah I and Sultan Kahmud Begarah. 

Sultan Ahmad Shah I is reported to have subjugated 

ten villages in Kathiawar till then Known centres of robbers 

and other recalcitrant elements by assigning them to a 

1, In this arrangement Bahauddin^Imadul Mulk was made hakim 
of Songlr^ Farhatul Mulk hakim of Beyt and Jagat,'_ 
Nizamul Mulk hSkim of Manir* and Khudav/anda Khan, wazTr 
was ordered to stay with. Shahzada Muzaffar at Ahmadabad 
and Sult§n himself live at Kustafabad, the Capital. 
TKS^ p."l2-b; TF II p. 200; TA III p. 153. 
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noble as his iqtat Similarly, Sultan Mahmud BegarSh had 

assigned the territory of Ambran situated on the periphery 

of Sorath, described by Sikandar as a "Centre of infidelity 

and rebels" to Dawarul Mulk who is credited with bringing 
2 

it under his firm control. It raay,^ thus,be gauged that 

the nobles who b-tn-t exercising very great authority over 

the territories of their iqtal were those who had pacified 

their territories on their own without any help from the 

Sultan. In this kind of situations, the nobles,concerned 

would..,also have unrestricted authority over their contin

gents recruited locally and paid from the revenues of the 

pacified .territory. 

Owing to the independence and vmlimited authority 

that some of the nobles enjoyed in their xqtas, they were 

often able to play the role of the kingimakers. It was so 

specially when the persons aspiring for the throne happened 

to be not very competent individuals. There are many such 

cases that can be cited. In 1458 A.D,, the nobles had 

1, Selection From the Records of Bombay Government, n.s. no. 
XXXIX, Bombay, re-print of 1984, p, 29, quoted by M.N, 
Pearson MRG p, 64. 

2. MS p. 160. 
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- -- - 1 acted jointly in deposing Sultan Daud Shah, After the 

death of Sultan Muzaffar Shah II, the nobles belonging to 

the different factions disagreed over the question as to 

who would prove to be the most suitable Sultan f ron?. their 

point of view. This disagreement led to the assassination 
_ 2 - -

of Sultan Sikandar in 1526 A.D, Sultan Mahraud "̂ hah III 

and Sultan Ahmad Shah III met the similar fates in 1553 

and 1561 A.D., respectively. In the kingdom of Gujarat, 

the Sultans became puppets in the hands of the nobles 

after Bahadur ShSh. It was in this situation that the 

Sultanate started disintegrating. Its territory came to be 

divided among the nobles. They became practically the 
3 

independent rulers in their respective territories. By 

the time of Akbar's invasion (1572 A,D,), this situation 

had reached a point where no central figure was available 

in Gujarat under whose banner all the nobles could come 

together for opposing the invading Mughal forces. 

Regarding the various terms used for the assignments 

it appears that the terms Iqta^ and shiq were interchangeable. 

1. MS pp. 92-93. 

2. MS pp. 241-42; IT II p. 213. 

3. MS p. 407; TA III p. 245. 
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Tarikh-i-Muzaffar Shihi, for instance refers to Kavsari, 

which was held by F.-̂ roz Khan in 1410-11 A.D,^ as iqtS^ at 
1 

one place and as shiq at another. Similarly, Jalor is 

found to have been mentioned in 1506 A,D, as shiq but its 

holder Malik S51ar Afghan, entitled Hablbul Mulk, is 

referred to as rnuqtai In 1523 A.D,, the same assignment is 

mentioned as igta" and it was being held again by Malik 
- 2 

Budhanjentitled Habibul Mulk, 

As has been stated earlier several teirms were used 

for the holder of assignments but muqta and hakim appear 

to have been the most commonly used terms. It may also 

inferred from the list of assignment prepared by me that 

during the first few years.of the establishment of Gujarati 

Sultanate the terms iqta and muqta were in more frequent 
• • •• 

use but in the first half of the sixteenth century these 

terms occur rarely while the terms sark¥r,' parqana, • 

wil¥vat and .1 aqir for the assignments and the terms hakim 

and jaqirdar for the assignees tended to become more 

common. From 1561-2 A,D. when the territory of Gujarat 

came to be divided among the leading nobles, their assign

ments are found to have been exclusively termed as jaqirs. 

1. TMS^ 31-b, 36-a. 

2. EIAPS 1974, pp. 35-42. 



sarkars/ vjilayats and parganas. This would suggest that 

in the beginning the assignment system of the Sultanate of 

Gujarat was very similar to that of the Delhi Sultanate. 

With the passage of time important changes seems to have 

•taken place in this system. The terms iqta and shiq borrowed 

from the Delhi Sultanate, which were frequently found up 

till the reign of Ahmad Shah I (1410-1442 A.D.) gradually 

disappeared and the new terms parqana,sarkar, wilayat and 

j aqFr- were adopted. Similarly, the term muqta^was replaced 

by the term hakim for the assignee. But the use of the term 

1aqTr (obviously borrowed from the Mughals) should lead one 

to imagine that in the latter decades of its existence the 

Gujarâ t Sultanate had adopted the Mughal assignment system. 

This is borne out by the situation of the Sultanate as it 

obtained just before 1571-2 A.D. 

By the time Akbar conquered Gujarat in 1571-2 A.D., 

the entire territory of the Sultanate of Gujarat had been 

divided among the nobles as their jaqirs. The holders of 

these jaqirs were not simply hakim (a governor) of their 

respective territories but enjoyed unliudted authority in 

their territories. They had virtually become independent 

of the Sultan's control. As pointed out by Nizamucdin 

Ahmad tlie ''great amirs having acquired independence in 
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their lagirs did not allow any one to interfere with them". 

The list reveals that during this time the term hakim 
# 

disappeared almost totally and the term ia"qirdar came to 

be applied to the holders of these assignments. Here one 

can see th€"; use of a common nomenclature notwithstanding. 

These assignment^ of Gujarat Sultanate v;ere heriditary 

in nature ever since the time of Sultan Mahmud Begarah 

(1459-1511 A.D.). A deceased noble was succeded by his son 

or a close relative in his post,title and assignment. 

Several examples of this nature can be cited from the list 

of assignments given under appendix -II, In the earlier 

decades of the existence of the Gujarat Sultanate the 

iqta^were often transferable and could be resumed or 

re-allotted by the Sultan. Generally, transfer was ordered 

only when the Sultan -would come to loose confidence in 

a noble. For example in 1473 A.D,, Sultan Mahmud Begarah 

ordered the transfer of the iqtâ i of some of his leading 

nobles only after they were suspected of rebellioxis 

designs. Similarly, in 1520 A.D,, the iqta^ of Sorath 

1. TA III, p. 245. 

2, According to Farishta the amirs were tired of the continuous 
expeditions of Sultan and with the order of the change 
of their residences from Ahmadabad to Mustafabad; were 
in a mood of rebel. TF .11, p. 200. 



was resumed from Malik Ayaz as a punishment for his 
1 

misconduct. After some time it was re-allotted to him. 

Another example of this nature was the resumption, ̂in 

1526 A,D.J of Sorath and Diy from Malik Ishaq (son of 

— 2 
Malik Ayaz) since he had rebelled against the Sultan, 

Howeverythe frequent chances made at Diu in the 

second quarter of the sixteenth century do go to suggest 

that in exceptional cases transfers and resumptions of 

assignments were resorted to for administrative and military 

considerations as well. These changes were as follows: 

- 3 In 1526 A,D,, Diu was assigned to Qiwamul Mulk and in 

1531 A.D., Diu was assigned to its heriditary claimant, 

- - 4 

Malik Tughan, the younger son of Malik Ayaz, But in the 

same year Diu was resumed again and was given to Amir 

Mustafi Rumi a noble of foreign origin who had recently 
5 

arrived in Gujarat. 

1. MS p. 163. 

2. Ibid., pp, 203, 265-66, 

3. Ibid,, pp. 266, 

4. Ibid., p, 274. 

5. MiG p. 189. 
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The position v;ith regard to recruitments, promotions, 

dismissals and other matters concerning the nobility is also 

to be considered. One important criterion for the recruit

ment of the nobles was family background. Usually the male 

off-springs of persons already in Sultan's service were 

preferred for recruitment as nobles. But they were always 

recruited as mercenaries in their individual capacities. 

They were not allowed to inherit the posts and offices 

held by their forefathers. The posts or assignments were 

not heriditary. Competence was the other important criterion 

for the recruitment of the nobles. This may be gauged from 

a number of cases that I proceed to cite here. In 1507 A.D,, 

Sultan Mahraud Begarah offered to Amir Husain-al-Misri (who 

had come in command of the Egyptian fleet to help the Sultan 

against the Portuguese) the Governorship of Mahim to 

induce him to join his service. But the latter excused 
1 

himself from this offer and returned to his own country. 

This may be cited as a case where the possible recruitment 

was to be made for the competence and high standing of the 

person concerned. Similarly in 1520 A.D., Sultan Muzaffar 

Shah II recruited Malik Husain Bahmani into his nobility 

1. AHG I, pp. 34-5. 



for his experience in statecraft. He justified this step 

by telling the other nobles who were critical of the 
in 

move that/Malik Husain he had found a man v.'ho could teach 

1 - -
them all the art of Government, Again Bahadur Shah had 
also welcomed in his service a large nxomber of foreigners 

2 
possessing experience of warfare in Europe and Africa, 

It was also perhaps for the Sultan's and noble's personal 

servants and slaves, who possessed administrative training 

and were considered trust worthy, were also generally 

preferred for recruitment into the nobility. In 1459 A.D., 

for instance Sultan Mahmud Begarah raised fifty two of 

his personal slaves (feandgap-i~qadim) to the positions of 
3 

the nobles. In several cases even persons of menial origin 

were also recruited into the nobility for their competence 

and their personal qualities displayed while attending 

upon the Sultan, For instance, a Chirimar (bird Catcher) 

named Chir Jiv was taken in the royal service by Sultan 

Mahmud Shah III, He was entitled Muhafiz, Khan, 
1, MS p. 193, 

2, Amir Mustafa'Rumi, a Turkish admiral, had come to Gujarat 
and brought along with him all the valiant warriors who 
fought in Africa on behalf of the Ottoman Sultan. They 
all were recruited into his nobility by Bahadur Shah, 
AHG I p, 188. 

3, TA III p. 138. 

4, MS pp. 340, 345-7; AHG I, pp. 226-7. 
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The nobles of Gujarat were all the time divided 

into factions that were pitted against each other. For 

example nobles of local origin always had the tendency of 

opposing the foreigners. For example, in 1520 A.D,, all 

the Gujara"ti nobles objected the appointment of Malik 

Husain Bahraani to a high position in the state. Again 

Sultan Bahadur Shah could not appoint Rumi Khan as the 

hakim of Chittor on account of the opposition of Gujarati 
* 

2 

nobles. On the other hand, there existed an intense 

dislike for the nobles of menial origin among those having 

claims of nobles descent notwithstanding their mutual 

ethnical or religious differences. An interesting illustr

ation of this situation was the case of Chir Jiv entitled 

Kuhafiz Khan. From the humble position of a bird catcher 

he had Jiisen to that of a counsellor of Sultan Mahmud 

Shah III, His rise is reported to have.provoked intense 

opposition of the high born nobility. This widespread 

hostility eventually resulted in Muhafiz K̂ ian's assassin-
3 

ation at the hand of the other nobles. 

1, MS p. 193, 

2. Ibid,; pp. 305-7, 

3* Ibid.", • pp. 340, 345-7; AHG pp. 226-7. 
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Promotions were generally given to the nobles on 

special occasions like the accession of a new Sultan or 

any other auspicious occasion. The Sultans used to give 

high posts mainly to their own kith and kin and to those 

nobles who had helped them in coming to the throne. 

Commendable performance in a military expedition by a 

noble was another important criterion for promotion. 

Besides this experience and the length of service was also 

a factor regulating promotions. For instance, Malik Jamaluddin 

Quraishi, a distinguished noble of the reign of Sultan 

Malimud Begarah was appointed in the beginning as an aslahdar. 

In 1470 A,D,, he was given the title Muhafiz Khan and 

promoted to the position of the Kotwal of Ahmadabad. Later, 

on account of his good services he was given the charge 

of the entire city of Ahmadabad as well as its dependencies, 

and also became mustaufl~mama1ik, At last in 1480-81 A.D,, 

he was promoted to the highest office in the administration. 

1, In 1431-32 A,D., Malik Sadat Sultahi, the hakim of the 
fort of Tambol (TA III p. 103, 120-121; TF_ p, 198), 
between 1459-1481 A.D., Malik Isan Sultani the hakim 
of the fort of Bhamer, (EIAPS 1972 pp. "28-9; MS'p. 147), 
in 1533 A.D, Shamshe"rul. Mulk, the hakim of the fort 
of Ajmer (MS pp. 293, 318) first conquered these 
respective forts and then same forts were assigned to 
them as their charaes. 
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namely that of v?azir» As it is borne out by Muhafiz Khan's 

case usually at the time of promotions that nobles were 

given new titles suiting their elevated positions. But on 

the other hand a title v;ithout augmentation in assignment 

was always considered a disgrace. This is illustrated by 

a development dating back to 1526 A.D,, In that year when 

the nobles were given the titles without a corresponding 

augmentation of assignments, there was widespread resent-
2 

ment among them. 

Dismissal was a measure of punishment for the nobles, 

Hany such cases may be cited. For example, the failure of 

1. TMS pp. 10-a, 12-a; MS pp. 125-126, 144; ̂  III p. 148; 
TF_ •'•p. 198; AHG pp. 20-27. 

2. In 1526 A.D,, MahmvTd Shah II ascended the throne and the 
real pov;er of the government went into the hands of 
^madul Mulk, the wazir. flmadul Mulk conferred nev; titles 
on 180 nobles but did not augment their "laqirs". At this 
behaviouti of 'imadul Mulk, the amirs were deeply offended, 
They consequently switched their support to Bahadur :^ah, 
a rival candidate, for the throne. MS pp. 250, 256, 



expedition against the Rana of Chittor and the conclusion 

of a peace with him v;ithout informing the Sultan became 

the cause of the removal of the great noble, Malik Ayaz, 

from Sorath. Similarly in 1557 A.D., Saiyid Ali Baranhar, 

the hakim of Broach, was dismissed from his position as the 
» 

Portuguese had -entered the fort of Broach owing to his 

carelessness. 

The nature of punishments inflicted on the nobles 

for their misconduct depended on the Sultan's discretion. 

Executions of nobles for their misconducts were common 

occurrances in the Sultanate of Gujarat. One might note 

that in this respect the Gujarati Sultanate^ cultural 

ethos was very similar to that of the Delhi Sultanate 

but qualitatively different from that of the Mughal Empire. 

Numerous cases could be cited from the history of the 

Gujarat of our period which go to support my point. A fevj 

1. MS p. _202. 

2. AHG p. 240. 

3. Dr. Athar Ali in his book Mughal Nobility Under Auranqzeb 
op.cit p. 50, mentions the linient attitude of Aurangzeb 
in dealing with the nobles. According to him "even for 
enormous crimes nobles escaped with a mere reduction in 
rank". 
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more cases of this nature were as follows: Sultan Ahmad 
• • • 

Shah I executed his son-in-law on the charge of a rniirder. 

Similarly^ Mahraud Begarah administered poison to his son 

2 — 

on account of latter's misconduct. Kahmud Begarah was 

also responsible for executing two of his favourite nobles, 

Malik Haji and Malik Kalu. their assignments were resumed 
3 

to the khalisa. In the reign of Muzaffar Shah II, Malik 

Gopi an influential noble was executed for his misconduct. 

Sultan Bahadur Shah was responsible for putting to death 

with great torture all those nobles who were implicated in 

the murder of Sultan Sikandar (Apr. 1526 to May 1526 A.D.), 

According to Nizamuddin Ahmad, three of them were blown up 
4 

by tieng them to the mouth of canons. 

Concluding the above arrangements one may state that 

in the Sultanate of Gujarat a noble holding a territory 

as assignment was given both the administrative as well as 

1. MS p. 61. 

2. Ibid,^ p. 169. 

3. Ibid., p. 114; TA III p. 143. 

4. TA III pp. 204-5. 



fiscal rights over it and in return for this favour he 

fulfilled the obligation of serving the Sultan with a 

contingent. This assignment system proved very useful in 

the territorial expansion of the Sultanate as the Sultan 

generally had the policy of inducing the nobles to conquer 
to 

important tracts by assigning therr/the individual noble 

even before these tracts were not fully pacified. According 

to rule, promulgated by Sultan Mahmud Begarah (1459-1511 A.D.) 

the igtas tended to become largely heriditary assignments 

but at the same time the case of transfersc or resumptions 

of iqtaS by the SultSn were not altogether lacking in 

the reign of the same Sultan, Generally the Sultans alv;ays 

had the authority to transfer a noble from one assignment 

to other or replace him by another person. But the Sultan 

resorted to such drastic measures only for pressing 

political reasons as was^for example the case of Rumi i^an 

in 1531 A.D, Assignees were given the right only on the 

1. Amir Mustafa Rumi was a turkish admiral and'the commander 
of the artillery having arrived in Gujarat, Sultan Bahadur 
Shah felt that the co-operation of Amir Muŝ âfa Rumr v;as 
necessary to conquer the informidable forts of Raisin and 
Chittor. Balĵ adur Shah, therefore tried to please Amir 
Mustafa Rumi by giving Diu, the assignment of an establi-
-shedjioble family. In 1531 Biu was taken from Malik 
Tughan and was assign to Amir Mustafa. 



revenues of the assigned territories and were also entrusted 

with the authority to administer them. The peasants were 

independent of their control. They could migrate to the 

areas where the conditions were less disagreeable for them. 

Moreover the assignees "tyrannising" the peasant could be 

removed from their iotas. 



Conclusion 

In the foregoing chapters we have tried to form an 

idea of the nature of the Gujarat Sultanate in terms of 

the various facets of the social base that sustain««i it for 

more than one and a half centuries. It has been vjorked out 

that towards the end of the period that Gujarat was ruled 

by a regional Sultanate (i.e. around 1571-72 A.D.), its 

population roughly came up to fifteen millions of which 

26% waŝ  concentrated in the urban centres. The percentage 

of urban population in Gujarat Sultanate was apparently 

higher than what it was later on in the whole of the Mughal 

Empire. This was perhaps an indication as well as out^^ome 

of the expansion of Gujarati trade and commerce during the 

hundred and fifty years that this territory was being cont

rolled by the regional Sultanate. 

During the rule of the local Sultans, Gujarat seems 

to have achieved a level of prosperity which was not attained 

by it earlier. Most of the elegant handicrafts and arts thatj 

as indicated by the European travellers accounts and other 

records, v/ere being practised in Gujarat in the 17th centxiry, 

possibly came to be introduced theye during this period. The 

Sultans of Gujarat appear to have encouraged trade and 

commerce as a matter of policy. This was vital to make them 
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strong both economically as well as militarily. 

Gujarat being a maritime province had a thriving 

population of traders and merchants both indigenous as well 

as of foreign origin. Since they were considered an important 

source of revenue for the state, the Sultans always tried 
•I 

to protect them. A few persons belonging to indigenous trad

ing communities such as Bhandaris/ Khatris and Banyas were 

even allowed to enter into the nobility right from the 

beginning of the Sultanate. There are also on record several 

instances of merchants of foreign origin (persons like Khwaja 

Safar) being recruited into the nobility. These merchant 

nobles despite their small number, at times, exercised cons

iderable influence over the Sultans as well as the state 

policies. It was their possession of vast wealth and their 

capacity to use it for manipulating the situations that tended 

to increase their clout at the court. 

The zamindars of Gujarat were a powerful group forming 

an important facet of the social base of the political authority 

in the region. After the disintegration of the Tughlaq empire, 

when the nobles of the Delhi Sultanate stationed in Gujarat 

tried to organise themselves into a regional Sultanate headed 

by a new dynasty, they appear to have come up against the 
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Stiff opposition of the powerful zamindars of the region. 

From the very beginning, the zamrndars of Gujarat, partic

ularly, important chieftains among tl?em, were struggling 

to overthrow this new state. At time, they even tried to 

achieve this' with the help of the neighbouring rulers. In 

course of time, the powerful chiefs mainly located on the 

periphery, were completely subjugated while the intermediary 

and primary zamindars and even some of the bigger chiefs 

located in the heartland of the Sultanate tended to form 

an important segment of its power base and seem to have 

maintained their allegiance to the Sultans, This development 

contributed substentially to weakening of the bigger chie:^ 

struggle aimed at thwarting the consolidation of the Gujarat 

Sultanate. 
It 

The composite nobility of the Gujarat Sultanate 

consisted of both indigenous as well as foreign elements. 

But essentially it was a regional power structure drawing 

sustenance and support mainly from the local authorities 

particularly those involving the indigenous Muslim ruling 

groups. Another important feature of the Gujarati nobility 

1. Heartland means central and North Gujarat^ S.C. Misra, 
RMPG p.205. 
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was the presence, within its fold/of a sizeable number of 

slaves (22%) and second generation nobles - the khanazads 

(17%). The percentage of slaves in the nobility had increased 

markedly during the last few decades of the existence of the 

Sultanate, Ihis development was seemingly fascilitated by a 
•I 

tendency on the part of the successive Sultais after Mahmud 

Begarah to recruit Habashi slaves in the nobility. The induc

tion of slaves and the policy of giving them bold promotions 

appear to have generated tensions within the nobility as^ 

result of viiich the khanazads and other entrenched sections 

of the nobility were pitted against them. These inner strains 

of the Gujarati nobility were, apparently* partly responsible 

for the failure of the Gujarati nobles to resist the Mughal 

invasion in 1572 A.D. 

The nobles, as members of the most powerful ruling 

group were assigned iqtâ s where they were entitled to collect 

land revenue as well as to run the administration. The most t'^^'^'-^'^^ 

obligation of an iqta-holder was military services. He was 

expected to maintain a contingent for the service of the 

Sultan. These assignments, to begin with, were non-heriditary. 

The Sultan could always transfer or resume an iqta'. It was 

rarely allowed to be transferred from father to son according 

to heriditary principle. But Mahmud Begarah, through an order 

tried to assure the nobles that they would be allowed to 
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control their iqtaS almost on a heriditary basis. This, 

however/ did not mean that tne assignees were made the 

proprietors land falling within their iqtas or were given 

proprietory rights on the revenues of that land. Even 

after the promulgation of this order, the Sultan continued 

to occasionally order the transfers and resumptions of 

iqta"s which go to clearly show that, after all said and done, 

a noble was allowed to hold any territory as his igta only 

in the pleasure of Sultali, 

It would thus appear that the ultimate controller of 

the produce of land in the Gujarat Sultanate was the Sultan. 

The assignee was just an agent of the Sultan, The peasants 

in the assigned land^were always sought to be protected by 

the Sultan from the possible tyranny of the assignees. In 
any 

other words, the nobles were not allowed to collect/thing? 

from the peasants - not " permitted by the Sultan. An 

attitude, on the peart of an assignee, to collect revenue in 

excess of the prescribed rates or to demand payments on 

different pretexts would generally be condemned as tyranny. 

The assignees "tyrannising" the peasants would some times 

be removed from their iqtas for the same charge. Apparently, 

the general disapproval of assignee Is, oppressing attitude 
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towards the peasants was so wide spread in the Gujarat 

Sultanate that one finds a Persian Chronicle reporting, 

without any hint of regret, the migration of the peasants 

to the areas where the conditions were less disagreeable 

for them. 
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Appendix Ko, 1 

Short Biographies of the Kobles of the 
Sultanate of Gujarat" 

In this appendix the available biographical information 

on the nobles of the Sultanate of Gujarat is presented in a 

condensed form. The notes on the individual nobles given here 

are mainly focused on the group identities used for tabular 

presentation in Chapter VI. The biographical notes are 

arranged in the alphabetical order. 

1. Abu Jiv Gulariti; Gujarati Muslim. 

In 1545 A.D., he was counted among the great amirs of 

Gujarat. He was holding the title Malik-us-Sharq Malik Nasirul 

Mulk. He was killed by "imadul Hulk in the course of strife 

among the Gujarati nobles in 1555 A.D. 

2. Abu bin Azhdar Khan: Gujarati Muslim, Khinazad. 

He was the son of Azhdar Khan. In 1526 A.D. on the 

accession of Sultan Bahadur Shah he v;as given his father's 

1- ^^^S 1974 p. 50; MS p. 362; AHG p. 387; The sufix Gujarati 
indicates that he was a domecile of Gujarat. 
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- 1 
title, Azhdar Khan. 

3, Abu 'Jiv Tank; Gujarat! clusiim. 

In 1537 A.D., he v̂ as assigned the qasba Jambu in the 

pargana Jhalawar, During the reign of Ahmad Shah II (1553-
— - 2 

1561 A.D.) he became wazir with the title Wajihul Kulk. 

4, Abu Khair, Saiyid; Gujarati Muslim/ Khanazad. 

He was the son of the great amir Saiyid Alam. In 1414 A.D, 

he was appointed along with Saiyid Abul Qasim to collect the 

- - - - 3 
salami from the ^amindars of 3orath« 

5, Abul Qasim, Saiyid; Gujarati Muslim. 

He was the son of the great amir Saiyid Alam. In 

1414-15 A.D., he and his brother Abul Khair were appointed to 

collect the salami from the zamindars of Sorath. In 1473 to 

1. MS p. 260; TA III p. 158; Abu was the son of Azhdar" Knan, 
son of Alaf Khan son of *Alauddln Sohrab Sultahi, a Gujarati 
slave. " 

2. MS pp. 335, 340; AHG p. 196; VJith the foundation of the 
Sultanate of Gujarat-Tank nobles are found in the service 
of the Gujarat Sultajis. 

3. MS p. 44; TA III p. 101; TF II p. 184; 188; Bayley, p. 115. 
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1476 A.D,, he had been the governor of the territory of 
1 

junagarh. 

6. Abu Khan Habashi; Habashi Slave. 

2 
In 1561 A.D., Baroda v;as assigned to him. 

7. ^du l l ah -us - rSu l t ah l ; Gujarati Slave. 

During 1418-19 A.D., he was the kotwal of the city of 

Nahrwalah Pattan. There he laid the foundation of a well in 

the same year. 

1. MS p, 44; TA III p.* 101; TF II p._184; TS p. 132; These 
nobles are categorized as Gujarati Muslim since there 
is no indication of their being from any region of India 
outside Gujarat or for that matter suggesting their inditity 
to any one of the non-Indian groups. This is obviously not 
a very sound basis of categorization but in the given 
situation of insufficient evidence it is not possible to 
adopt a better criterion. The same criterion would be used 
for categorization of similar cases. 

2. MS p. 408; AHGp. 212, 

3-. EIAPS 1963, p, 15; In inscription he is mentioned as a slave, 
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9 . Kbc'ul L a t i f ; C-ui-?ret: ;-.'jsliT, IZhensz.ac. 

His t i t l e v.-Qs 3'warul I-.ul--:. Ke v;as t h e son of ."lali); 

j'-.uhamip.ad f . ' v r a i s h i . In t h e r e i g n of S u l t a n l-.ahr.uc? -^egarah 

(1459-1511A,D) he v.-as d e p u t e d t o t h e th"ana of t h e c a s b a of 

1 
Mmbran. 

9. '"rVpdus Samad Afzal jChan Bambini: Gujara'ti Iluslirn. 

He vjas the brother of 3urha"nul Mullc Hambani, the v.'azir 

of Sultan Bahadar Shah (1526-36 A.pi. 

In 1537 A.D.after the death of Bahadur Shah he became 

v,'3kil of Sultan Mahmud III (1537-1553 A.pi. in 1540A.D.his brother 

Burhanul r.ulk resigned from .wazarat due to the old age and Afzal 

Khan succeeded him in thet position. In 1547A.Iihe 'was dismissed 

from the v;acarat cue to his missmanacemsnt of cam.paign against 

the Portuguese holding Diu. In 1553 A.p., he was killed by 

Burhan for refusing to co-operate with him after the murder 

of Sultan r.ahmud Shah III. 

1. KS pp. 157-61; Am.bran in Kathiawar now in the I'avangar State, 
Commissariat, I p. 218. 

2. MS pp. 223-25; 361, 383; TA II p. 240; AHG pp. 201, 224,_ 
225, 230, 240; since generations the m.embers of the Bambani 
family were in the service of the Gujarat Sultans. B.ri. 
Tirmidhi, ".-.re Tabqat-i-:-.ahm.ud ShahT, Ma' athir-i-ilahmud 
Shahl and the TSrikh-i-Sadr-i-Jahan Identical?" PIHC 1947, 
p. 327. 



10. Podul y.uiy. Faul^'C^i; 3 i i i e r ~ t i .''usliir,. 

He v;as the brother of 'Ainul I-'ûl-c Fauladi. and \-'3s slain 

in 1512 A.D. in the v.'ar against Chief of Idar. ~ 

1 1 . 'Abdul I-Ialim Hamidu Mullc; G u j a r a t i : ius l im. 
_ r 

In 1547 A.D. Afzal Klian v;as removed from wazarat and Abdul 

Halim Hamidul T'ulk became the v̂ azir in his place. At the same 

occasion he was also entitled !-1ajlisul-Ali Khudawanda" IThan, 

12. Abdullah Khan: Gujarati Muslim. 
i i — ' 

3 
He was the governor of Junagarh in 1480-1 A.D. 

13. *̂ Abdul 'AZJZ Asaf IChan; Gujarati Muslim. 

He was born at champampaner in 1494 A.D., and was recruited 

into the nobility in the reign of BahSdar Shah. He was entitled 

Habibul Mulk, In"1530-31 A.D. he was out incharae of Sultan 

Mahmud Kh^lji after the latter v;as captured at Mandu. In 

1536 A.D., he along vjith some other nobles was sent to V.ecca 

by Sultan Bahadxjr Shah with his family and treasure. In 1547 A.D. 

1. MS pp. 173; 138; TA III p. 175; AHG p. 91-92; Afghans were a 
group of nobility in Gujarat even before the establishment 
of its Sultanate. Ziauddin. Barani, the author of Ta"rikh-i-
Feroz Shahifop. 507-523J gives the details of the rebellions 
of Afghan nobles in Gujarat during the reign of Muhammad bin 
Tughlaq. The author of Tabqat-i-Akbari ('ill p. 246) clearly 
m.entions that fauldis were_Afghans. These Afghan nobles 
holding the cognomen Fauladi are first time appeared in the 
reign of Muzaffar Shah II (5111-1526 A.D.). Apparently the 
Fauladi Afghans were recruited into the nobility by Sultan 
Muzaffar Shah II. Commissariat (I p. 493) does not"'seem'' 
correct that Fauladi Afghans had come in Gujarat during the 
rei^ of Bahadur Shah_(1526-1536 A.D.) since "Abdul Mulk Fauladi 
and Ainul Mulk Fauladi v.'ere in the service of Sultan riuzaffar 
Shah II (1511-1526 A.D.). 

2. AHG p. 240. 

1. T3 p. 132. 
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h e \'Jes r s - c e l l e d cv l lahnuc Shah I±_ (1537-155? A.D) anc v e s 

rrece v jaz i r and a l s o e n t i t l e d / . asnacuL *".--li ''/.-^cul . . z i z Asaf I-̂ îan, 

In 1553 A.D„ he v.'as 3-:illed bv Burhan t h e a s s a s s i n cf S u l t a n 

Ilahmud Shah I I I . " ' -

1 4 . Abu I ' lahaldar Khan;H^bashi- s l a v e . 

He was an a m y Commander i n t h e s e r v i c e of Ulugh l^han, 

t h e h e a d of t h e Habashi s l a v e s i n 1540 A.-D. 

1 5 . *l^bdullah, M a l i k ; Ghor . 

He v.'Bs t h e b r o t h e r of T a t a r Khan G h o r i . In 1536 A . D . , he 

d e f e a t e d Hurniy.un's n o b l e , Qasim H u s a i n ICnan and e : cpe l l ed him 

from H a v s a r i . In 1538 A.D.;'in t h e t u s s l e be tween Imadul Kulk 
_ _ _ 3 

and Darya I<han, he f o u g h t on t h e s i d e of Derya ICnan. 

16 Adam: G u j a r a t i Mus l im. 

In 1405-6AJ) he i s r e f e r r e d t o t h e muqta of i a r c d a , 
-t - 4 

e n t i t l e d I - l a l i k - u s - S h a r a Azam Mal ik Adam, 
1 7 , Alam, S a i y i d ; G u j a r a t i Mus l im. 

In 1428-9AD he was s e n t a l o n g w i t h some o t h e r n o b l e s t o 

5 i n v a d e t h e Bahmana. Kingdom. 

1 . MS p p . 1 9 3 . 273 , 3 6 3 ; TA I I p . . 230 ; TSG n . 32 ; AHG o . 169 , 
185 , 207 , 218 , 2 4 3 , 2 4 4 . ^ 

2 . TA I I I p . 230 ; ^ i G p . 2 3 0 . 

3 . TG p . 29 ; MIG p . 2 2 8 . 

4 . EIW 1939-40 p p . 2 - 3 . 

5 . TF D. 1 8 8 . 
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IS. ;.l3U":"in Sohrab oultani: Guja'reti .-•'jslim Sl?ve. 

In 1428-9 AJD he held the title of Ikj-itiyirul :.ulk. In 

1451-52 AJ3 he v̂ es the hakim of Sultanpur. In 1451 A.D on account 

of his valour and faithfulness he v.'as given the seven different 

khilats alono'V.'ith the title 'Alaul i:ulk Ulugh Khan. 

19. Alaf KhanS- Gujara"ti Muslim, Khanizad. 

He was the son of Alaul Hulk Uluqh-Khan Sohrab Sultahi. 

In 1491-2 A.Dhe v;as the muqta'̂ of Kodasa. At that time he v;as 

entitled ArrXr-i-Kabir Eahiuddin Ulugh Khan.'. In the sam.e year 

he rebelled aaainst the Sultan, the h'akim of Sultahour, I-!alik 

*A2i2ul l-:ulk Shaikhan came to suppress him. Ke was defeated 

by the Sultan's army and asked for a pardon. After being re-

instaled in the Sultan's service he killed a peshkar and was 

imprisoned for this crime. He died in 1496AD.^ while still 

2-
m prison. 

2C. Alaf Khan; Gujarati Muslim. 

Ke was a friend of Sultahi I'lahmud. 3egar"ah during the 

letter's princehood. In 1459A.Dat the time of his accession, 

the Sulten gave him the title of Khan along with Saulat of 

Pan.iha^ari. 

1. TKSg p. 71-a; HS 69-70, 77; TF pp. 188-191; AHG pp. 5-9. 

2 . r;^ p p . 113 , 146 ; TA I I I p . 164 ; TF p . 196; ^^IG p . 3 1 ; 
r iodasa : F i f t y two m i l e s r . o r t h - e a s t of P " i a d a b a d . ' C o m m i s s a r i a t I , 
p . 7 9 . 

3 . I-iS p . 5 1 . 
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21. ̂ r̂tlam iCaan Lodi; Hon Gujarati Indian Î ûslim. 

He was a relative of Sultaii Sikandar Lodi. In 1532-33 h,L/,, 

he v;as recruited into the nobility by Sultan Bahadur Snah and was 

assigned the Jeqir of Bhilsa and Chanderi. In the reign of Sultan 

I'lahmud Shah II (1537-1553 A,D.) he v;as assigned the territories 

of Dholka and Dandhu-ka. Ke fought along witJi the Sultan against 

Darya Khan who had usurped all the power of the King. DaryeT i<han 

was defeated and fled from Gujarat. After Darya Khan's ouster, 

!A.lam Khan was given the post of 'Wazarat along with the title of 

Amirul Umar"a and Sipahsalar in 1538 A.D. But like Darya~Khan, 

'̂ Alam Khan also wanted to be independent of the Sultan's control. 

He conspired to murder Chir Jiv (a low born companion of the 

Sultan) . In retaliation, Sult"an ordered his house to be plundered. 
t I 

He .vas also driven out from Gujarat. He came back to Gujarat in 

the reian of Sultan Ahmad Shah III (1553-1561 ^.D.) and got Baroda 

and Champaner as assignment. After sometime he conspired against 
_ 1 

Saiyid Mubarak and died fighting m strife that ensued, 

22. Alp Khan Khatri; Gujarati Muslim, 

In 1544 A.D., he conspired with wajihul Mulk and Alam Khan 

Lodi to murder Chirjiv (a close friend of Sultan Mahmud Shah III). 

In the reign of Ahmad Shah III (1553-1561 A.D.) he was assigned 

Godhri by Saiyid, Huba'rck, o leading noble of the period, 0 

1- MS p p . 339, 4 0 9 - 1 1 ; 414, -^IS; AHG p p . 2 1 3 , 218 , 223 , 232 , 265 , 
268 , 270 , 330, 3 4 5 . 

2 . HS p p . 2 8 8 - 8 9 , 335, 3 4 1 , 347, 354, 355 , 40y ; AHG p p . 265 , 268 , 
2 7 1 , 3 5 4 . Godl-^ra: Cr. t b e e a s t of G u j a r a t see i r f a n riabib .^-. 
A t l a s of : iuqna l Empi re , s h e e t 7A, 22-f, 7 3 + . 
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23. Al i : Gujareti Musliir,. 

In 1526AJD,-he took oar t in the assass ina t ion of Sultan 

Sikandsr Shah, ."hen Sultan 2ahacur Shah ascenced the throne, in 
* - c - 1 

the same veer he executec Ali BS v>>ell as Imadul I-.ulk. 

24. Alam IChan Faruqui: Gujarati Iluslim. 

In 1469-70 AJD„ he v;as killed during the seige of the 

fort of Junagarh, He is also reported to have built a sarai 
2 

at Ahmedabad. 
25. ̂ Alam khan I'landuv̂ i: Kon Gujcrati Indian Muslim. 

He was a noble of the Malv̂ a ruler. In 1530 A.I5 he fled from 

Malwa and joined the services of 3ahadar Shah. In 1531 A.D: he 

died and his assignments vjere transferred to his son Safdar 

Khan."^ 

26. Ahmad 3handari, Malik: Gujarati Muslim, Khanazad. 

He v/as the son of Hisamul Mulk Bhanda'ri who*su-n-"̂ orted his 

father's rebellion aaainst the Sultan in 1410 A.D,-

27. Ahrr̂ ad 5her/ Malik; Gujarati Muslim. 

In 1413A.I1, he along v;ith other nobles rebelled against 

Sultan Ahmad Shah I (1410-1441 A.D)..^ 

1. MS. p. 262. 

2. MS. p. 121; £ ^ p. 191. 

3. MS. p. 275; AHG p. 167. 

4. MS. p. 30. 

5. MS. -D. 40. 
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23. Ahmad Serkhe.ji/ Kali"k; Gujarati Huslim, 

In 1413 «-.D., he rebelled against Sultan Ahmad Shan I 

11410-1441 A.DJ .•'• 

29. Ahmad/ Mali]<:: Gujarati riuslini, Khanazad. 

He was the son of Hisaraul Kullc, In 1410 A.D., he joined 

Feroz Khan's rebellion against Sultan Ahmad Shah I (1410-

1441 A.D.).^ 

30. ̂ Ainul Mulk Fauladi: Gujara'ti Kuslim. 

Ainul Mulk Fauladi was an Afghan. During the reign of 

Muzaffar Shah-11 (1511-1526 A.D.) he was the muqta^io Nahrwala 
•• «— 

— 3 
Pattan. In 1512 A.L;., he was sent against Rana Bhim of Idar. 

31. ̂Ainul i-iulk; Gujarati Kuslim. 

Sultan Kahmud Begarah (1459-1511 A.D.) met Sheikh Sirajuddin 

t - — 4 
through Ainul Kulk an amir and friend of the Sultan. 

32. Aman, Malik; Gujarati Hus,lim. 
... 5 

In 1478 A.D., he was the muqta of Carabay. 

33. Amin Khan Ghorj: Ghor. 

Amin Khin ^hori succeeded his father Tatar xChSi Ghori in 

1524 A.D,, and became thanadar of Ounagarh, In 1571-2 A.D. he 

held the jaqir of the taluqa of Junagarh, 
!• T^ III p. 100; Sarkhej a village near Aswal. Commissariat I, 

p. 613. 
2. JMS p. 30. 

3. MS p. 187; TA III p. 175; ̂ ĤG p. 92. 

4. MS p. 106. 

5» gl'̂ PS 1963, p. 34. 

6. TS p. 125; iJ£\ I, p. 23. 
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34. Amir Haji Sheikh Haji; Gujariti Muslim. 

In 1437 A.D., Amir Haji was posted at Khakhrachi in Sorath 

where he built a Jami Kasjid in the same year. According to Z.A. 

Desai Haji sheikh Haji appears to be a noble of high rank who 

was posted in this area, 

35. Amir Mahmuc Barql: Gujariti Muslim. 

In 1410-11 A.D., he was the hakim of Cambay. In 1416 A.D., 

he was sent against Malik Nasir, the ruler of Asir. In 1419 h.u., 
_ — 2 

he acted as the naib of Sultan Ahmad Shah I (1410-1441-A.D.) . 
— — <• * 

36. Amir Gopi: Hindu, Khanazad. 

He was the son of a great noble Malik Gopi. Around 1533 A.D., 

he is referred to as one of the richest merchants of Gujarat. 

He weilded great influence at the court of Bahadur Shah and acted 

as an intermediary between Bahadur Shah and the Portuguese a role 

played by his father as well. He succeeded his father around 
3 

1533 A.D. inrthe Governorship of Surat. 

37. Amir Mustafa Rumi: Ottoman Turk. 

He was an Ottoman Turk who came to Gujarat in 1531 A.D., to 

help Bahadur Shah against the Portuguese. Bahadur Shah recruited 

1. SIAPS 1974/ pp. 13-15; Khakhrachi! situated about 16 kilometers 
east of Malia and 30 kfElometers north-east of Morvi or Morbi, 
is a place of some antiquity arid was a flourishing town in earliei 
days, Bombay Gazetteer Vol. VIII, Kathiawar (Bombay 1884)p. 508, 
quoted by Z.A. Desai, op.cit. p. 12, 

2. MS pp. 48, 51, 52; TA III pp. 95, 107. 

3. Gasper Correa, Lendas de India, Tomo III, Coimbra, 1922 pp.543-44 
cf. K.S.i4athew, "Indo Portuguese Trade in the Sixteenth Century 
the Kobility of the Gujarat Sultanate". PIHC 1984, pp. 363-4. 
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hin in his nobility and cave hin the title, --iurr.ilman. -he 

5ultan also assianed him ?Lander and Surat. After some tin̂.e 

Diu vjes also added to his assignments. It v.'as given to hirr, 

after renovinc r:ali>c Tuahan there. In 1534 A JD,, the Sultan 

executed llaliic 'Tughan at the instigation of Rurr.i \ha"n. He v.'as 

the Comn̂ ander of the artillery during Bahadur Shah's attacks 

on the forts of Raisin in 1532AJD^ and Chittor 1533AJD, The 

Sultan had oromised to make him hakim of the fort of Chittor. 

But after its conquest he did not fulfil that promise as all 

the Gujarat! nobles objected to AmTr riustafa Rumi being given 

such an important position. Ruml ro^an was deeply offended. He 
at ^ 

joined Humayun/ llandusur (1535 A.D)., 

3B. Ankas Khan: Gujarati Kuslim. 

In 1410AJD,,he rebelled against Sultan Ahnad Shah (1410-

- 2 
1441 A,D) alona v;ith Feroz Khan an uncle of the Sultan, 

39. Ankas Khan Haba'shi sHabashi, Slave. 
_ , . 

He v.'as in the service of''imadul MulkHabashi and was killed 

at Surat in 1551 AJ3., during a skirmishi v;ith the forces of the 
3 

nobles who were opposing his master. 

1. Î S. pp. 274, 283, 290, 293, 305, 307; TA III p. 221; 
TSG pp, 30-31; AHG p. 198, Immis were Euro'̂ ean Turks 
(ottoman Turks) Beyley, History of Gujarat, pp- 347,350. 

2. TF p. 183. 

3. ̂ iS pp. 413-14; AHG pp. 333, 354-55. 
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40. Aaa Rehan: Habashi-Slave. 
; . 

r.e v;e'S an officer in the service of Imadul I.alk. .̂ qa 

-%ehan was enzitlec 2ijli lOian .-ubshi. In 1571 A.D., ne v.'as murcered 

by I-uhamnad Husain and Ibrahin Mirza" in the strife anonn the 

nobles. 

41. Aaa Farha" Shad RiXiai: Ottoman Turk. 
— 

In 1538AJD., he had come to Gu ja ra t v,?ith Salman Pa'sha 

and v.'as r e c r u i t e d i n t o t h e n o b i l i t y . Ke v?as honoured by t h e 

Tiit le Fateh Jang Khan as a rev^ard fo r h i s c a p t u r i n g the f o r t 
2 

of I d a r . 

42 . Ashraf I l a l i k ; G u j a r a t i I'luslim. 

He v'as an amir ho ld ing the r i t l e of 'AZIZUI r .ulk. In 1410A.D^, 
ne r e b e l l e d a c a i n s t Su l tan P\hmad Shah I (1410-1441 A.D)aXong 

3 v;ith some e t h e r n o b l e s , 

4 3 . Arsa lan Turk S u l t a n i : O-ttoman Turk,r S l a v e . 

He v;as a s l a v e purchased by Asaf I<han in I.ecca and s e n t 

to Su l tan -lahmud Shah I I I (1537-1553 A.D, as a p r e s e n t . "Dhe 
• • • — 

Sultan recruited__ hi~ into the nooility by giving him the title, 
, __ Rumi 
I-a'dul Mulk,/in 1549-5 A.D.He played an important role in 

1. AHG pp. 331-5, 353, 365, 436-37, 

2. AHG p. 227. 

3. TF p. 184. 
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the reicn of Sultan Ahmad Shah Î I (1553-1561 A.D.) in the civil 

strife and killed Saiyid Kubarak, a great amir of that period. 

In 1561-2 A,D,, v.'hen the country of Gujarat vjas divided among 

the nobles he found the iaqir of Champaner, Broach, Baroda and 
1 

the port of Surat. 

44, Asad Khan Ismail Salmâ nit Ottoman Turk. 

Probably he was -the son of Rajab Salmani who succeeded 

his father's assignment of Surat. He v;as an airiir in the service 

of C'ni'.ngiz 3<ha"n. In 1559-60 A.D., he was holding the charge of 

2 

Surat. 

45, "Ataullah, Saiyid; Gujarati Muslim. 

In 1451-2 A.D., he was given the title of Qiwamul Hulk. 

In 1453-4 A.D., he is reported enjoying the title Sharful Hulk. 

He vjas largelt instrumental in enthroning Sultan Qutubuddin Ahmad 

Shah in 14 51-2 A.D. In 1451-2 A.D,, v;hen Mahmud Khalji of Halv̂ a 

attacked Nagor, Sultan Qutubuddin sent wiwamul Hulk for re-infor-
3 

cing the ruler of Kagor, 

46, AylTz, Halik; Ottoman Turk, Slave. 

He was recruited into the nobility by Sultan Mahmud Begarah 

(1459-1511 A.D.) who made him hakim of the port of Diu. He was 

also entitled Amir-ul Uraara Malik Ayas Khas-i-Sult^ni. In 

1506-7 A.D., he is mentioned as a sipahsalar of re-inforcement 

1. MS p. 362, 403; TA III p. 243; TF_ p. 228; AHG p. 245; KA I,p.22, 
2. AHG pp. 382-400; Haji-ud-Dablr, the author of Zafrul-Walih 

ised tje term Salman Turks in place of Ottoman"Turks and 
mentions that Salman ;vas after the name of Sulaiman, the 
Sultan of Turkey. AHG pp. 189, 234. 

3. SIAPS 1974, p. 13; MS pp. 67-8, 97; TA III p. 137; AHG p. 10. 
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s e n t to he lp the Turlcish adrr.irsl a g a i n s t i -or tuquese . In 

1513 AJD<,he became t h e muqta of Sore th as v.'ell as hal-̂ irT'. of 

3 i u . In 1513AJD,, v;hen F i r e s v i s i t e d Gu ia ra t , Goaha and Mehirr. v e r s 
i n 

alsc/ .Malik Ayaz 's c o n t r o l . He v;es a gij^at merchant n o b l e . 

According to the Portuguese sources,in 1509A.D.,he v.'as able 

to raise about Rs. 50,000 in a fev; days from his own resources. 

Portuguese estimated his total income from land revenue, 

custom duties and other taxes roughly at Rs. 3/20,000 per year. 

Half of this income come only from Diu. On account of his 

immense v;ealth he came to be considered second only to the 

Sulta"n, According to Barbosa he was powerful like a king. He 
'I 

used his money to fortify the port of Diu and maintained his 

influence at the Sultan's Court by giving heavy bribesand 

presents to the courtiers. 

In 1530 AJD̂  he v.'as sent on an expedition against Rena of 

Chittor. In the' sam.e year he v.-as dismissed from Sorath for 

concluding a peace with xRana v.'ithout informing the Sultan. In 

1522A.D.,he died. After his death, his man sab v.'as conferred on 

his eldest son Malik Ishaq. 
m 

47. AzTzul ilulk Shaikhan Sultani: Gujarati i-.uslim. Slave. 

His nick name ".';as i\liu'Shamad. In 1499 A.D„ during the 

1. ZFi-lS po. 93-98; TVS. I, po. 15-a, 18-a; MS. pp. 147, 162-63, 
199-2C0, 203; TF pp. 202, 204; AHG p. 34; TS p. 125; Fires I, 
pp. 34-35; Barbosa I, pp. 130-33; Jao de Barros, Asia, II,ii 
"(Lisbon 1945-46) p. 9 Cf". M.::. Pearson, KRG p. 68; R.o.de 
Lima Felner, ed. Subsidio T-ara a hisloria India Fortuoue7::.a 
(Liscon 1858) -p^i. 34-36, Cf. Fearson Ibid. Folik Aya"?. v-as 
ar Cttoruan Tur̂ : is clearl"- :iier.tirned c-- Ior'.:osa. Isrbcse i, 
pr;. 130-32. 
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r e ion of Sul tan ".lannuc Becarah (14 59-151i;--J3) he v:e£ che hilcirr, 
1 

of S u l t a n p u r . 

4 8 . ^Azadul .:ul"k Abras : G u j a r a t ! I .usl im. 

He vjas a g r e a t a i r i r dur ing t h e re ign of . .uzaf fer Sr.ah I I 

(1511-1526 A.D).. In 1526A.Q.he took the s i d e of L^T:if îî an 

a g a i n s t Bahadur Shah, '..hen Bahadur Shah ascended the th rone 
- 2 

'Azadul Hulk took fled from Gujarat along with I.uhafiz Ixhan, 

49. Azhdar: Khan; Gujarati Muslim, Khanazad. 

He v̂ as the son of Alaf lQ\an entitled Ulugh Khan. After 
his death in 1526 AJD̂ , the title Az^dair Khan was transferred 

- • 3 
by Sultan Bahadur Shah to his son Abu. 

50. Baha'ul Mulk Malik Tuqh'an; Ottoman Turk, Khana"z"ad. 

He was the younger son of I'.alik Ayaz and was given the 

charge of the fort of Diu in 1531 AJ),, some time later, Diu v.'as 

taken av.'ay from him and v,?as added to ?lumi Khan's assignment. 

In 1535 A'.'P, as it is mentioned by Sikandar, Malik Tiaghanwas 

executed by Sultan at the instigation of Rumi Khan. 

1. TA III p. 164; :nHG pp. 31, 52; The title Sultani incicateis 
that its holder was a slave. All the nobles"who ere clearly 
mentioned as a slave were holding the title Sultani. --'or 

m^l43fl2ffiil m,2\'2]^' ^3, 46,47,67,75,76,77,79,95, 102, 137, 

2. MS. pp. 256, 263-4; TA III p. 204. 

3. MS. pp. 260; TA III p. 158; 7 ^ p. 25. 

4. MS. pp. 164, 266, 276; Ai-iG r:>p. 188-9. 
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51. Badra Khatri, Kalih; Gujarat! Muslim. 

In 1401-2 A.D., he v̂ as the mugta^of the shig of oorath. 

In 1410 A.D., he rebelled aaainst Sultan Ahmad Shah I (1410-

1441 A.D.) with some other nobles. 

52. Bahauddin, Malik: Gujarati Muslim. 

In 1459 A.D. he was given the title Ikhtiyarul Hulk. In 

1465-66 A.D., he became wazir and received the title Imadul 

Hulk, In 1473 A.D., he was assigned Songir. In 1481-2 A.D., 

he died and his son succeeded him with the title Ikhtiyarul 

Mulk.-̂  

53. Bachu, Malik; Gujarati Muslim. 

In 1482-3 A.D., he accompanied Sultan Mahmud Begarah as 
2 

an army commander in Champaner expedition. 

54. Badha, Malik; Gujarati Muslim. 

In 1472 A.D, he was an aslahdar in the reign of Sultan 
3 

Mahmud Begarah. 

1. TM3 pp. 3-b, 12-a, 13-b; MS pp. 99, 114, 126; TA II D. 138,143; 
TF pp. 200-1; AHG pp. 200-1. 

2. AHG p. 28. 

3. EIAPS 1963, p. 31. 
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55. Bahra" K'hSn: 3uiariti Kuslir, 

He v.'as holding the title Ascl-ul-Ilulk. In 1476-7 ;..D. he 

- - 1 v;as sent en an expedition against champaner." 

56. Bahar Jiv; Gujariti Hindu. 

He v.'as the Raja of Baglana. In 1529-30 ?.,D., he v.'as 

recruited into the nobilitv by giving the title Bahar Qian 

and was sent in command of a large army against the countr\' 

of Deccan. 

57. Bahrun; Non Gujarati Hindu. 

He was the son of Prithvi Raj and nephew of Rana Sangi 

(of Chittor). In 1529 A.D., he joined the service of Sultan 

- - 3 
Bahadur Shah along with some other Rajputs, 

58. Bahar Kha"n Yagut Salmani: Ottoman Turk, Slave. 

In 1546 A.D., he was the wakil of khv.'aja Safar Salmini pt 

Surat and acconoanied him as an armv commander in the campaign 

of Diu against Portuguese. After the death of Khwaja Safar 
- - - _ - 4 

Salmani/ he remained wakil to Rajab Salmani, 

59. Bahaul Mulk Uluah Khan; Gujarati Huslim. 

In 1526 A.D, in the war of succession he took the side of 

Latif Khan against Bahaciar Shah. When Bahadar Shah ascended the 

throne he out Bahaul Mulk to death. 

1. TA III p. 159; AHG p. 26. 

2. I;2S pp. 271-2; Baglana: a principality in the sout>i-east of 
Gujarat. See Irfan Habib An Atlas of Ilurhal Empire sheet 7A. 

3. MS p. 271; TA III p. 212. 

4. AHG :)p. 232, 238, 225-6. 

5. KS n. 264. 



6?. Bha^-a : :encgr: G u j a r a t ! Hindu. 

He \,'as incharge of Junagarh du r ing 1474-5 to 1477-7'^ :-..Z.-

6 1 . Bil 'al K h a i r i t ^Cnan:Habashi S l a v e . 

Ke v;as the v?azir of Ulugh Khan. In 1555 A.D, in the c i v i l 

s t r i f e between 'I^mad Khan and Chingiz '^iSh he too>c the s i d e 

of c h i n g i z I^.an. In 1558 A.D. , he v;as K i l l e d by I'Chudavanda 

— 2 
Khan, 

62. Bilal Khairit KhaniHabashi Slave. 

In 1540 A.D. Bilal v:as with Sultan against Alam Khan. After 

the fall of Alarm Khan the ranks of the nobles were raised . At 

this time. Bilal was given 'the title Jhuhar Khan. In 1546 A.D., 

he accompanied Khwaja Safar Salmani in the campaign of -iu 
3 

against ?ortugijese and was "killed. 

63. Bektars: Gujarati Kuslim, Khanazad 

He was the son of Adam and succeeded his father as a 

muqta^of Baroda in 1411-12 A.D, Ke rebelled against Sultan tv;o 

times in 1410 A.D., and 1413 A.D,.At last he \;as compelled to 
4 

flee from Gujarat. 

1, TS pp. 131-132. 

2. AHG pp. 334, 335, 350, 352. 

3.Ibid.pp. 2 30, 23 3. 

^-- SJ-̂ -PS 1968 po. 19-19; MS po. 30, 40; TA III p. 98, 
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64. Burhanul Mulk 3ambani: Gujarati Muslim. 

In 1534 A.D., he was the hakim of the fort of Chittor, In 

1540 A,D., he was appointed wazir by Sultan i'̂iahmu'd Shah III. In 

the same year he resigned from v̂ azarat and was succeeded by his 

brother Afaal Khan, 

65. Surhanul Hulk Abbasi: Kon Gujarati, West Asian. 

He is mentioned as an amir of the reign of Sultan Bahadur 

Shah in 1534-5 A.D.^ 

66. Chand Bhandarit Gujarati Muslim. 

At the time of his accession in 1626 A,D,, Sultan Bahadur 

— - ~ - 3 
Shah conferred upon Chand Bhandari the title Hazbar IChan. 

67. Chinqiz Khan; Ottoman Turk, Slave, Khanazad. 

Chingiz Khan was the son of Malik Arslan Turk Sultani 

entitled ̂Ima'dul Hulk.J^umi. In 1571-2 A.D., he held his father's 

jaqir of the sarkars of Broach, Baroda, Champaner and Surat 

- 4 
shared by his jbrother Rustam Khan, 

1. TG p. 12; MS p. 248, 318; TA III p. 227; AHG pD. 194,201, 
237, 270. 

2. /iHG pp. 218, 233; Steingass in his dictionary mentions that 
Abba'sls belonged to the house of Abbas (ancestor of Abbaside 
Caliphs) vJho reigned' from 749 A.D.- till the extinction of 
the Caliphate in 1528 A.D. Steingass Persian English Dictionary 
p. 833. 

3. MS p. 260, 

4. l^ pp. •414ri5, 425, 427, C33-35; £iHG pp. 316, 320, 32b, 331, 
335, 341, 357, 381, 3o2, 385, 393, 411-14. MA I pp. 19-20. 
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68. Chimman, r.alî :; Gujariti Î uslim. 

Chimman enjo'̂ 'ed the title of Kuhafizul r'uiv. ir, 1513 A.D,, 

he accom-anied Sultan Muzaffar Shah II in an ex̂ editi-̂ n t^ 

Malwa.-'" 

69^ 'Cfiir'Jiv; Gujariti Hindu. . 

Originally he Vv'as a Chirimar (a bird catcher). In 1543 A.3,, 

he received the title-"" Kuha"fiz Khan. He exercised influence over 

Sultan t'lahmud Shah (1546-1554 A.D.) for vhich reason nobles 

li>ce Alam Khan V/ajihul Kulk and Alp Khan Khatri were jealous 

of him. They conspired against him. In, 1549 A.D., he vjas killed 

by them. 

70. Darya Khan; 2'on Gujarati Indian Muslim. 

The narre of Darya Khan vjas l l an j iv . He v;as t h e son of 

Darya Khan Husain Manduwi. Af t e r Darya Khan H u s a i n ' s dea th in 

1533 A.D. , he succeeded t o h i s f a t h e r ' s p o s i t i o n in t h e n o b i l i t y . 

In 1538 A.D, , he was e l e c t e d to t h e p o s i t i o n of the waz i r by 

Su l t an KahmiTd Shah I I I (1546-1554 A . D . ) . On t h a t occas ion he 

vjas e n t i t l e d r i a j l i s - i - G i r a m i . But in t h e same yea r he was 

forced to flee from Gujarat on account his fallino out with 
3 

other nobles. 

1. MS p. 180. 

2. MS pp. 340, 345-7. 

3. TA III pp. 236-38; AHG n-). 218, 220, 226, 231, 254; M3 vr.. 275, 
282, 294, 32?, 330. 
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71. Dar̂ â lOien; Gujarati Kuslirr.. 

Darva Khan v̂ as a frienr! of Sultan riahmud Becarah durinc 

his princehood days. At the time of his occession in 14 59 A.D. 

Sultan Mahmud Shah gave him the title of I'han alon'̂  \.'ith 

daulat of pan?hazari. He built Gumbad-i-Kalan at Ahtnedabad 

and founded qasba Daryapur in the vicinity of Ahmedabad. 

72. DaryaT Khin Handuwi; "on Gujarati Indian Muslim.. 

His original nam.e v?as Husain. In 1532 A»D., he '̂as assigned 

Ujjain by Bahadar Shah. He died in 1533 A.D. After his death 

title and assignment held by him were conferred on his son 

- ^ 2 
Man Jiv, 

73. Dastur Khan; Gujarati Muslim. 

At the tim.e of Tome Pries visit to Gujarat in 1509 A.D., 

- -'3 Surat and Rander v;ere in the charge of Dastur Klian. 

74. Paulat Khan Dakkani; Kon Gujarati Indian Muslim. 

In 1546 A.D., Daulat Khan accompanied .Kh.'̂ i/aja S 

on an expedition against the Portuguese then entrenched at 

Diu. On that occasion he alono v.'ith Khv/aja Safar v.'ere "killed 

by the Portuguese. 

1. MS pp. 151, 166. 

2. MS pp. 282, 294. 

3, Tome Fires, I p. 34. 

4, AHG pp. 232, 237. 
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75. Dil?'-'ar Then 3i:lti'ni: G'jjareti 31o"e. 

In 1452 A.D,, Dilavar Khan accon-c-anied Sultan ûturuf'''c'in 

or. an expedition against the i-:alwa ruler." 

76. Fard Khan Sultani; Gujarati Slave. 

In 1549 AiD., Fard IChan was the h'a'kim of Chem'--aner. He 

commanded 12000 horses and his authority also extended over 

2 
Mandu and Chittor. 

77. Farhan Lurak Sultani; Hubshi^ Slave. 

In the civil strife during 1555 A.D., Farhan sided v;ith 

Chingia Khan against 'itmad Khan, 

78. Farid Samarqandi: Gujarati Slave, Khanazad. 

Farid v;as the son of 'imadul Hulk. In 1416 A.D., he succeded 
4 

to his father m the title as v;ell as the post. 

79. Fateh Khan Hasan Sultani; Gujarati Slave, 
— , >i 

For some time Fateh Khan v.'as the hakim of m.auza Kheralu 
• — ~i 

under Sultan Ahmad Shah I (1410-1441 A,D,). He is mentioned as 

one of the rebells who rose against Sultan Ahmad ShSh I in 

1410 A,D.^ 

1 . P^ p . 9 . 

2. o p . c i t . p . 243. 

3. o p . c i t . p . 328, 334-5. 

4. TF p . 185; MS p . 49; Fsrid SaraarqandT i s categorised as 
Gu-iaratl Muslim s ince h is f ?ther' 'imadul l-'.ulV. v.'as in the Service 
of the Gujarat'Sultan with the foundation of the Sul tanate 
of Gujarat . 

5 . TMS, p , 3 5 - a . 
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80 . Eateh IChan Baluch; B a l u c h i . 

In 1545 A.D., i n t h e r e i g n of Su l t an Mahmud Shah I I I , 

he was made an army corarnander of a c o n t i n g e n t of a l l the Baluchis . 

He h e l d t h e j a g i r of the p a r q a n i s Radhanpur, Sarr.i, Manjpur, 

Kakrej San tha lpur , Tahrad, Morbi, Terwara, and Morwara shared 
1 

with o t h e r Ba luch i s . 

8 1 , Fateh-ul-Hu' lk ; G u j a r a t i S lave , Khanazad. 

F a t e h - u l Mulk was t h e son of Malik Tawakkul, I n 

1526 A.D. Bahadur Shah gave hira t h e t i t l e Imadul Mulk, In 

1532 A.D,, he conquered t h e f o r t of Mandusur and p robab ly was 

ass igned the same f o r t . In 1537 A.D,, he was made v/azir by 

Su l t an Mahmud Shah I I (1546-1554 A . D , ) . Around the same t ime 

he was fo rced t o f l e e from G u j a r i t by Darya Khan, In 1538 A.D. 

a f t e r t h e f a l l of Darya Khan, he was c a l l e d back by Hahmud 

Shah and ass igned Broach as wel l as t h e f o r t of S u r a t , He was 
- - 2 

filled by lÔ udawanda Khan at Surat in 1545 A.D, 

1. TA III p. 245; TF p. 229; AHG pp, 247, 248, 313, 318,399,448; 
flS' pp. 407, 42 5^6; MA I, p. 22; Baluchis are in the list of 
Foreigners or non Indian Muslims since before Fateh Khan 
Baluch no evidence regarding the Baluchi noble is found 
in any Chronicle. 

2, TG pp, 20, 40, 48; TA III p. 204; TF pp. 25, 224; AHG pp. 225, 
235; MS pp, 262, 290, 329-32, 345, 360. 
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82. Fattu Oivt Gujariti Muslim. 

He held the title Huhafis Khan. In a civil war durina 
• • • — - ' • 

1543 A.D., he sided v;ith Ddrya'Khan against'Alam Khan. In 

this conflict Darya iChan vjas defeated and fled from Gujarat. 

Subsequently Fattu Jiv was confined in the fort of Surat, 

83. Feroz Khan; Gujariti Muslim. 

Feroz Khan was the xincle of Sultan Ahmad I (1410-

41 A.D.) and held Baroda as his iqta". He was one of the 

nobles w?io rebelled against Sultan Ahmad Shah I in 1410 A.D. 

Eventually he had to surrender along with other nobles on the 

condition that the shiq of Navsari which was his previous 

assignment be given to him in lieu of- Baroda, Accordingly after 

1. TG p. 42; TF p. 226; mO pp. 218, 220, 225, 228, 264, 268; 
I^ pp. 340-44. 
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his submission he got the shiq of ir?vsari. 

In 1411 A.D,, Feroz T<han rebelled again and was forced 

to flee from Gujarat to Nagaur: In I'acaurhe joined Shans "J-iBn 

Dandani. He was subsequently killed in a skirmish bet\.'een 

Shams Khan and the Rana of Chittor. 

84. Ganesh Rao: Gujarati Hindu. 

In 1536 A.D. Ganesh Rao accompanied 3ahadar Shih vjhen 

2 
the latter went to Diu to meet the Portuguese. 

85. Ghalib Khan Rumi: Ottoman Turk. 

- 3 
In 1568-9 A.D., Ghalib Khan was the hakim of Ahmedabad. 

86. Ghisi Khan; Gujarati Muslim, 
« ^ •••• 

He had the title Shujaul Hulk. In 1510 A.D., he was killed 
- - 4 

while fighting against the Rana of Chittor. 

87. Ghazi Khan; Gujara'ti MusJ.im, 

In 1526 A.D,, Ghazi Khan was sent bv Bahadur Shah against 

the rebellious nobles Muhafiz Klian and Azdul Mulk. 

1. TKS2P. 34-a; MS pp. 30-40. 

2. MS p. 321. 

3. AHG p. 411. 

4. AHG pp. 101-2; MS p. 196. 

5. MS -0. 263. 



88. Ghazn3Vi IChin : Gujare'ti I'-Uslirn. 

In 15 71-2 A.D., he commanded 7000 sav;a'rs and his income 
1 

is estimated as revenues vjorth 10,0'",000 tankas per -year." 

89. Haji Khan: .Gujarati Slave. 

Ka'ji rOian vjas the slave of Salim IChan the son of Sher 

Khan Fauladi. He v;as in the service of Itmad IQian and v;as 

2 
assigned half of the oaraana of Kari in 1566 A.D, 

90 . Haj i Bahauddin; Gujarati Kuslim. 

He v;as a noble of the reign of Sultan Mahmud Begarah who 

also had a reputation as a poet. He founded Hajipur and built 
3 

a mosque there, 

91 . Hamid-ul-Mul>c: G u j a r a t i Muslim. 

In 1511 A.D,, Hamid-ul-Fiulk was s e n t by Muzaffar Shah I I 

to receive the envoy of Shah Ismail of Iran. He v;as "killed 

- - 4 
while fighting against Rana of Chittor in 1519 A.D. 

92. Hamid-ul-"ulk: Gujarati Muslim^ Khihazad. 

He v;as the son of Kamidul Kulk senior. After the death 

of his father in 1519 A.D., he succeeded to his position. In 

1. MA I p. 22. 

2. TA III p. 247. 

3. MS p. 166. 

4. AHG p. 101; F.S p. 1'74. 
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1535 A.D., he v;5S sent to Mecca alone \.'ith Asaf IChcn v.'ho 

- - 1 
v;as carrying Behadar Shah's treasure there. 

93. Hussem Khan; Gujarat! Ĵ luslim, Xhanazag. 

Hussam Khan was the son of the renoivned noble Jarnaluddin 
mm *— 

Quraishi. In 1513-14 A.D., he accompanied Sultan r.uzaffar Shah 

II on his expedition to Kalwa. In 1529 A.D., he was darooha 

of the port of Cambay. In 1531 A.D., he accompanied Sultan 

Bahadar Shah on an expedition to Malv;a. In 1533 A.D., he 

along with Tatar Khan went against the Rana of Chittor. The 

history of Bahadar Shah's reign TariTch-i-Bahadur Sh'ahi mentioned 
— — 2 

in Mirat-i-Sikandari was compiled by Hussam Khan. 
94. Hasan Khan: Won Gujarati Indian riuslim. 

• ~ ™ 

In 1546 A.D. Hasar Khan accompanied Khv;aja Safer on an 
2 

expedition against the Portuguese and v.'as killed in action. 

9 5. Hoshlvarul Hulk SultanltKabashi Slave. 

In 1572 A.D., he was in the service of Ulugh Khan as a 

militarv officer. 

1. AHG o. 307, 

2. P^ pp. 100, 112, 141, 228; MS pp. 125-6, 180, 199, 259, 
269-70, 291; navlevv̂  Histbry of Gularat^-p,-386. _ / 

3. AHG pp. 232, 287, 317-18, 321. 

4. op, cit. pp. 328-39, 452. 
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96. Ibn-1-Jiv I'on-i'-Khilal; Guiariti Muslirr;, î hanazad. 

Ibn-i-JiV/ the son of a noble titled Alam Khan was in the 

service of Itmid K^an. In 1554 A.D., he held Hodasa as an assig

nment along v;ith the title of Tughlaq Khan, In the sarrse year he 

was killed in an skirmish v;ith the Kabashi nobles. His son 

Nahir-ul Hilm was awarded his post as well as his title." 

97. Ikhtiyarul Hulk Sultani; Gujarati Slave. 
•mm • • 

In the early part of his lite Ik_htiyar Khan held the post 

of davat-i-yar (pen holder). In 1545 A.D,, he was promoted to 

the rank of an amir and entitled Ikhtiyarul Mulk and got Nahrwala 

Fattan as his assignment. In 1571-2 A.D,, he held uhe jagir of 

Ahmadnagar, Parantej, Jhalawar, Harsol, Modasa, Meghreji, Kathnal 

and Momurabad, Birpur and Bfail, His total annual income was 
2 

Rs. 60,0000000. In the same year he was executed on Akbar's order. 

98. Ikhtiyarul Mulk; Gujarati Muslim. 

In 1531,A.D,, Ikhtiyarul Mulk was sent on an expedition 

- 3 against the Bahmani ruler, 

99. Ikhtiyar Khan Siddiqui* Gujarati Muslim, 

The original name of Il-chtiyar i^an was iQ̂ anjiv. Ke was 

the son of Dav;ood Siddiqui. He belonged to a family of Kadiad 

in Gujarat. In 1532 A.D., he was the wazir of Sultan Bahadur 

1. MS p. 412; AHG pp. 323-325. 

2. TA III pp. 251, 254, 257, 259; AHG p^. 247, 312, 313, 317, 
318, 320, 337, 495; MS pp. 363, 387, 405-6, 415; MA I, p. 19, 

3. TA III p. 118; TF pp. 188-9. 
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Shah. In the sane year/ he vas first made ircharge of the 

seige of Raisin and second time :̂as deputed to capture 

IleRdsore. In 1535 A.D., he vjas i^iven the charge of ilcil ' 'dl. 

-̂r_r̂ . 70 ; ~) He was killed by Imadul Kulk and Derye Khan in 15? 

100 . *Imadul r:ull<: Khasikhll: Gujarati Slave, 

In 1413 A.D./ he was sent on an expedition against the 

2 
ruler of Malv7a. 

101 . Ishaq^ Kaljk; Ottoman Turk, Khanazad. 

Ishaa was the eldest son of Kalik Avaz. In 1522 A.D., 

he succeeded h i s fa ther and became the h^kim of the por t of 

Diu. He was also entitled Ghingiz Kh^'^* According to Sikandar 

bin Manjhu, in 1527 A,D,, flalik IshSq was put to death by 

Bahadar Shah on the charge of rebel ion. A Portuguese text 

cited by Pearson gives a more detailed accoiint of this episode 

which is as follov;s. Cn one occasion Bahadur ShSh summoned 

Malik Ishaq to his presence but the former failed to comply 

«ith the Sultan's direction, 'v.lien Bahadur Shah insisted on 

his attendance he opened negotiations with the Portuguese to 

seek their help. In return for the Portuguese assistance to 

him he offered to handover Diu to them. Eventually on the 

Sultan's sendind- an armv aaainst him Malik Ishaa fled from ., - - , -

2 
Gujarati 

1. TF pp. 133-4? KS pn.44C-.41. 

2. Joaode Sarros, 7-.sia, IV, V, 6 (Lisbon, 1945-6) cited by 
Pearson in IIRG p. 74; r:s pp. 164, 265, 266; AHG p; 126^ 
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10 2. 'isen Sultenl, Keli>:; Gujareti Slsve, 

In 1459 A.D., ''isSn Sulta'ni received the title Nizamul 

I-'.UIK. Later on conquered the fort of 3harner and \'as entitled 

Imadul Hulk. The tov.'n cf Isanpur located betv;eent xRasulabed 

and Batwah was founded by him, 

l*-'2« ̂ Isa* Salar: Gujarat! Musliin. 

Îsa Salar v.'as one of the nobles v;ho rebelled aaainst 

Sultan Ahmad Shah I in 1413 A.D.^ 

104. Amid Khan: Gujarati Slave. 

According to Farishta' 'Amad l<han was converted Muslim. 

Originally he was a salve. His name v;as Abdul Karim Sultani. 

In 1545 A.D., Sultan :lahmud Shah conferred upon him. the title 
• • • 

I^mad Khan. In 1560 A.D., he became the wazir and received • 

the title, Masnad-i-Ali. /."hen the territory of Gujarat v.-as 

divided among the nobles in 1562 A.D,, the tract lying between 

Sabarmati and Mahindri came into the possession of itmad ?n-ian. 

It was to his quarrel v.'ith other leading nobles of Gujarat 

that *Itmad I<han was persuaded to invite Alcbar to conquer 

Gujarat in 1572 A.D. VJhen Gujara't; vjas conquered, Amed 12'̂an 
3 

was recruited into the De]hi nobility. 

-̂' -^APS 1974, p. 29; TMS, _p. ?-b; TA III p. 138; AHG p. 32; 
K3 pp. 99, 147, 167; Bhamer: in the south-east of Gujarat, 
see Irfah Habib An Atlas of r'uahal Empire sheet 7A, 21 + , 74-

2, KS p. 40, 

3, TA III ^. 242-260; T? o-o. 228, 231; AHG no. 230-248; V.S no. 
387-458. — 
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105. Jahanair IChan Qar=: Hesr-n: Cttonen Turt, Slave. 

Qsra" Hassan came to Gujarat ir 1531 A.D. elona vith 

Amir Mustafa Rirr.i. In 1546 A.D., he accompanied I'2"'T̂ â̂''3nda" 

Khan Rirni or? an expedition against the Portuguese controlling 

Diu. Subsequent to x̂'̂ .edition he was given the title Jahangir 

Khan al-Majlis-al Kansur. In 1560 A.D., he was appointed to 

wazarat by Chingiz Khan and was assigned Broach, ' 

106. Jamaluddin Bihamad; Gujariti slave. 

In 1417 A.D., Jamaluddin built a mosque at Pattan. In 

1423 A.D., he is mentioned in an inscription as a naib (deputy) 
2 

of the Sultan at Kapadwanj. He was entitled Malilc-us Sharq. 

107. Jamaluddin Quraishi: Gujarati Slave. 

In the beginning of the reign of Sultan Mahmud Begar'ah 

Jamaluddin held the post of v/azarat. In 1470 A.D., he was 

made kotwal of Ahmedabad and entitled I'uhafiz Khan; Shortlv 

latter he v;as entrusted with the government of the city as 

well dependencies in his capacity as a mustaufi mamalik. He 

rose to the position of a wazir in 1480 A.D. After the conquest 

of Champaner in 1486 A.D., its charge was given to ̂ ;uhafiz Khan. 

1. AHG pp. 186, 229, 232, 233, 235, 237, 238, 256, 316, 317, 388, 

2. EIAPS 1963, pp. 13-14-. 

3. ARIE 1967-8, p. 74; TMS, r)t>. lO-a, 12-a; TA III o. 148, 158, 
162; TF p. 198; AHG pp. 20, 21, 27; MS DD. 125, 126; 3 MA I, 
p. 25. 
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1C8. Jhujhar Khen Msrian Rur.i-Khan: Ottoman Turk. 

Jhujbar IChan v;as in the service of Ya"qut Ulugh l-Chan. 

In 1571 A.D., he killefi Chinciz IChin, son of''imidul Mul'k. He 

1 
v;as put to death by Akbar at Broach in 1573 A.D. 

109. Jiwand Khatri; Gujariti Hindu. 

Ke v.'as one of the nobles v;ho rebelled aoainst Sultan 

Ahma'd Shih I in 1410 A.D. In the same vear he vas killed by 

2 
some other nobles. 

IIG, Kabiruddin; Gujarati Muslim. 

Kabiruddin was entitled Azdul Mulk. In 1459 A.D., he 

v;as accused of conspiring agaist Imadul Kulk, the L'azTr. Fearing 

punishment he fled from his post. VJhile on his way he was 

3 
murdered by the Rajput Chiefs. 

111. Kamal Khan; Gujarati Muslim. 

He was an admiral in the service of Sultan Mahmud Beqarah, 

In 1419 A.D., he enjoyed the title Safdarul Mulk. He was sent 

with naval force against Bahadar Gilani of Deccan in the same 

4 
year. 

1. TA III OD. 243, 253-60; AHG op- 328, 334-50; MS po. 247, 
430, 440, 443-45. 

2. MS p. 30. 

3. TMS^p. 4-3; TMS pp. 99-a; TA II D. 136; TF D. 195; 
MS pp. 96-99. 

4. ZMI'4S pp. 19-21; TMS p. 16-b,* TF D. 203. 
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112. Karral Khar.; G u j a r i t i Musl in . 

Kamal Khan is mentioned in an epigraph on the grave of 

his servant Kakhuda Yahy'a who built a mosque at cambay in 

1478 A.D. From this epigraph it seems that he was entitled 

Khan-i-Azam Khaqin-i-Muazzam, which goes to indicate that 
1 

he was a noble of high standing. 

113. Kanhir Rai: Non Gujarati Hindu. 

Kanhir Rai was a Deccani Amir. In 1528 A.D., he entered 

into the service of Bahadar Shah and was assigned territory 

2 
suiting his status, 

114. Khairat KhantHab'ashi Slave. 

His original name was yaqut Sultanl-al-Habashi. In 

1549 A.D,, he accompanied*Imadul Knlk on an expedition against 

Idar,-̂  

115. Khairat KhahiH-abashi Slave, 

His original name was Bilal Fateh Khani, He acted as 

the wazir of Ulugh Khan for some time. In 1557 A.D., Ulugh 

Khan conferred on him the title Khairi"t Kh^^* ^^ ^70 AH/ 
4 

1562-63 A,D., he died a natural death. 

1. EIAPS 1963 pp. 23-4. . ' 

2. AHG p. 137. 

3.1bidcp. 247. 

4.IbldPP- 324-28, 350, 377, 389, 369^ 
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116, Khalil Khan; Gujari"ti Muslim. 

Khalil Khan was the son of Mahmud 3egarah. In 1484-5 A.D., 

he was appointed Governor of Dhandhuka, 

117. Khah-i-Jahah Su l t an i : Gujarat i Slave. 

He v;as a great noble of the reign of Sultan Ahmad Shah I 

(1410 -41 A . D . ) . In 831 Al-i/ 1427-28 A . D . , he e x a c t e d t h e 

2 
tribute from Raja Idar, Kar Ray. 

118, Khan-i-Jahan Shirazi; Irani. 

He was in the service of Bahadur Shah. In 1535 A.D., 

Khan-i-Jahan defeated Hum"ayun's noble Qasim Husain Shaibani 
3 

and took Navsari from him. 

119. Khah-i-Azam Asad Khan: Gujarati Muslim. 

The title I<han-i-A2am indicates that its holder v;as a 

noble of high rank. In 1409-10 A.D., he is reported to have 

built a mosque at Pattan. It suggests that Asad Khan was 

posted at Pattan for some tim.e before 1409 A.DT* 

1. AHG p. 30. For the place Dhandhuka see Irfan Habib An Atlas 
of Mughal Empire sheet 7A, 22+, 71+. 

2. TA III p. 115. 

3. TG p. 29; TSG p. 37; TA III p. 232; AHG pp. 118, 211, 214, 
220; Shiraz is in the south east of Iran , Philips Intern
ational AtLas p. 46. ' 

4. EIAPS 1963, p. 12. 
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120. Khgr.-i-^'c^am Ilshrnud Khan: G u j a r a t i i : u s l i " , 

Ir. 1416 rt.D., Ilahmud "Ahan vjas s e n t by Su l tan P^hnad 

3ha.h I (1410-41 A.D.) a g a i n s t the zamindar of Sora th t o 

_ - 1 
c o l l e c t t h e s a l a m i . 

121 . Khizra IChah; G u j a r a t i i iuslim, Khana'zad. 

Khizra Khan was t h e son of ! :uhafiz Khan, a noble of 

Mahmud Begarah. In 1519 A.D., he enjoyed t h e t i t l e Assdul 

Mulk. During the same y e a r he commanded a g a i n s t t he ?.ana of 

' J h i t t o r . ^ 

122. Khudav.'anda* Xhan: GujaratX Iluslim. 

Khudav;anda Kliâ n vjas the brother in law of Sultan 

Hahmud Begarah. In 1480-81 A.D., he was made wazir. For his 

wide learning, Khudav;anda Khan was famous as Malik-i-Ilm. 

He revolted several times but Sultan Mahmud Begarah every tine 

pardoned him.. The Sultan used to say if he v.'ere to put Malik-

i-Ilm to death/ he would never be able to get another noble 

like him. He founded Ilampura south of Ahmedabad and built 

3 
a large mosque 

123. Khud aw an da" Kb Khan Majd-ud-Din Muhammad al-Iji: ITon Indian 
•" ' Muslim.. 

The author of Zafrul Walih v^rites that Majd-ud-Din 
the reign 

came to Gujarat during/of Sultan Kahmud Shah I (1459-1511 A.D.) 

1. MS p. 48. 

2. TA III pp. 148, 1S6; KS pp. 196-97. 

3- ̂ 1 pp. 12-b, 13-b; TA III p. 153; AHG o. 25; T? p̂ o. 200-1-
1.5 -"pp. 133-34. •— 
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but he did not mention his original place. The Sultan 

bestowed on him the title Rashidul Mulk. Later on :-:uzaffar II 

(1511-26 P..D.) conferred on him the title Khudmvanda I<ha"n 

and appointed as his v.̂ azir. He held this post for fourteen 

years. During the reign of Eahadar Shah (1526-1536) he rose 

to the position of WaKiri-i-Maraali3s.He held this position for 

fifteen years. He accompanied Bahadur Shah during his campaigns 

against the rulers of Mandu and Chittor. He died during the 

reign of Mahmud Shah III, 

124. Khurram Khan; Gujarati Muslim. 

During the war of succession of 1525 A,D. Khurram 10}an 

sided vjith Bahadar Shah against Latif lQ}an. At the time of 

his accession, Baha'dar Shah conferred on JChurram IChan the 

- 2 
title Khan-i-Jahan, 

125. Khusbash, Malik; Gujarati Slave. 

Malik Khushbash is mentioned in an inscription as a 

slave of late F§roz Tughlaq and the KotvJal of the v;hole of 

the province of Gujarat in 1405 A.D,, //hile he held an important 

post in Gujarat in 1405 A.D., apparently he must have been 
3 holding some post in Gujarat at the time of its independence. 

1. AHG pp. 213, 218, 229; MS pp. 268-270. 

2. MS p. 259. 

3. SIAPS 1963, p. 10. 
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126. Khushqadamt Habashi, Slave, 

In 1511 A.D., Khushqadam enjoyed the title Kuht^s Khan. 

He accomoanied Sultan Î lusaffar Shah II (1511-1526 A.D.) on 
I. •• 

an expedition against ilandu in 1517 -̂ .D. He became the v̂ azir 

of Sult:an Sikandar (Apr. 1526-May 1526 A.D.) and v.-as entitled 

Îm̂ faul I4ulk in 1526 A.D. In the same year he >cilled the 

Sultan SiVandar. Shortly later, Bahadur Shah on ascending 

the throne had Imadul Mulk executed. 

127. I<h\N'âja" Muhanroad; Gujarati Muslim. 

Khv?a1a Muhammad was entitled Hislmul Mulk. In 1459 A.D., 

he conspired against 'imadul Mul]< Shataan. When the conspiracy 

was discovered, he first fled to his brother Ru}<nuddin, the 

^ 2 
l̂ otwal of .Pattan, from whebce both fled to Malwa. 

12 8. Khv̂ a'ja" Sara"; Gujarati Muslim. 

In the reign of Muzaffar Shah II (1511-1526 A.D.) 

Khwaja Sara v;as the Kotwal of Ahmedabad. He was entitled 

Mohibul Mulk by Sikandar Shah (1526 A.D.). Bahadtir Shah gave 

— - 3 
him the title Khan-i-Jahan. 

129. Khv7aia Safar Salmahi: Ottoman Turk, 

In 1507 A.D., Khv;aja Safar was sent to Gujarat by 

the Turkish Sultan as a commander of a naval force. He was 

1. ̂ U ^ ^ PP- 195-198; JEF pp. 212-13; AHG pp. 125-27; MS Dp. 173, 

2. TMS^ pp. 4-a, 4-b; TKS^ pp. 99-a, 108b; TF p. 195; MS pp. 96,98, 

3. TF p. 215; MS pp. 216-217. 



accompanied by Hir Husain. This force v;as directed against 

the Portuguese. In 1531 A.D., he came again with Amir Mustafa" 

RUTLI and joined the ser\'ice of Sultan Banadur Shah. In 

1540 A.D., he was assigned Diu and was ordered to lead an 

expedition against the Portuguese. In fighting that ensued, 

he was ]<:illed by the Portuguese. After his death his son 

Rajab Salmani succeeded aim in his assignments Diu in Surat. 

130. Khv;a.ja Khassa: Gujarati Muslim. 

Khwaja Khassa was the son of VJajih. In 1410 A.D., he 

was a ha 1ib and was counted among the important nobles. In 

2 
the same year he built a mosque at Pattan. 

131. Kombha Gohil: Gujarati Hindu. 

On the occasion of his accession in 1525 A.D. Sultan 

Baha"dar Shah conferred upon Kombha, Gohil the title Rii Ra'yan. 

132 . Lad Khant Gujarati Muslim/ Khahaz'ad. 

Lad Khan was the son of F.uqbal Kha"n. In 1536 A.D., he 

occupied Baroda by defeating a Kuqhal noble. He v;as accused 

of conspiring to kill Imadul Mulk and Darya" I<han and was execured 

by imadul Mulk in 15 37 A.D.'* 

1. TSG p. 30; / ^ pp. 187, 207, 229, 230-33, 469; MS p. 360. 

2. SIAPS 1963, pp. 12-13. 

3. MS p. 260. 

4. TG p. 29; MS pp. 329-30. 

3 
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133. Latif Khan: Gujarati Muslim. 

Latif Khan was the brother of Sultan Ahmad i>hah I 
II — .. » 

(1410-1441 A.D.). In 1413 A.D., he was sent against the 

rebels Shah :-:alik and Sheikh Malik and Rai of dunagarh. 

134. Malik Shah; Gujarati Muslim. 

On-the occasion of his accession in 1511 A.D, Sultan 

Muzattar Shah II conferred on Malik Shah the title Ruknul 
•I 

Kulk.^ 

135. Malik Sheikh Tamim: Gujarati Muslim. 

On the occasion of his accession in 1511 A.D. Sultan 
It 

Muzaffar Shah II conferred on Malik Shellch.the title,Taidul 

Mulk.-̂  

136. Malik Go-:>i Zunnardar; Gujarati Hindu. 

Halik Gopi was a merchant noble. The use of designation 

zunnarda'r with his name might suggest that he probably 

belonged to the Brahmin Caste, He was recruited into the 

nobility in the reign of Mahmud 3egarah and was the hakim of 

Surat tor some time. After the death of Mahmud Begarah Malik 

Gopi and Civ.'Smul Mulk Sa"rang helped Khalil Khan (Musaffar 

Shih II) in the war of succession. He v;as executed at the 

1. TA III p. 10; TF p. 184; MS p. 41. 

2. MS p. 173. 

3. MS p. 173. 
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orders of Sultan Muzaffar Shah II some tins later en account 

of the demand of the other nobles v;ho mere jealous to his 

1 
increasing power. 

137. Malik Sirij Sultani: Gujarati Slave. 
4 • 

In 1490 A.D., Malik Siraj was the kotwal of Nahrwalah 

2 
Pattan v;here he built a mosque. 

138. Malik-us-Sharq Jamaluddin Bihamad: Gujarati Iluslim. 

In 1423 A.D., he was Sultan Ahmad Shah's naib at 

3 
Kapadwanj. 

139. Malik~us-Sharq; Gujarati Muslim, 

In 961 A,H./1553-54 A.D., he v;as assigned Kadiad by 

I^mad iCian. In 1571 A.D, during the reign of Muzaffar Shah II 

he commanded 1500 sawars and had an income worth 4,00,00,000 

4 tankas revenue. 

140. Malik Madan; Gujarati Muslim, Khahazad. 

Malik Madan was the son of Malik Bahauddin (entitled 

Iroadul Mulk). In 1481-2 A.D,, at the death of his father he 

succeeded to his position and received the title Ik_htiyarul 

Mulk.̂ . 

1. Barbosa I p. 149; TA III p. 176? MS pp. 178-79; 226-27. 

2. EIAPS 1963, pp. 34-5. 

3. op,cit. p. 17, 

4. MS p. 307; MA I p. 18; Nadiad: In the central part of Gujarat 
see Irfan Habib, An Atlas of Mughal Empire sheet, 7 A, 22+, 72+. 
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141. Kali]; Sadat Sultani: Gujarati Slave. 

In 1431-2 A.D., Malik Sadat was the hakim of the fort 

1 
of Tambol. 

142. Malik Farld Bariwal; Gujarati Muslim, 

In 1526 A.D., Sultan Sikandar Shah gave Malik Farld the 

title Sharza". Khan. During the same year he was sent by the 

Sultan against Latif Khan (Sultan's brother) who was trying 

to oust him. On that occasion Farid v;as killed by Rajput 

— _ 2 
retainers of prince Latif Khan. 

14 3. Malik Kalu Ghulam Sultani: Gujarati Slave, 

In 1459 A.D., Malik Kalu received the title Azdul Mulk. 

He was executed in 1455 A.D., by Sultan Mahmud Begarah on the 
3 

charge of being involved in a conspirary. 

144.. Malik Hajl Sultani: Gujarati .Slave, 

In 1459 A.D., Malik Haji received the title'imadul Kulk, 

In 1465 A.D., he was found involved in a conspirary' and was 

executed by Sultan Mahmud Begarah for this crime,"̂  

1. TA III p. 120; TF p. 189; Tambol: According to Col. Briags 
(Vol. IV p. 19) "Tambol- a small hill fort in the district 
of Baglana. The district from its local position naturally 
belongs to Khanadeshi but it had̂  from a very early period 
rajas independent of that province". ' 

2. TA III p. 196; MS p. 240. 
3' M§i/ pp. 3-6, 6-a,b; TF p. 196; AHG p. 16; MS pp. 97, 113. 

4. Ibid. 



Kelil-: Gacsi: Guiera-ci Muslim. 183 

_n 1455-56 ^-.D., he was s e n t bv Su l t an Gutubudiir. to 
> • ' I 

help the ruler of Kagor. 

14 6, Fioli>: Mahmud; G u j a r a t i Muslim. 
'—; 

In 1431 A.D., Kalik Mahniud was the >;otw"il of Diu and 
2 

was also entitled Kukhlisul Mulk. 

14 7. Malik I'lusa; Gujarati Muslim, :^ana'zad. 

Malik Musa was the son of Malik-us-Sharq-Malik Ima'dul 

Mulk who had conquerred the fort of Bhamer for the ruler of 

Gujardt.In 1481-82 A.D., he had the charge of the fort of 

Bhamer and was entitled Malik-us-Sharq. In the same year he 
3 

built a mosque at Bhamer. 

148. Malik Burhan; Gujarati Muslim. 

At the time of his accession in 1511 A.D., Sultan 

Muzaffar Shah II (1511-1526 A.D.) conferred upon Malik Burhin 

the title Mansur Khan. 

149. Malik Qutub; Gujarati" Muslim. 

In 1511 A.D,, on the occasion of his accession Sultan 

Muzaffar Shah II conferred upon Malik Qutub the title Azdul 
»« 

Mulk.^ 

1. TF p. 192? MS p. 73. 

2. TA III pp. 117, 118; TF p. 188. 

3. 2IAPS 1974, pp. 28-29; Bhamer: about 5 kilometers tc rhe 
south of Kizampur in the Sakri Taluga of Dhaulie District 
of Maharashtra, op. cit. p. 28; For Bhamer see also Irfan 
Habib, An Atlas of Mughal Emoire sheet 7 L. 21 + , 74-f. 

t :.:s ^j 1 "7 "5 
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150, Malik Mubarak Main; Gujarat! r^slim. 

Malik Mubarak was the son of Malik Imadul Mulk, In 

1511 A.D., he was entitled Ikhtiyarul Mulk. He accompanied 
"_ 1 

the Sultan in 1513 A.D., on an expedition to Malwa, 

ISlf. Malik Pyara Bhandari; Gujarati Muslim. 

In 1482-3 A.D., Malik Pyara Bhandari accompanied the 

- 2 
Sultan on an expedition against champaner. 

152, Malik Shiban; Gujarati Slave, Khanazad. 

Malik Sha'ban was the son of Tajul Mulk. In the reign 

of Qutubuddin Ahmad Shlh, he held the title Malik-us-Sharq 

and Mali)c-'lm¥dul Mulk. He also held the office of wazarat 

around the same time he is reported simultaneously holding 

the posts of a hakim, a maqt'at the peshwa and the wazir. He 

is credited with laying out a garden at Ahmedabad which c^me 

— - 3 
to be known as Baqh-i-Shaban. 

153. Malik Sahib; Gujarati Muslim* Khanazad, 
-as 

Malik Sahib was the son of Mujahidul Mulk, At the time 

of his accession Sultan Bahadur Shah in 1526 A.D., he was 
- - . 4 . 

entitled Habib Khan.* 
1. TA III p. 177; MS p. 173. 

2. AHG p. 28. 

3. ̂ ^ T / pp. 2a,b, 3b; TMS , p, 100a,b, 102a,b, TF pp. 192-^-
il§ pp. 53, 73, 92, 134,^165. ' _ Pt̂ - ^^-^ -

4. MS p. 254, 259. 
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154. Malil<: Husain Bahn'anI: Hon G u i a r i t i Ind ian Huslim. 
T 

Hvisaln was a noble of BahmanI kingdom. In 1519 '-..-., he 

was given the charge Idar. He v̂'as entitled Kizamul Hulk in 

1520 A.D.-"-

155. Malik Sharq: Gujaratl Muslim. 

In 1511 A.D,, Malik Sharq is mentioned as being sent 

- ~-. 2 
to receive the envoy of the Safvid ruler Shah Ismail. 

156. Malik Miran Khusru: Gujarati Muslim. 

Malik Miran was one of the nobles who rebelled against 

- - 3 
Sultan Ahmad Shah I in 1410 A.D. 

157. Malik Marian Sultani; Gujarati Slave. 

In 1427-28 A.D. Malik MaxjSi held the charge of Cambay 

and was also entitled Malik-ul-Umara^ Marjan Sultani. In the 

same year he made there a mosque. In 1432 A.D,, he was 

appointed to collect the salami from the zamindar/ Rana Mukul, 

Raja of Dilwara. In 1451 A.D., he was the hawaIdar of Broach 
» 

4 
where he also built a mosque. 

1. TA III p. 184; MS p. 193. 

2. MS p. 174. 

3. MS p. 30. 

4. SIAPS 1953-4, p. 66; EIAPS 1963, p. 21; AHG p. 4; 'o TD 70-
TA III p. 123. ' ̂  P- '^' 
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158. Malik-al-Hudaya; Gujarati Muslim. 

Malik-al-Hudaya was one of the great amirs of the reign 

of Sultan Kuzaffar Shah II (1511-1526 A.D.) and was entitled 

Hizabrul Mulk."̂  

IS^. Malil< Shah: Gujarati I'uslim, Khanazad. 

Malik Shah was the son of Malik Badra Khatri. In 

1403-4 A.D., he was the muqta of the shiq of Sorath and was 

also entitled Malik-ul-Umari" Muin-ud-Daulat U'ad-Din MaliJc, 

Malik Shah.^ 

16©. Malik Mugarrab Ahmad Ayaz: Gujarati Muslim. 

Malik Muqarrab was the kotwal of Ahmadebad. In 1429-

30 A.D,, he was sent against the ruler of the Bahmani kingdom, 

16i, Manik Chanda: Gujarati Hindu. 

Manik Chanda was a Hindu Banya. As an army officer he 

served in the reign of Sultan Ahmad Shah I (1410-1441 A.D.).^ 

3 

1. MS p. 210, 

2. EIAPS 1968, pp. 21-22; In 1403-4 A.D. Malik Shah held such 
an important post muqta"of the shig of Sorath indicates that 
at the time of the foundation of the Sultanate he must have 
been holding some post in Gujarat. 

3. TA III p. 116; TF pp. 186, 188. 

4. Ras Mala p. 256. 
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162. Malik Mijhammad Ikhtiyar Khan; Gujarati Muslim. 

Halik Muhammad was the friend of Sultan Mahmud Begarah 
• •• • 

v;ho conferred upon him the title Khan along with daulat of 
_ - 1 

pan.iha2ar2.. 

163. Malik All Shir: Gujariti Muslim, Khanazad. 

Malik Ali Sher was the son of Qiwamul Mulk. In 1532 ̂ .̂.D., 
2 

he was sent on an expedition against the fort of Raisin. 

164. Malik Qiwamul Mulk: Gujarati Muslim. 

In 1571-2 A.D. Qiwamul Mulk held the .1 agir of Godhra.^ 

165. Mandal Dilawar Khan: Habashi Slave. 

In 1555 A,D,, Mandal was in the service of Ulugh Khan 
4 

(a leading noble), 

166. Mallu Khan Mahduwi; Non Gujarati Indian Muslim. 

His name was Langar Khan. Langar Khan was the son of 

Mallu Khan who had come to Gujarat from Malwa in the reign of 

1. MS p. 151, 

2. TA III, p. 225; MS p. 286; Raisin: residence of Silhadi Purbia 
in Malwa. For Raisin see Irfan Habib, An Atlas of Mughal Empire, 
sheet 9 A, 23+, 77+. 

3. MA I, p. 21. 

4. £ ^ pp. 334-5. 
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Muzaffar Shah II (1511-1526 A.D.). In 1532 A.D. Bahadur Shah 

assigned him Sarangpur and also gave him the title Mallu Khan. 

167J. Maulana Khizra: Gujarati l-'uslim. 

In 1459 A.D., Maulana Khizra held the title of Saiful 

Mulk. He was involved in a conspiracy but was pardoned as'he 

v;as an old friend of 'imadul Mulk, On that occasion he was 
2 

r e l i e v e d from seirvices and a pens ion was s e t t l e d upon him, 

168. Mirza" Muqim; T\ ir^ni , 

Mirzi" Muqim held the title Khurasan Khan, In 1535 A.D., 
3 

he fled from the army of Bahadur Sh'ah and joined Humayun,. 

169. Mirjan Ahmad Lar-al-Sabashi;Habashi^lave. 

Mirjan held the title Diler Khan. In 1551 A.D. there 

was a great disturbances raised by the Rajputs in the region 

betv;een Ahmedabad and Pattan. The Sultan ordered for their 

expulsion from the kingdom. They were to be killed where ever 

found. The job was entrusted to Diler Khan and Aqa Bardi Turki 
4 

entitled Turk Khan. 

1. TA III p. 219; AHG p. 206; MS p. 212, 233; Sarangpur in Malwa 
see--''J Irfan, Habib, An Atlas of Mughal Emoire/sheet 9 A, 
22+, 78+. 

2. TKS^, pp. 4-a,b; TMS^' PP- 99-a,b; MS pp. 96, 99. 

3. TA III p. 229; mc p. 205. 

4. AHG p. 248. 
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170. Mirian Jhujhar Kheh: Habashi Slave. 

Mirjan was in the service of Ulugh Khan (a leading noble). 

In 1553 A.D., he killed Saiyid Mubarak. During the same year he 

vjas assigned BhiwaJ.. In 1568-69 A.D., Jhujhar killed Chingiz 

Khan. He v;as recruited into his service by Emperor ^^bar in 

1572 A.D.-̂  

171. Mir Abu Turab Wali: Irani. 

Abu Turab VJali belonged the Saiyid family of Shiraz which 

had settled dovm in Gujarat during the reign of Mahmud Begarah. 

Abu Turab was in the service of the powerful Guj arati noble l̂ bmad 

Khan when Akbar invaded Gujarat in 1571-2 A.D. He was recruited 

into the nobility by Emperor Akbar along with some other nobles, 
2 

He died in 1595 A.D., and buried at Aswal, 

172. Mirah/ Saiyid: Gujarat! Muslim, Khanazad. 

Miran was the son of Saiyid Mubarak Bukhari^ a powerful 

noble belonged to the reign of Mahmud Shah II (1546-1554 A.D), 

In 1562 A.D., he got Dholka and Dhandhuka as his share in the 

distribution of the country of Gujarat among the nobles. He 

commanded 40,000 sawars and controlled revenues amounting to 

16,00,00,000 tankas per year. In 1573 A.D., he died."̂  

1. TA III, pp. 243, 251, 253; .^G pp. 328, 334, 335, 350; 
MS pp. 427, 430, 443, 445. 

2. Shahnav;az IChah, Maasirul Umara. II Calcutta 1838, op. 280-85' 
TA III p.260; MA supp. p. 64. -^ . 
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173. Xjrian Shervjan K'-.anHabagax.; Kabashi S l a v e . 
- ' " " • = . • 

In 1555 A.D., he was i n the s e r v i c e of Ulugh I^^an* 

17-4. Ki r Ian Muhafiz Khan Hajaashii s H ab'ashr SI ave . 
• • • * 

~ 2 
In 1555 A.D., he was in the service of the Ulugh J\han. 

175. Miftah Saiful Mulk;Habashl Slave. 
_ 3 

In 1555 A.D,/ he was the hakim of Daman, 

17 6. Moti Chanda; Gujariti Hindu. 

Moti Chanda was a Hindu Banya, During the reign of 
. 4 

"Sultan Ahmad Shah I \1410-41 A.D.) he was an army officer, 
• • • 

17^. Mukhlisul Mul&; Gujarati Muslim. 

In 1530-31 A.D., Mukhlisul Mulk was the kotwal of Diu. 

In the same year he v.'as sent against Bahmani ruler. 

178. Mujahid Khan Bahlim: Gujarati Muslim. 

In 1524 A.D,, Mujahid Khan held the charge of Junagarh 

as a thahadar. In 1526 A.D,, his two sons succeded him and 

receivedithe titles Mujahid Khan and Mujahidul Mulk by. Sultan 

Bahadar Shah. 

1. AHG pp. 334-335. 

2. Ibid. 

3. TA III p. 251, 253-4; AHG pp. 334, 335, 350. 

4. Ras Mala p. 256. 

5. TA III, p, 118, 

6. MS p. 259; TS p, 125. 
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17 9 Mujahidul Mul"k Bahlim; Gujarati 2*luslim, Khanazad. 

Kujihidul Kulk was the son of Jlujahid Ki;an I and the 

brother of riujihid lOian II. Each one of the brothers had an 

army of ten or twelve thousand horsemen and controlled 

revenues of one thousand villages in Sorath during the reign 

of Mahmud Shal\ II (1546-1554 A.D.).-*-

180. Mujahid KhaTn Bahlim; Gujarati Muslirtî  Khanazad. 

Mujahid Î ian was the son of Mujahid Khan I. He succeded 

his father in 1526 A.D. He became the Governor of Sorath and 

entitled Mujahid Khan. In 1533 A.D,, he was sent on an exped

ition against Ranthambor. In 1538 A.D., he was the thanadar 

of Pali Thana. Subsequently in 1540 A.D., he became the n'aib 

(deputy) of Sulta'n Kahmud Shah II (1546-1554 A.D.). He was the 

brother of Mujahidul Mul"k and commanded to twelve thousand 

horsemen as well as controlled the revenues of one thousand 
2 

villages in Sorath. 

IS'l- Mugbal Khan Siddiqui: Gujarati Muslim.. 

Muqbal Khan belonged to a Kadi family of Kadiad. In 

1531 A.D., he accompanied 3ah¥dar Shah on an expedition to 

Kalwa. He was killed by ̂ Imadul riulk in 1537 A.D."̂  

1. 1^ pp. 348-50, 259. 

2. Epiqraphia Indica vol. II 1894, pp. 34-35; AH3 p^. 213, 218, 
230, 243-44; HS pp. 266, 272, 341, 348-50, 

3, TG p. 40; TF p. 225; MS p. 281, 327, 329-30; radiad: in the 
heart land of Gujarat, see I. Habib's An Atlas cf Mughal 
Empire, sheet 7 A, 72+, 22+. 
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IBS. Kuharamac Zaman Mirza; Turanl. 

In 1533 A.D., r-'uhammad Zaraan Mirza" arrived in Gujarat 

and was recruited intc his nobility by Sultin Bal-î dur Sh'ah, 

He tried to ascend the throne in 1537 A.D., but vjas defeated 

by Imadul KuJ.k forcing to leave Gujar'St. 

18 3, Muharram bin Rumi Khan; Ottoman T\ir>c, Khanaz"ad. 

Muharram was the son of Khwaja" Safar Salmani, In 1546 A.D., 

at the death of father he succeeded him. In the same year he 

was killed at Diu by the Portuguese and was succeeded by his 

- — 2 
brother Rajab Salmani. 

184, Munir Sultanil Gujarat! Slave. 

In 1422 A.D., r'.unTr Sultani accompanied Sul^ah Ahmad 

Shah I (1410-1441 A.D.) on an expedition against Malwa. In 

1433 A.D., he was sent to collect the salami from the zamindars 

of Dilwara, In 14 51 A.D., he accompanied Sultan 'Qutubuddin 

on an expedition against Malv;a, 

IS5., Musa' Khan Fauladi; Gujarati' Muslim. 

Musa Khan was the son of "A^nul Mulk Fauladi and the 

brother of Sher Khan Fauladi. In the reign of Sultan Ahnad 

Shah III 1S54-1561 A.D., he was assigned Pattan. In 1562 A.D., 

1. TG pp. 1-12; MS pp. 295, 324; AHG pp. 196-7, 223. 

2. AHG pp. 237-38. 

3. EIAFS 1973, pp. 22-23; T? Ill op. 123, 126; AHG TDO. 2,10; 
MS pp. 54, 73. 
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when the territory of Gujarat v;3S distributed smong the nobles, 

She"r Khi"n and i:usi ICnan got in addition to Pattan the oarqana 
1 

of Kari also. 

18^. Muhafiz Khan Zegalzada: Gujarati Hindu. 

In 1511 A.D. Huh^fiz Khan was daroaha of Mahmudabad. 

During the war of succession in 1526 A.D., he sided vjith Latit 

Wiah. On Bahadar Shah's ascending the throne, Muhafiz Khan 

vijas forced to flee from Gujarat. 

187. Nahir-ul-Hilm; Gujarati Muslim, Khanazad. 

Nahir-ul-Hilm was the son of Ibn-i-Jiv. In 1554 A.D., 
» » 

at the death of h i s fa ther he succeeded him in the post as 

vjell cs the t i t l e . 

1S8. :::asir Saif; Gujarati Muslim. 
Ahmad Shah I 

In the reign of Sultan/ '(1410-1441 A.D.) he held the 

title Khin-i-Azam A:̂ d,ar Khan. V.'hen- a large number of nobles 

rebelled against Sultan Ahmad Shah I in 1411 A.D., he helped 

- 4 
the Sultan against the rebels. 

1. TA III pp. 242, 245; mO pp. 214, 285, 294, 396-7, 418; 
KS pp. 386, 410, 415, 436. 

2. TA III v.^ 204; ̂ iG pp. 214-15; MS pp. 174, 260, 263, 274; 
Ilahmudabad: in the east of Gujarat; see Irfah Pf.abib's 

An Atlas of f'luqhal Smpire sheet 7 A, 22+, 72+. 

3. AHG pp. 323-325. 

4. TF p. 134; 'AS pp. 3 9-40. 
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IS^. Nasirul ilulk Bambani: Gujarati Muslim. 

The name of Kasirul Mulk was Kemat bin ChSlak Sultan-

al-Hindi. In 1549 A.D., he was entitled Nasirul Hulk. He had 

12000 horses under his command in 1571-2 A.D. His iaqir 

comprised parqanas^Kadarbar, Sultanpur and Kisabjamara yielded 

25,00,00,000 tankas as revenues. 

190. Nasir Habsh Khan;Haba»hF Slave. 

Nasir Habsh had come to Gujarat in 1538 A.D., with 

SulSimah Pfsha, In 1547 A.D., he was appointed hakim of Diu, 

He had cavalry of 4000, 

19 1, Nasir Shadi; Gujarati Muslim. 

In 1511 A.D., on the occasion of Sultan Muzaffar Sh"ah's 

occasion Nasir Shadi was entitled Mubarizul Kulk. 

192. Nauranq Khan: Gujarati Muslim. 

Naurang Khan had been the governor of Junagarh since 

1472-1473 A.D.'̂  

1. mc pp. 274, 314; MA I p. 21. 

2. AHG pp. 227, 241, 313. 

3. MS p. 173. 

4. TS 15. 132. 
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193. Nizamul Mulk Sultahi; Gujarat! Slave. 

Kizamul Mulk was the son of Rawal Patai of Champaner. 

He v;as perhaps enslaved and converted to Isla"m after being 

taking prisoner. In 1514 A.D., he v;as the hakim of Ahmednagar. 

In the same year he was sent against Raimal Raja of Idar. 

After the capture of Idar he remained incharge of the same 

fort for some time. He was called back from Idar in 1515 A.D, 

19 4. Nizamuddin, Malik; Gujarati Muslim. 

He held the title- Mukhtasu'1-ul-Mulk. In 1452 A.D., 

he accompanied Sultan Cutubuddin on an expedition against the 

2 
ruler of Malwa, 

195. Kusratul Mulk Bahlim: Gujarati Muslim. 

In 1519 A.D., Nusratul Mulk held the charge of the fort 

of Idar. In 1526 A.D./ he was killed in a war among the. 

nobles. 

196. Pairas Ram; Gujarati Hindu. 

Paras Ram was the zamindar of Bagar. In 1531 A.D., he 

joined the service of the Sultan Bahaidar Shah and received 

half of the Bagar in assignment and half of the territory 
4 

of Bagar was given to his brother Jaga. 

1. TA III pp. 177-79; US p. 118. 

2. AHG p. 9; ÎS p. 72. 

3. TA III p. 198; AHG p. 93; MS p. 193. 

4. TA III TDD. 213-14. 
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197. Pati; Gujariti Hindu. 

Pata was a Hindu Kayastha. In 1526 A.D., he was 

the Givernor of Sorath, 

19B« Payiq Das Khatrit GujaratX Hindu. 

Payag Das was one of the nobles who rebelled against 

Sultan Ahmed Shah I in 1410 A.D.^ 

199. Qadar Khan: GujarS'ti Muslim. 

In 1475-6 A.D., Qadar Khan was sent against Raja 
3 

of Champaner. 

200. Caisar Khan; Gujarati Muslim. 

In 1480 A.D., Saisar Khan was sent on an expedition 

along v/ith Timadul Mulk to conquer Jalor and Sachor. 6n the 

way he was killed by Hujahid Khan. 

1. One inscription quoted in Bomaby Gazetteer, VIII, 
Kathi;awar, p. 668. 

2 . MS p . 3 0 . 

3 . 7\HG p . 2 6 . • 

4 . TMS^ p p . 1 3 - b ; TA I I I p . 4 7 6 ; TF p . 2 0 1 ; AHG p p . 2 4 , 2 5 ; 
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2C1, Daisar Khan; Gujarat! Muslim. 
_ t 

In 1517 A.D., Qaisar IChan was the muqta Dahod. In 

1520 A.D., he was sent on an expedition acainst Rana Sangl. 

In 1526 A.D., he was sent against prince Latit ICnan "by 

Sul1:ah Sikandar, During the same year he was executed by 

Sultan Bahadar Shah. 

202. Qanib-al-Khamiravi: Ottoman Turk, Slave. 

Qanib-al-Khamaravi was a purchased slave of Sultan 

Mahmud Shah III. In 1539 A.D., he was entitled^Imadul Mulk 

Arsalan Rumiiie conquered the fort of Idar during the same year. 

In 1555-56 A.D., he became wazir of Sultan Ahmad Shah III. He 
2 

w as killed by Rajab Salmani in 1558-59 A.^,' 

203 - Qaisar Khan; Gujarati Muslim. 

In 1536 A.D.^ Caisar Khan v;as sent with Asif Khan to 

escort the treasure and harem of Sultan Bahadar Shah to 

3 
Mecca. 

204 Qazi Pir Ishaq; Kon Gujarati Indian Muslim. 

Qazi Pir Ishaa î;as a Bahmani noble who joined the service 

of Sultan Kahmud Eegarah. In 14 93-4 A.B., he \;as sent to help 

the hakim of Sultahpur against Alp Khan, a rebel noble. 

1. TA lil op. 174, 187, 197, 205-°-; T? pi3. 212; AHG o. 102; 
MS pp. 175, 183, 199, 241, 262, 265. 

2. PiiG pp. 245, 246, 316, 332; MS p. 363. 

3. AHG p. 307. 

4. TA III p. 164; TF p. 2C3. 
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205 . Qutbul Hulk: Guiarati Huslirr.. 
» ! 

iutbul :-:ulk v;as an aniir of Sultan Kuzaffar Shah II. 

In 1511 A.D., he was sent to receiv the envoy of Shah Ismail. 

20&, Rai Azam Khan-i-Muazzam Sikandar Khan: Gujarati Muslim. 

Rai ẑarh v.'as the son cf Rai Ghias. In 1480 .-..C., he 

VJBS killea at thana of Sembhar. Kis title indicates that his 

family were originally a Hindu Chief, Probably Rai Azam 

Khan-i-Muazzam was pos ted a t thana of Senabhar in 1480 A.D., 
~—' •• >, ^ — ^ — 

2 
where he v;as killed. 

207. Raihan Badruddin Jah^nqir Khani: Ottoman Turk, Slave. 

His name was Abul I<hair Raihan Badruddin. He v;as the 

slave of Jahangir Khan. This is indicated by Suffix Jahangir 

l̂ ânT used v.'ith his name, probably he had come to Gujarat in 

1531 A.D., in the retinue of Jahangir Khan v.;ho had accompanied 

Amir T'ustafF Rumi. He was the wazir of Khudawanda Kha'n. Later, 

— 3 
he became t h e v/azir of Uluch Khan. 

1. MS p. 174. 
15 

2. SIAFS 1974 pp. 26-27; Sembhar: a village/Kilometers to the 
east of the taluca" headquarters Vadaar. and 25 kilometers 
south-east of the District headquarter Palanpur. It is novj 
known in official record as Sherpura (Sembhar). Territorial 
Changes in the Gujarat State, Ahmedabad 1969, ::o, 99 quoted 
by 2.A. Besai in SI APS 1974, p. 2'3. 

3. .̂ HG D. 499. 
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208. RJi Q-Jtub: Gujarati Muslim. 

Rai Qutub as is suggested by the title Rai used v?ith 

his name belonged to a family Rajput Chiefs. He v?as the 

hakim of Mahim during the reiqn of Ahmad Shah I. Rai Cutub 

died in 1431 A.D."'-

2C'̂ . Rai Ray an; Gujarati Hindu. 

In 1480 A.D., he was found involved in a conspiracy 

^ 2 
against Sultan Mahmud Begarah. 

210. Raja Muhammad Husain: Gujarati Muslim. 

Raja I-luhammad Husain held the title Ashjaul Mulk. In 

1532 A.D., he -was given the charge of Dasur. Dasur vsas in the 

possession of Gangu Purbiya who administered on behalf of the 

- 3 
ruler of Chittor. Dasur vjas annexed to Gujarat in 1532 A.D, 

21.1. Raja Kar Singh Deo; Non Gujarati Hindu. 

Raja Nar Singh Deo V7as the nephew of the Raja of 

Gwalior. In 1535 A.D,, he was given the charge of the fort 

of Champaner and was entitled Kh^"^"'^^^^'^* -̂n the same year 

he was killed in one of the encounters with invading army of 

— 4 the Mughal emperor rlumayun. 

1. T? pp. 188-9. 

2. TA III p. 474; TF p. 200; AHG pp. 23-24. 

3. ;̂ iG pp. 103, 116-18, 194; MS p. 200. 

4. TA III p. 212; AHG pp. 200-1; MS pp. 271, 313. 
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212. Rija" Rai Singh; Gujerati Hindu. 

Raja Rai Singh was the Governor cf Junagarh ii 

1579-80 A.D.-'-

21:3. Ram Chandr' : Gujarati Hindu. 

In 1455-6 A.D. Ram Chandr v;as s e n t along vjith Malik 
2 

Gadai to help the ruler of l̂ agor against the Rana of Chittor. 

214, Rao Mandalik; Gujarati Muslim. 

Rio MandaliX was originally a Hindu. He was the ruler 

of Junagarh. In 1471-2 A.D. after the annexation of Junagarh 

to the Sultanate of Gujarat he became Musalraan and was 

recruited into the nobility. Rao Mandali]< was entitled Khah-i-

Jahan. 

215. Raziul Hulk; Gujarati Muslim. _________________ 

In 1513 A.D., Raziul Mulk accompanied Sultan Kuzaffar 

Shah II on an expedition against the rules of Kalwa. In the 

war of succession of 1526 A.D., Raziul Mulk sided with Bahadur 

Shah. 

1. T3 p. 132. 

2. TF p. 192; KS p. 83. 

3. riS p. 126. 

4. op.cit. p-p, 180, 256. 



216. Ruknuddin; Gujarati Muslim. 

In 14 59 A.D., he v/as t h e T-;otVv'al of F a t t a n . In the same 

yea r h i s b r o t h e r Hi?amul xVul}? was accused of consp i racy a g a i n s t 

the Sultan. He and his brother on that occasion fled from 
1 

Gujarat to Mal̂ iJa. 

2157. RashTdul Kulk; G u j a r a t i Muslim.. 

In 1511 A.D», Rashidul Kulk v;as e n t i t l e d KhudaV^andi I<han. 

2 He vias a l s o given the o f f i c e of v?azarat . 

21S. Rava Kersimhaka; Gujarati Hindu, 

In an inscription Rlva" Karsimhaka" is mentioned as mantri 

in the service of Mujahid Khari/ the Governor of Sorath in 

1531-32 A.D.-̂  

219 Ravi Rai; Gujarati Hindu. 

In 1553 A.D., during the conflict between Itmad Khan 

^ »_£ - - 4 
and Saiyid riubarak, Ravi Rai sided v.'ith Jtmad Khan. 

220. Rawat ?ir: Gujarati" Muslim. 

The title "Rawat" indicates that he belonged to a family 

v;ho were originally Hindu heriditary Chiefs. He was killed 

during the military operation against Rana of Chittor in 

1519 A.D.^ 

1. TA III p. 138; T? p. 196. 

2. ̂  p.173. 

3. -pigraphia Indica vol. II 1894, pp. 34-3 5. 

4. r\H3 p. 362. 

5. .--J-IG p. 101; ::3 p. 197. 
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221. Rawat Husain; GujaratI Muslim. 

'The title Rawat indicates that Rawat Husain belonged 

to a family/ originally a Hindu Rajputs Chiefs. In 1519 ^,D., 
2 

he was killed while fighting against Rana of Chittor. 

222, Rustam Khan Bi"luchi; Baluchi. 

In 1571-2 A.D. Rustam Khan with some other Baluchis 

had the jaqir of the parqana* Radhanpur/ Sami, Kunjpur, Kakrej/ 

Sanrhalpur, Tahrad, Morbi, Terwara and Morwara. Their total 
2 

annual income was Rs. 30,00,0000; 

223. Sada Khasakhil, Moljk; Gujarati Slave, 

In 1482-3 A,D., he held the charge of thana of 

Rasulabad (between Gujaret and Cndmpaner). He was killed by 
3 

the ruler of Champaner in the same year. 

1. AHG p. 101; KS p. 197; i^ I, p. 2! 

2. MA I, p. 22, 

3. T^ III p. 158; MS v. 134. 
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224. S3' adat Khan; ̂ ûiarati Kuslin. 

3a'a6a-c i\nan vjas the uncle of Sultan Ahmad Shah. In 

1410 A.D., he along v;ith some other nobles rebelled against 

the Sultan."^ 
•1 

225. Sa'ad-ul-Mulki Non Gujarat! Muslim, 

On the occasion of his accession in 1526 *̂ .D. Sultan 

Bahadur Shah conferred upon Sa* ad-ul Mulk, the title Shams 

iOiah.̂  

226. Safdar Khan Sultani^ Malik: Gujaratr Slave. 

Safdar Kh¥n was an admiral in the service of Sultan 

Mahmud Begarah. In 1419 A.D. he v;as sent against Bahadur 

1. TFiS 

2. MS p. 259, 



lrl9 A.D. 3^fd•^r I'-.'-c'r. v.'=s v-'ouncet? v;hiie fightir:? 

arair.st the ".ihe' of Chittor.' 

22 7. Salcta: I-ortugues: 

3ei:ta v.'as e Portuguese deserter convertef Iluslini. Ir, 

the reign of Bahadar 3hah, he v;as recruited into the nobility 

— - 2 v;ith title ?irangi Î ian. 

22». Sadra Kha"!! Husain'Abdul Latif: i.on Guiarati Indian ::uslirr 

Sadra Khan was the son of Kalik Ra'ji of Kandu. He vas 

- 3 
killed in Humayun's attack of Mandu in 1535 A.D, 

22^', Safdar Khan; Gujarati Muslim, Khanazad. 

Safdar IChan vjas the son of Alam Khan. After the death 

of Slam Kna'n in 1531 A.B., the later's assignment vias trans-

- 4 
ferred to his son Safdar Khan. 

230. 3adr-i-Jahan Fayz Allah BambanT: Gujara"ti Muslim, Khinazad, 

In 1496 A.D. Fayz Allah held the post of Sadr-i-

Jahan in the reign of Mahmud Shah I, He belonged to a very 

distinguished family v;hose members continued to hold for 

generation the responsible posts of ministers and. Chief judges. 

1. ZI-'J13 pp. 19-21; TMS^ p. 166; TF p. 203. 

2. AHG p. 200; 'AS p. 214. 

3. TG p. 13; AHG pp. 204; 205, 21B; MS p. 31, 

4. :-:3 o. 2 75. 



o p ^ 

I n 1501 --. .D., he v.'as s e n t by S u l t e n Kariir.ud Shah t o iluhcrnrr.a-

dabad (B ida r ) a s an a m b a s s a d o r . He v ; ro te u n i v e r s a l H i s t o r y of 

~ - 1 
I s l e n named ,Tar i "Kh- i -3ac?r -x-u£nan . 

231:. Safdar Khan; Gujarltl Kuslim. 

In 1526 h.D., Safdar Khan received his father's title 

Khan Khanan. In 1527 A.D., he was sent against the rebel Malik 

- - 2 
Ishaq son of Malik Ayaz, 

23'̂ . Salah-ud-Din: Kon Gujariti Hindu Rajput. 

3alah-ud-Din was originally a Hindu Rajput named Silhadi, 

In 1532 A.D., after the conquest of Raisin by Bahldar Shlh, 

Silhadi was converted to Islam. On that occasion he was 

recruited into the nobility and v;as given the title Salah-ud-

Din.^ 

233. Sandal Ghilib Khan Jahangir Khahi; Ottoman Turk, Slave. 

CriginallyjSandal Ghalib was a slave of the Ottoman 

Governor of Yeman, Amir Mustafa"Rumi. He came to Gujarat^ 

possibly in 1531 A.D. with Amir Mustafa" Rumi". He enjoyed the 

position of an amir under Ulugh Khari. In 974 A.H/ 1566-67 A.D., 

he was the hakim of Ahmedabad. 

1 . S . A . I . Tirrr b . ^ . . l . T i r m i z i , Some A s p e c t s of M e d i e v a l G u i a r a t , p . 2 0 ; 
^'':^- J^i-rralzi, J'Are ' I 'abqat- i-Mahmud S h J h i , Mathir- i - l*:ahm\ 'd 
S h a h i and T a r i l c h - i - S s d r a - i - J a h a n I d e n t i c a l ? " PIHC -oo.' 327-S 

2 . MS p p . 259, 2 6 5 . 

3 . MS p . 2 S 7 . 

4 . AHG p p . 334, 342 , 4 1 1 , 4 9 7 - S . 
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234• 3aren:r, I.alik; Gujarati Iluslim. 

Sarang was originally a Hindu Rajput. He v;as converted 

to Islam bv 3ulta"n KahmiTd Beaarah. Kali}: Sirana was included 

into the nobility end entitled Mu:<hlisul Kull^. In 147C-1 A.D., 

he was entitled Qiwamul Kulk and the charge of the thana of 

Godhra -was entrusted to him. In 1523 A.D., under Bahadur Shah 

he held the charge of the port of Diu. 

23E.. Shah Malik; Gujarati Muslim, 

Shah Malik was one of the nobles v;ho rebelled against 

Sultan Ahmad Shah in 1410 A.D., He was executed by the Sultan 

in the same year. 

236. Shams Khan; Gujarati Muslim, I<hahazad. 

Sham.s Khan was the son of Nizamul Hulk son of Rav.'al 

Fatai of Champaner. In 1526 A.D., on the occasion of his 

accession Sultan Bahadar Shah conferred upon Shams Khan the 

title Mubarizul Mulk.-^ 

237. Shams; Gujarati Muslim, Khanazad. 

Shams was the son of Kutluah lOiin. In 1526 A.B., Sultan 

Bahadar Shah conferred upon hin the title Husain Khan. 

1. EIAPS 1963, p. 38; AHG pp. 17, 22, 25, 33, 100, 104-115; 
MS pp. 106, 103, 126, 145-46, 179, 137-99, 201, 22^-'^5 
265-63. ' ^ ' 

2. T3G p. 16; MS p. 34. 

3. AHG p. 333; MS p. 259. 

'i. M5 p. 259. 
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23B. ohams I" len Dandani: Gujariti IIUSIIT. 

Shams Khan Dandalii v;as the brother cf Sultan .'luzaffar 

Shah I. In 14C4-5 A.D., he v;as made the muata of l.agor. 

239. Shamsherul Hulk; Gujarati Iluslin. 

In 1533 A.D., Shansherul !'.ulk v.'as sent to conquer the 

fort of Ajmer. After the conquest of Ajmer he v;as appointed 

2 
the h'akira of the same f o r t , 

240. Sheikh, r.alik; Gujarat i Iluslim. 

Sheikh Malik held the title Haibat IQian. He \v'as the 

uncle of Sultan Ahmad Shah I and rebelled against him in 

1410 A.D. In the same year he v;as executed by the Sultan. 

241. Sheikh Jiv TamTm; Gujarati Kuslim. 

Sheikh. Jiv Tamim. held the title Asadul Hulk. In 1520 i 

he v;as killed -while fighting against Rana Sanga. 

1. MS p. 24. 

2. KS pp. 293, 318. 

3. IMS^, p. 34-a; TSG p. 16; KS p. 34. 

4. TA p. isg. i:s pp. 197, 213. 
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24-V. Sheikh Sê ee'dHabashi. alJEs Sultehi: Kabashi Slave. 
; Jl I 

;--fter the ciseth of Sultah ::ahmud Shah III he v;as ipa 

the service of P̂ mir Jhujhar khan. He was v:ith the same a-nir 

v;hen the later fought against Ulugh Ixhan in 1571-2 ---.L. 

243. Sheikh Yusuf HabashI: Habashi Sla\'e. 

Sheikh Yusuf Habashi v.'as an amir of the reign of Sultan 

Ahmad Shih III (1561-A.D.) and was entitled Azam Humayun. 
• »• 

24^. Sher Khan; Gujarati I'uslim, Khanazad. 

Shir Khan v;as the son of Itmad Kh'an. He held the title 

V/ajihul Hulk. In 1553 A.D., he v;as the v;azir of Sultan Ahmad 
3 

Shah III. 

245. Sher Khan FauladT: Gujarati Muslin, Khanazad. 

Sher Khan v;as the son of Ainul Mul?-: Fauladi and the 

brother of Plus's K_'~en Fauladi. Sher Iv:an and l-liTsa' K̂ han v.'ere 

in the service of Saiyid HuDarak. rattan v.-as assigned to them. 

In the reicn of Muzaffar Sh'ah III v;hen the tsrritorv cf 

Gujarat \;as divided among the nobles Sher Khan and Musa " IChan 

gor -parcana of Kari an addition to Fattan as thsir share." 

1. ̂ £iG II pp. 925-26. 

2. TA III p. 243; KS p. 415. 

3. AHG p. 312; MS p. 4 59. 

4. TA III -o. 242, 245; ̂;JiG pp. 214, ?e5, 3 94, 3 96, 40 7, <'18, ̂-̂ ^ • 
•:§ pp- 336, 410, 415, 436. 



24C. Sher K>.an: Gujarati .luslirr.. 

Sher Khan v;as the uncle of Sultan Ahmad Shah I. In 
- 1 

1410 A.z:., he rebellecr along with his brothers against Sultan. 

24'7. Sherwah IOna"n: ..on Gujarati Indian lluslim. 

Sherv;an Khan v;as originally a noble of rialwa. In 

1530 j-^.D., he fled from Ilalwa and joined Sultan Bahadur Shah's 

2 
service. 

248. 3herv;a"n Khan Shatti: Gujarati lluslim, Khanazad 

Shervan Î ian was the adopted son of Afzal I^an. In 

1553 A.D., he killed Burhah/ the murderer of Sultan Hahmud 
'I • 

Shah III.'̂  

249. Shulaul MulX-; Gujarati Muslim. 

Shujaul Mulk v/as the brother of Alam Khan FFruqui and 

held the position of sioah sala'r during the reign of Mahmud 

Shah III (1537-1553 A.D.).^ 

250*. Sikandar Khan Satwai; Uon Gujarati Indian lluslim. 

Silondar Khan Saf.'ai v/as a fugitive from the court of 

I.ahmud Khalji of Halv.'a v.'ho joined service under Sultan Baha'dur 

Shah in 1530 A.D. In 1533 A.D., he accom.panied Sultan Bahadur 

2. AHG p. 167. 

3. TA III, p. 240; AHG p. 257; MS pp. 379-8 

4. AHG p. 271; ̂ ^ pp. 350-1. 
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Shah on his expedition against Chittor. In 1536 r.,L., when 

Bahadur Shah venx: to neet the Portuguese Captain â ; Diu 

Sikandar Khan accompanied him. He died at the hand's of 

- - 1 Protuguese with Bahadur Shah. 

251. Sikandar Khan; Gujarati Muslim. 

Sikandar I^an was the brother-in-law of Sultan Ahmed 

Shah I (1410-1441 A.D.) . In 1452 A.D., he accompanied Sultan 

UutubuddLi Ahmad Shah on an expedition against the ruler of 
•I • 

2 
Malwa. 

25 2. Saiyid Fidah; Gujarati Huslim, Khanazad. 

Saiyid Fidak was the nephew of Saiyid Mubarak in 
3 

533 h,D., he was killed in a war among the nobles. 
1 

25 3̂  Saiyid *Ali: Gujarati Muslim. 

In 1535 A.D., when Humayun invaded Gujarat Saiyid Ali 

and Khurasan Khan v;ho were then important officers of Sultan 

1 . TA I I I , p . 2 1 5 ; AHG p p . 1 6 6 , 2 1 5 ; £IS p p . 2 7 5 - 7 6 , 2 9 2 , 3 2 1 , 3 2 3 . 

2 . AHG p . 9 . 

3 . AriG p . 3 3 7 . 



O 1 "• 

1 
Bahsdar Shah fleeing frorr. Gujarat arm:' joined Hxrr.ayun. 

254. Saivid Sharif Gilani; Irani. 

In 1535 A.^., Saivid Sharif Gilani v;as the mviqta'̂ of 

Cambay. In the same year he had submitted to Humiyun givin; 

2 
him Arab horses as oresents. 

255. Saiyid Mubarak Bukhari; Gujarati Huslims. 

The fore father of Saiyid Muba'rak Bukha'ri v.'as one of 

five hundred Bukhari Saiyids who had mirgrated from Bukhara 

to Gujarat at the time of Timur's invasion (1398-99 A.D.). 

Ke xvas entitled Majlish-ul-Ashraf. In 1549 A.D., he v/as sent 

on an expedition against Idar. Ke v;as killed by a slave of 

I^aH Kha'n in 1557 A.D.^ 

256. Saivid Miran: Gujarati Huslim., Khanizad. 

Saiyid Miran was the son of Saiyid Mubarak Bukhari. 

In 1559-60 A.D. in the reign of Suli:an Muzaffar Shah II when 

the territory of Gujarat was divided among the leading nobles, 

Saiyid Miri'n got Dholka and Dhandhuka as his share, 

257. Saiyid Baranhar Kahduwi : Non Gujarati Indian Muslim. 

In 1499 A.D., Saiyid Baranhar had come to Gujarat from 

Malwa and joined the ser\'ice of Sultan Mahmud Begarah. He act 

1. TA III p. 229. 

2. ZG p. 20; T3G p. 35. 

3. TA III pp. 242-3; AHG po. 201, 220, 246, 257, 312, 32', 
330, 332,; î S pp. 319, 351, 3S6-c7, 405, 408, 419-20. 

4. TA IZZ '_•:, 2'i5* '-'3 ~̂"̂. /•.o,̂  ^o^ t' - "• 
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Broach as assignrrient and was also entitled Ali Khan. In 

1547 A.D,, he -̂̂as dismissed from his post as the Portuguese 

had entered the fort of Broach due to his carelessness. 

25g. Sai-"id Ibrahim: Gujarati Muslim, 
_ — —4 

In 1410 A,D., Saiyid Ibrahim v;as the mugta of Kodasa 
*« 

and was entitled Rukn Khan. He v;as one of the noble who 
m. 2 

rebelled against Sultan Ahmad Shah I in 1410 A.D. 

25?. Taj Khan bin Salar; Gujarati Muslim, ^anazid. 

Taj Khan was the son of''isa Salar. In 1471-2 A.D., he 

was given the charge of thana Sorkha in suba of Baroda, Ke 
3 

was sent on an expedition against Champaner in 1482-3 A.D, 

2g0i Taj Khan I'Tarpali; Gujarati Muslim, 

Taj Khan Karpali was a wazir of Sulta'n Muzaffar Sh"ah II 

(1511-1526 A.D.). In 1526 A.D., he helped Bahadur Shah to 

capture the throne. Soon after the enthronement of Bahadixr 

Shah/ Taj Khan resigned his post as vjazir and request the 

Sultan to grant him a village for his subsitance. Sultan 

Bahadur Shah accepted his request. He is credited with founding 

the township of Tajpur and also building the tomb of Shah 

Alam.^ 

1. AHG pp. 240, 333. 

2. TA III p. 98; TP pp. 183-4; MS p. 38. 

3. TA III p. 159; ̂ ^ p^ 26; HS pp. 126, 167. 

*̂ 11-66: ^°^' ^̂ '̂ ̂ ^̂ "̂  ' ^°'^' ^̂ '̂ ^ -̂ "̂' ^^5' 24̂ -. 251, 
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2 6*̂ 1, Tatar Khan; Gujarat i riuslim. 

Tatar Khan was an adopted son of Sultan Muhammad. In 

1471 A,D., he was made the thanadar of Junaaarh and was 
the _ _ _ 

empowered to levy/salami from the zam.indars of Sorath. He 
1 

continued in that position till 1513 A.D. 

26^. Tatlr I^an GhorF; Gbor. 

In 1513 A.D. Tatar Khan Ghori as well as Mali!? Ayaz were 

appointed as thahaciars of Junagarh to collect the salami from 

the zamindars.He was succeeded in that position by his son 

Amin Khan Ghori in 1524 A.D, 

263, TajuddLi Malik: Gujaratr Muslim. 

In 1431-2 A.D., he received the title of Ma'intil Hulk 
_ 3 

and becam.e the hakim of Thalner. 

264. Ta'tar Khan Lodi; Non Gujar'Sti Indian Muslim, 

Tatar Î iah was the son of 'Alauddin and grandson of 

Bahlol Lodi, In 1533 A.D., he was sent on an expedition against 

Chittor. 

26$. Ta'tarul Mulk Ghori: Ghor. 

Tatarul Mulk was the wazir of Mujahid Khan Bahlim. In 

1545 A,D., he helped Sultan Mahmud Shah III in escaping from 

1. T3 p. 125. 

2. MS p. 457-8; TS p. 125; Comnissariat I p. 170. 
3. TA III p. 122. 

4. 12 pp. 5, 12; TA III pp. 227-29; fJIG p. 218; MS p. 291. 
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- — ~ 1 

the hands of Alarn Khan 'who had made t h e S u l t a n , h i s puppe t . 
— • i» ' 

266. Ta'ta'r Khan Qhori: Ghor, Khanazid, 

Tatar Khan was the brother of Tatarul MulX Ghori. In 

1553 A.D., he received Junagarh in assignment. Probably he was 

the son of Tâ tar Khan Ghori and succeeded him in his title as 

well as assignment. In 1571-2 A.D, Tatar Khan Ghori along with 

his brothers Amin Khan CXiori and Fateh i^an Ghori held the 

jaqir of the taluga' of Junagarh. 

267. Teqhuman Khan: Non Gujarlti Indian Muslim. 

He was the son of Saiyid Baranhar who migrated to Gujarat 

from Malwa. He succeeded his father in his title 111 Khan in 

1554 A.D.-̂  

268. Tuqhlaq KhSi; Gujarati Muslim, 

In 1526 A.D., Tuqhlaq Khan received the title Modud-ul-

Mulk. In 1527 A.D., he held the charge of the wilayat of Morbi. 

In the same year he was defeated by Ishaq son of Malik Ayaz 

after the later rebelled against the Sultan. 

269. 'Tuqhlaq Sh'ah FauladF; Gujarati Muslim. 

In 1520 A.D. Tughlaq Sh'ah Fauladl was sent on an 

expedition against the Rana of Chittor.^ 

1. AHG pp. 227, 243, 244; MS pp. 349, 350-1. 

2. TA III, p. 243; IF p. 228; MS pp. 403, 407, 425; MA I, p. 23, 

3. AHG pp. 259, 266. 

4. MS pp. 259, 266. 

5. TA III p. 189. 
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27C^ Tuhfa Sultahi', Malik: Gujarat! Slave. 

In the beginning of the reign of Sultan Ahmad Sh'ah 1/ 

Malik Tuhfa was the maqta of Bhankar. In 1415 A,D., he 

received the title Tajul Mulk. 

271. Tuqhah Turk Sultahi^ Malikr Gujarat! Slave. 

In 1452 A.D. Tughan held the title^ Ikhtiyarul Mulk. In 

1459 A.D., he received the title Farhatul Mulk. He became the 

— 2 
thahadar of a'agat in 1472 A.D. 

272. Tuqhlaq Khan; Gujarati Muslim. 

Tughlaq Khan was an \ancle of Sultan Mahmud Begarah, In 

1467-8 A.D., he was sent on an expedition against the fort of 

Girnar. 

273. Uluqh Khah;Habashi« S l a v e . 

The original name of Ulugh Khan was Mandal Habashi,:in 

1548 A.D., he was recruited into the nobility and given the 

title Ulugh Khan. He was killed in a battle in 1553 A.D,'̂  

1. TF p. 184; Ras Mala p. 254. 

2. TO4S^, pp. 12-a,b; TA III pp. 138, 151, 152; AHG p. 9,16,23,27; 
!!§ pp. 99, 130; TF p. 200. 

3. 2^2' PP- 67-b; TA III p. 143; IT p. 197. 

4. AHG pp. 243, 337. 
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274. Ulugh Khan: Habashi, Slave. 

The original name of Ulugh I<han was Yaqut. In 1553 A.D., 

after the death of Ulugh K h ^ MandalHabashi, Ya'qut succeeded 
1 

him in that title. In 1557 A.D.^ he died at Baroda. 

275. UlughjQian: riaba'shi Slave, ICianazad. 

The original name of Ulugh ^an was Khair'at Khan. He 

was the son of Yaqut Ulugh Khan and succeeded his father in 

1557-8 A.D, In 1558-9 A.D., he was made sipahsalar and got 

Baroda and Champaner as assignment. He commanded 40,000 sawars 

and controlled revenues amounting to 15,00,00,000 tankas per 

2 
year. 

276. Usman Ahmad Sarkhejl; Gujarat! Muslim. 

In 1413 A.D., Usmah Alimad had rebelled along with some 

- 3 
other nobles agains t Sultan Aljmad Shah I . 

»^ , 

277. Wali-us-Shurta": riabashr Slave. 
———————^———— I 

He had come to Gujarat in 1538 A.D., with Sulaiman Pasha. 

He held the title Habsh ICian.'̂  

27g. Zaheerul Mullet GujaratI Muslim. 

His name was Sher Khan. In 1517 A.D., he was the incharge 

of Idar. In the same year he v;as ]<illed while fighting against 

Rai Bhim of Idar.^ 

1. AHG pp. 313-316, 321-26, 337. 

2. AHG pp. 256, 345, 346, 350-7, 374; LS po. 427, 433, 440-43 
452; I;LA I p. 17. ' - - > 

3. MS p. 40. 

4. AHGp. 227. 

5. TA III p. 170. ?,as Male, p, 295. 
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279. Ziauddin, Malik; Gujarati Iluslim. 

Ziauddln held the title Nizamul Mulk. He occupied the 

post of wazir under Sultan Ahmad Shah I (1410-1441 A.D.). In 

1413 A.D., he v;as sent alona with Shahzaiaih Latif Khan against 

the rebels. 

2'60» Ziaiil Mulk; Gujarati Muslim. 

In 1451 A.D. Zi^ul Mulk accompanied Sultan Qutubuddin 
2 

Alimad Shah on an e x p e d i t i o n a g a i n s t t h e iruler of Malwa. 

1. TA I I I p . 101, 105; MS pp . 4 1 , 48 . 

2 . MS p . 7 8 . 
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